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IDEAL FRAMING: Photographic Representation of the Modern Villa
SUMMARY
The primary goal of this thesis is to explore the nature of a specific “problem”
defined for the Modern villas of 1920s and 30s and the mechanisms of the
transformation it goes through within the domain of photographic representation. The
problem, which is identified through the writings of Interwar critics and historians, is
basically rooted in the conflict arising from the contemporary Modernist discourse on
economic and standardized domestic architecture and the luxurius and non-standard
Modern villas being intensively built in Europe during the specific period. The
hypothesis of this study is based on the observation that this problem or conflict gets
transformed and blurred by the visual effects of the large body of villa photographs
published in professional architectural periodicals of Interwar era.
Before going into the analysis of the mechanisms of transformation of the problem, a
discussion on the prevailing techniques and tendencies of interwar photography is
made from a specific point of view and in relation to that, contemporary architectural
photography is redefined as a hybrid practice that merges aspects of documentary
and abstract photography. As a result of this discussion, the position and significance
of Modern villa photographs that forms a significant “corpus” within this practice are
elucidated as well.
A specific approach is proposed in order to analyze and demonstrate the mechanisms
of the transformation that gives the villa photographs a homogeneous character. An
Image Set is formed out of the villa photographs published in three major French
periodicals of the period and they are analyzed in terms of the type and frequency of
repetitive elements and patterns. Quantitative and qualitative visual analysis methods
are utilized in a parallel way in order to interpret the effects of the repetitive elements
both in terms of their frequency patterns and the specific connotations they bear in
relation to the problem of the Modern villa. The photographs in the Image Set are
analyzed with respect to their content, compositional and technical features and a
mapping of the repetitive elements and patterns is done to observe the more
dominant patterns and their distribution among the sub-groups of photographs.
The process of analysis itself demonstrates the mechanisms of transformation and
how close the image of the Modern villa approaches to an ideal about standardized
and economic dwelling type, within the field of representation. Both the quantitative
results of the analysis and the discussions on the connotations of the repetitive
elements show that certain features and sub-groups of photographs are more
significant in terms of their contribution to the homogeneous character of the Image
Set, while some others reveal the non-standard and non-economic nature of their
subjects. The results of the analysis are evaluated as interlaced quantitative and
qualitative aspects of a phenomenon –the particular character of Modern villa
photographs- that is born out of the juxtaposition of architectural and photographic
practices of a specific period in history.
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İDEAL KADRAJ: Modern Villanın Fotoğrafik Temsili
ÖZET
Bu tez çalışmasının temel hedefi, 1920ler ve 30larda inşa edilen Modern villalara
dair bir “problem”in doğasını ve bu problemin, fotoğrafik temsil alanında geçirdiği
dönüşümün işleyiş biçimini araştırmaktır. Dönemin eleştirmen ve tarihçilerine ait
metinler aracılığı ile tanımlanan problem, ekonomik ve standartlaşmış konut
mimarisini savunan Modernist söylem ile bu dönemde Avrupa’da yoğun olarak inşa
edilen lüks ve standart-dışı Modern villalar arasında doğan çelişkide
temellenmektedir. Çalışmanın hipotezi olarak, bu problem ya da çelişkinin,
savaşlararası dönemde profesyonel mimarlık dergilerinde yayınlanan Modern villa
fotoğraflarının yarattığı görsel etki ile dönüşerek bulanıklaştığı fikri ortaya
atılmaktadır.
Bu dönüşümün işleyiş biçimine dair çözümlemelere girmeden önce, savaşlararası
dönemde öne çıkan fotoğraf teknikleri ve eğilimleri belli bir bakış açısından
tartışılmakta ve buna bağlı olarak, dönemin mimarlık fotoğrafçılığı, belgeleyici ve
soyut fotoğrafçılık özelliklerini bünyesinde birleştiren melez bir uygulama alanı
olarak tanımlanmaktadır. Bu tartışmanın sonucu olarak, dönemin mimarlık
fotoğrafçılığı alanında kayda değer bir gövde oluşturan Modern villa fotoğraflarının
konumu ve önemi de açıklanmaktadır.
Modern villa fotoğraflarına türdeş bir karakter kazandıran bu dönüşümün
çözümlenmesi ve gösterilmesi için belli bir yaklaşım önerilmektedir. Üç önemli
Fransız dergisinden alınan villa fotoğrafları ile bir İmge Seti oluşturulmuş ve bu
fotoğraflar, tekrar eden öğe ve örüntüler açısından çözümlemeye tabi tutulmuştur.
Nicel ve nitel çözümleme yöntemleri parallel biçimde kullanılarak, tekrar eden öğe
ve örüntülerin görülme sıklıkları ve hipoteze ilişkin taşıdıkları yan anlamlar aracılığı
ile oluşan etki yorumlanmaya çalışılmaktadır. İmge Seti’ndeki fotoğraflar, içerik,
kompozisyon ve teknik özellikler açısından çözümlenmekte ve baskın örüntülerin ve
bunların alt gruplar içindeki dağılımlarının belirlenebilmesi için tekrar eden öğeler
haritalanmaktadır.
Çözümleme sürecinin kendisi, dönüşüm mekanizmalarını ve bu dönüşüm yoluyla
Modern villa imgesinin, temsil alanında, standartlaşmış ve ekonomik bir konut tipi
idealine ne denli yaklaştığını açığa çıkarmaktadır. Gerek nitel çözümlemeler gerekse
tekrar eden öğelerin yan anlamlarına dair tartışmalar, fotoğrafların belli özelliklerinin
ve belli alt gruplarının bahsi geçen türdeş karakteri oluşturmada daha etkin olduğunu
göstermektedir. Bunun yanında, bazı diğer özelliklerin ve alt grupların ise Modern
villaların standart-dışı ve ekonomik olmayan yönlerini ortaya çıkarttığı görülmüştür.
Çözümleme sonuçları, mimarlık ve fotoğrafçılık uygulamalarına dair tarihsel bir
çakışma sonucu oluşan ve “Modern villa fotoğraflarının kendine özgü karakteri”
olarak tanımlanabilecek bir olgunun birbiri içine geçmiş nitel ve nicel yönleri olarak
değerlendirilmektedir.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Question and Its Significance
“Thus the air is the luminous shadow which accompanies the body; and if the photograph
fails to show this air, then the body moves without a shadow, and once this shadow is
severed, as in the myth of the Woman without a Shadow, there remains no more than a sterile
body.”

(Barthes, 1982).

Like many thesis studies, this one started with a general research on a number of
issues within close historic and thematic vicinity, which could or could not end up
being connected to each other. Three of these issues that came forth were “the
inherent characteristics of the villa type”, “ideological agenda of early Modern
domestic architecture” and “tendencies and practices of interwar photography”. The
actual moment when the research question started to appear more concrete was the
time when a specific kinship was discovered among a group of photographs of
Modern villas published in the 1920s and 30s, which signaled a meaningful
juxtaposition of these three issues.
This kinship is of a multi-layered sort that has distinct architectural and photographic
components and gives the mentioned body of photographs a specific character or
“air”. The aim of this study is to analytically study and illustrate the components of
this character and to make projections about its possible effects on the perception of
its subject: the Modern villa.
The significance of this research is related to two sub-statements –both of which will
be discussed in the first chapter: 1) the image of the Modern villa was extremely
powerful in the creation of the language of early Modernism and 2) this image was
majorly perceived through photographs. Therefore, understanding the various layers
or components of the character of Modern villa photographs enhances one’s
understanding of the underlying mechanisms and strategies employed in the
formation of the language of Modern architecture, which probably have continuing
influence in many diverse channels of contemporary architectural production.
1

As the research is about the analysis and description of an intangible issue -the
character or “air” of a body of photographs-, the process is quite different from a
linear one that moves between hypothesis and proof. It rather develops in a way that
the distinct architectural and photographic components of the “character” of villa
photographs are put through a parallel analysis and interpretation and linked to each
other in different combinations, for the sake of depicting the “air” emerging from
them. The specific methods of research and analysis that aim to combine analytical
and semiological tools will be clarified in the relevant chapters of the thesis.
1.2 Structure of the Text
The structure of the thesis represents, in a very direct manner, the research process
briefly described at the beginning of this chapter. In fact, both this process and the
structure of the thesis are shaped by the connection of three autonomous subjects
through the concrete body of a group of Modern villa photographs. These three
subjects that were “the inherent characteristics of the villa type”, “ideological agenda
of early Modern domestic architecture” and “tendencies and practices of interwar
photography” are handled as the three main components of the character of this
body. The structure of the thesis summarized below demonstrates how the three
subjects are connected to each other in different steps for the end of depicting their
specific forms of juxtaposition in the selected group of villa photographs.
1 Apart from setting the historical context and framework of the study, the first
chapter deals with two of the main subjects of discussion; “the inherent
characteristics of the villa type” and “ideological agenda of early Modern domestic
architecture” and discusses how these merge into one single phenomenon embodied
in the Modern villa. The aim here is to show the way the inherent characteristics of
the villa type combined with the main ideological and aesthetic concerns of early
Modern architecture (interwar era) and a specific “problem” emerging from this
combination is defined in reference to the arguments of some major architectural
critics of the period. The second part of the first chapter focuses on the unique
association of the Modern villa with its different forms of visual representation,
especially with photographs and in the final section, the hypothesis of the study is
developed through linking the former arguments with this association. The
hypothesis can briefly be explained as the claim that the “problem” about the Modern
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villa is transformed through the evolution of a consistent character in its
photographic representations published in the 1920s and 30s.
2 The next step in both the research process and the structure of the thesis study is
the inquiry into the partly autonomous world of photography of interwar era. The
second chapter is based on this inquiry and the gradual development of an idea about
the nature of architectural photography in the 1920s and 30s. The prevailing
tendencies of the field are discussed and their interpretations in photographs of
Modern architecture are specified. The last part of the chapter relates the discussion
on photography to the arguments about the Modern villa developed in the former
chapter and presents an idea about the characteristics of Modern villa photographs,
which supports the hypothesis.
3 The third chapter is devoted to the concrete exemplification of the arguments
developed in the first two, through a case study based on the analysis of a group of
Modern villa photographs published in three selected periodicals of interwar era. The
methodology of research, the method of analysis and framework of the content of
this group or body of photographs are explained in the preliminary sections of the
chapter. The analysis section includes the interpretation of the results within itself
and aims to depict the character or “air” emerging out of the entirety of these
photographic images, rather than presenting a sum of inventorial findings. It is
assumed that a convincing illustration of the hypothesis will be achieved, if not a
concrete proof.
1.3 Historical Linkage: Villa, Representation, Ideology
Villa is one of the architectural types that changed least in history in terms of its
architectural program, as explained by James S. Ackerman in his comprehensive
work The Villa: Form and Ideology of Country Houses (Ackerman, 1990).
Ackerman describes a number of features of the villa type, in addition to
architectural program, which remained constant throughout two thousand years of its
history. A number of the basic features of the villa can be derived from its definition
given by the author as “a building in the country designed for its owner’s enjoyment
and relaxation”. From the times they appeared in Ancient Rome until today, villas
have been buildings owned by wealthy people, designed by architects, built as
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isolated blocks in the landscape and served to satisfy the fantasies of their owners
about an idealized life in the nature, with appropriate space and atmosphere for
physical activities, contemplation and recreation. Even though there have been
variations and transformations in these basic features of the villas, depending on the
period or the location they belonged to, they were nevertheless transferred through
history without extinction and even today, continue defining the type in its basic
form. There is one additional feature that is also typical of the villa type, and which
will be specially focused here in this introductory section, as it is an aspect that lies at
the core of this thesis study.
Throughout its two thousand years of history, the villa has been one of the
architectural types that was most described and illustrated in different media of
representation. It is possible to examine a historical thread made out of the different
forms of representation of villas, which not only contributed to the programmatic and
stylistic continuity of the type but also provided inspiration for the fields of
architecture and landscape design, in general. According to the technical tools of the
historic period and the prevailing ideologies of the time, the forms and characteristics
of the villa representations display variations. For instance, while major descriptions
of the ancients Roman villas are surviving texts only, throughout the course of
history their representational repertoire took the form of frescoes, engravings,
technical drawings, oil and watercolor paintings, book illustrations and finally
photographs. The compositional organization of the elements within these depictions
also changed according to period and approach, at certain times putting emphasis on
the building and at others, positioning it as a background for the articulate landscape
in front of it. However, there is a constant characteristic of all these different forms
of representation produced in different times; which is the spirit of idealization of the
physical environment and life, in and around the villa.
In his book, Ackerman gives a detailed historical account of the different forms of
literary and visual representations of villas together with all other aspects of the
evolution of this type. In the following paragraphs, some significant examples of the
representation of villas in different periods of history will be highlighted, with
reference to Ackerman’s account and other relevant sources, for the sake of
providing a picture of the historical precedents of the villa representations that will
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be studied in the following chapters, and at the same time positioning them within a
thread of continuity and variations.
Texts of the ancients
As the unearthing of the remains of ancient Roman villas are relatively recent,
information about them was mainly based on literary texts for a long period of
history. There are some important Roman writers frequently mentioned when
literature about country-life and villas are concerned. The poets Horace and Martial
and senator-writer Pliny the younger are among the best known of these, who had
their own villas –of different scales and types-, and depicted an idealized picture of
the country life in the literary works they produced (Ackerman, 1990). In a letter
Pliny wrote to his friend Domitius Apollinaris, he presents a comprehensive account
of the site, planning and life of his “Tuscan estate”:
“The appearance of the area (site of the villa) is very beautiful. Think of some massive
amphitheatre, one which nature alone can fashion. The broad and expansive plain is ringed
with mountains, on the topmost levels of which are glades of tall and ancient trees. A good
deal of varied hunting is available there, and woodland suitable for feeling descends with the
mountain slopes... The meadows bloom with flowers like jewels; they nurture trefoil and
other delicate plants which are always soft and fresh-looking, for they are all nourished by
streams all year round… You will experience great pleasure by gazing out from the mountain
over the countryside, for you will get the impression of looking not at the landscape but at
some painting of a scene of extraordinary beauty… The villa lies at the base of the hill, but
the view seems to be from the top, for the hill rises so gently and gradually, and the slope is
so deceptive, that you would think, not that you were mounting it, but that you had already
done so. The Appennines lie in the rear, but at some distance. No matter how sunny and still
the day is, the house welcomes breezes from them, but they are not piercing and excessive,
but subdued, and they are played out because of the distance they travel.”

(Pliny, Book V,

Walsh, 2006).
His description of the spatial arrangement of his villa is equally charming and
extremely detailed, providing extensive knowledge of the plan, orientation and
furnishing of all rooms and outdoor spaces. It is almost possible to make a
reconstruction of the villa and its gardens through the precise explanations of Pliny:
“The house for the most part faces south, and in summer entices the sun from midday, and in
winter from a little earlier, into a colonnade which is broad and correspondingly long. It
contains several rooms, and also an entrance hall similar to those in days of old. In front of
the colonnade is a terrace divided into several sections of different shapes, which are
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separated by hedges of box. From it a raised platform slopes downward, on which there are
shapes of animals facing each other, fashioned from box… At the head of the colonnade a
dining room juts out. Through its folding doors it surveys the end of the terrace and
immediately beyond it the meadow and the expanse of countryside…At the corner of the
colonnade, the largest bedroom faces the dining room. From one set of windows it looks
down on the terrace, from the other on the meadow, in front of which there is an ornamental
pool lying below the windows and enhancing the view from them, for it is pleasant both to
the ear and to the eye, because the water cascades down from a height and turns white when
it enters the marble basin… The spacious and cheerful room next to it, in which one disrobes
for bathing, is adjoined by the cooling-room, in which there is a good-sized swimming pool
shaded from the sun. If you want a bigger or warmer pool to swim in, there is one in the
courtyard with a well next to it, from which you can freshen up again if the warm water is
cloying…” (Pliny,

Book V, Walsh, 2006).

What is characteristic of Pliny’s descriptions of the architecture of his villa is that, in
addition to the physical features of spaces, he portrays the atmosphere in them and
the way he feels living in them. The atmosphere and the feelings these spaces
generate are always positive, relaxing and charming and they determine his state of
mind at the country, which he describes in the words quoted below:
“You know the reason why I prefer my Tuscan estate to any in Tusculum or Tibur or
Praeneste. Then, too, in addition to the reasons I have given, I enjoy a leisure there more
profound and more rich, and therefore more carefree. I need not wear a toga, no neighbor
summons me, and all is peace and tranquility; this very fact enhances the health-giving
atmosphere of the region, as if the sky were more cloudless, and the air clearer. When I am
there I am supremely healthy in mind an body, for my books exercise my mind, and hunting
my body. My servants too nowhere live a healthier life than here; at any rate, up to now I
have never lost a single one of those which I had brought to accompany me. I only pray that
in the days to come the gods may preserve this joy for me, and this fair fame for the house.”

(Pliny, Book V, Walsh).
Similar to Pliny’s and Horace’s descriptions of an idealized villa life in their letters
and literary works there are other important texts from different periods of ancient
Rome as well, mentioned by Ackerman. For instance, texts by Cato, Varro and
Columella focus on agricultural practices of the period and consider the villa as a
center for the coordination and realization of agricultural activity. In De Agri
Cultura, Cato mainly deals with “villa rustica” –the type of modest dwelling suited
for the demands of the country life- and “approaches the villa as if it were a factory
for the production of certain commodities”. Varro has a similar tone in his
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descriptions of country houses and both writers talk about the merits of the men who
spend time engaged in agricultural activities in the country as opposed to the “lazy”
inhabitants of the dwellings in the towns, namely “villa urbana”. The two works by
Virgil; Eclogues and Georgics are other important sources about country and villa
life in ancient Rome, both of which are perfect examples of the spirit of idealization
of country life, through the combination of agricultural activities with those of
recreation and relaxation.
Vitruvius’ The Ten Books on Architecture is another ancient source that includes
information about the siting, construction and planning of private houses and it is
also made up of texts. It is known that the original manuscript had a few illustrations
but they were completely missing when the Renaissance researchers realized the
importance of this source and started re-printing it. The sixth book is devoted to the
architecture of houses by Vitruvius and issues like “determining the style of the
house”, proportions, exposure of rooms, different types of houses –farmhouse, Greek
house etc.- and structure are discussed in separate sections. Vitruvius’ text, unlike
Pliny’s letters, has a dry tone and focuses on technical issues rather than the quality
and atmosphere of spaces. It is at the same time clearly instructive and pragmatic,
aiming to set standards for the issues Vitruvius discusses in the book. Nevertheless,
despite the different styles and approaches of the ancient sources, they are all literary
works and almost no visual data remains from ancient Rome, regarding the
architecture of private houses. Renaissance scholars and architects who took the texts
of the ancients as basic sources for knowledge and inspiration, enhanced their
contents by adding visual information produced through interpretation and surveys,
as discussed in the following paragraphs.
16th century books and Palladio’s Quattro Libri
Sixteenth century is not only a cornerstone in the evolution of the villa type but an
extremely important era in terms of publishing of villa books or treatises with
remarkable sections devoted to villas, as well. Most of these books were literary
works, like their ancient predecessors, and described the advantages of country life
with a more sophisticated level of idealization and in greater detail. However, there
were some other books published around mid 16th century, which included
typological and architectural data on villas and domestic architecture in general in
addition to texts of the sort mentioned above. An important example of this sort,
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with architectural data on villas was the series of books written by Sebastiano Serlio,
the first of which was published in 1537 in Venice. Serlio’s treatise contained
various issues from general architectural principles to specific technical details and
the books contained elaborate illustrations of the subjects discussed. Andrea Palladio
thoroughly studied and was highly inspired by Serlio’s books as they were unique in
terms of the visual data they provided and it may be said that Serlio’s treatise acted
as a model for Palladio’s Quattro Libri, especially in terms of the emphasis and
attention given to graphic work. Palladio’s knowledge of the ancients was not limited
to contemporary sources like Serlio’s books, of course. He travelled a lot, sometimes
with his patrons like Barbaro, and made surveys of ancient Roman buildings read
ancient sources like Vitruvius and others. However, the knowledge about ancient
domestic architecture and of villas specifically, depended almost entirely on literary
sources as there were no remaining or excavated examples at the time. Palladio
combined these different forms of visual and literary information to build up his
models of ancient architecture, from which he would receive inspiration for both his
buildings and books.
Palladio himself produced one of the most significant and influential architectural
sources of the Renaissance era; I Quattro Libri dell’Arcchitettura published in 1570
in Venice. As mentioned before, Palladio’s book was inspired by the type written by
Serlio, which gave priority to images rather than words and to domestic buildings
like villas and palaces rather than churches. As noted by Rudolf Wittkower, Palladio
was “not a man of many words” (Wittkower, 1974) and even though Quattro Libri
included texts about ideal locations and design of buildings, as cited below, the
striking and original aspect of the books were the illustrations and detailed technical
drawings in them.
“It will be most convenient and attractive if it (house in an estate) can be built on a river,
because the produce can be carried cheaply by boat to the city at any time, and it will satisfy
the needs of the household and the animals; this will also make it very cool in the summer
and will be a lovely site, and is both useful and pleasing in that one can irrigate the grounds,
the gardens, and the orchards, which are the soul and delight of the estate.”

(Palladio,

1570).
“Having found a pleasing, delightful, convenient and healthy site, one must take care that it
(house in an estate) is planned elegantly and practically. Two types of building are needed on
the estate; one for the owner and his family to live in, and the other in which to organize and
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look after the produce and the animals of the farm. The site, however, must be arranged in
such a way that neither the former nor the latter interferes with one another. The house of the
owner must be built taking into account the family and their status in the same way as is
customary in towns, as discussed above… The lodgings of the estate manager [fattore], the
accountant [gastaldo], and the laborers should be in a location which is convenient and handy
for the gates and the security of all the other parts…” ( Palladio,

1570).

The detailed plans and elevations of especially his villas (Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2)
served as the major sources for Palladian revivalists in the following centuries and
were studied, redrawn and reprinted repeatedly in different geographies. The epitome
of Palladian revivalism is observed in architecture of 17th and 18th century Britain, in
works by architects like Colen Campbell, Henry Flitcroft or patron-architects like
Lord Burlington who owned different editions of Quattro Libri in Italian and English.
Burlington visited Palladian buildings in Veneto, copied his drawings from the four
books and applied them in his villa at Chiswick. Though he had a leading role,
Burlington was only one of the many British architects of 18th century who based
their designs on the rich illustrations produced by Palladio.
Joseph Rykwert discusses the extensive impact of Palladio’s Quattro Libri on
European and American architecture at different periods of history in “Palladio and
the Palladians” (Rykwert, 1999) and underlines the power of the villa representations
in it:
“The Rotonda was included with Vicenza townhouses (in Quattro Libri), not vith the villas,
which were glorified farmhouses I described. Although both blighted and exceptional, it has
become the exemplar of Palladian architecture. Scamozzi, who had been accessory to the
blighting, was the first of many who emulated it most obviously at the Roca Pisani in Lonigo.
In England later, Lord Burlington at Chiswick was to interpret it through Scamozzi, while
Colen Campbell at Mereworth went back to Palladio’s project as it was published in the Four
Books, though adapted to the northern climate. And it had many admirers in America:
Jeferson’s Monticello is the most famous of its transatlantic progeny. The Rotunda at his
other famous work, the University of Virginia, is shown here…”

(Rykwert, 1999).

Rykwert’s notes are significant as they draw attention to the fact that Palladio’s villas
did not only inspire later domestic projects but served as generic architectural guides
applicable to all types of building. In this respect, the villa illustrations of Palladio
are very similar to the photographs of Modern villas that are analyzed in this study,
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in both, villas transcede their programmatic contexts and acquire essential roles in
the establishment of architectural styles in general.

Figure 1.1 : Drawings of Villa Emo and Villa Barbaro published in Quattro
Libri by Palladio.
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Figure 1.2 : Drawings of Villa Rotonda published in Quattro Libri by
Palladio.
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The most significant difference between the ancient sources on villas and those of
16th century is the introduction of drawings in the latter and the beginning of the
dominance of image over text. This transformation in the nature of the representation
of villa architecture started with the technical drawings in the books of Renaissance
scholars and architects and got reinforced by the landscape paintings and picturesque
art of the 17th and 18th centuries (Figure 1.3). According to the tendencies of the
period or the artist, the villa and its natural context shifted places within the picture
frame, between foreground and background.
Despite the gradual transformation in the forms of representation of villas in history,
there is one strong form of continutity coming all the way from ancient Rome up
until the beginning of 19th century, in terms of the dissemination and use of sources
on villas. Manuscripts, original drawings and books on villas were within reach of a
privileged group of wealthy people or the intellectual elite until 19th century. And
thus, the sources could be utilized only by these people for professional purposes or
for building houses in similar styles for themselves. It was only by the beginning of
the 19th century that sources on villas started to be produced for and received by a
wider public and went through a radical transformation in content and format, as
explained in the following lines.

Figure 1.3 : Painting by Joseph Nickolls of a villa on riverside, c.1755.
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19th century books and periodicals
Before discussing the popularization of sources on private houses in the 19th century,
it is necessary to mention the generation of builder’s guides and pattern books that
were extensively published and used in Europe and United States in 18th century. In
his book titled Houses from Books: Treatises, Pattern Books, and Catalogues in
American Architecture, 1738-1950, Daniel D.Reiff presents a detailed history of the
development of published media on domestic architecture in the United States and
draws attention to the shift in the format of architectural books in early 18th century
in order to make them affordable and usable by draftsmen, masons and builders
(Reiff, 2000). These books, published in Britain and United States, were either in the
format of builder’s guides that appeared as “pocket-size editions of the (classical)
orders” or architectural pattern books with illustrations of villas of classical styles,
which addressed craftsmen who would apply these orders or styles to houses of their
wealthy clients. It is not necessary to go into the details of these 18th century
publications here, yet it should be noted that they acted as the first step in the
popularization of the sources on villas even though their audience was still limited to
a professional group in the service of the privileged class.
By mid-18th century, the definition of the term “villa” had already started to get
enlarged -if not ambiguous- through the inclusion of different sorts of middle-class
suburban dwelling types in it. Especially in Britain and United States, any “suburban
residence on a modestly sized non-agricultural plot” started to be named as “villa” by
this date and the accepted canon that “a villa is the house of the wealthy people”
began getting blurred (Ackerman, 1990). Pattern books on private houses continued
to be published in the 19th century in Europe and the United States, increasing in
number and widening their scope and audience profile, with a constantly developing
quality of illustrations. Ackerman discusses important examples of these pattern
books that included illustrations and explanatory texts about built and model villas
and which addressed a larger middle-class audience, like that of John Claudius
Loudon’s book published in Britain in 1832:
“The goals of Loudon’s publications were radically different from those of his many
predecessors… Loudon’s ideal of the villa… was a grand rural residence for a member of the
privileged class but he saw that he could more easily build a reputation by addressing the
more numerous members of the middle class, who were the chief clients for the suburban
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villa. His Suburban Gardener and Villa Companion (1832) is devoted entirely to the
advantages of building on the outskirts of major cities where, he emphasizes, owners can
enjoy both the cultural benefits of urban centers (museums, theaters, etc.) and the pleasures
traditionally attributed to country life. Because he was aiming at an audience of moderate and
low income, he concentrated on ‘cottages’, which actually represented in scale and flexibility
of style a compromise between the rustic cottage of the picturesque model-books and the
villa proper. Moreover, he gave currency to, if he did not invent, the semi-detached ‘villa’
type that became the hallmark of the spread of the industrial metropolis.”

(Ackerman,

1990).
Mary Woods, in “The First American Journals: The Profession’s Voice”, writes
about the American version of the pattern books on houses published in the first half
of 19th century like, Alexander J.Davis’ Rural Residences (1838) and A.J.Downing’s
Cottage Residences (1842), The Architecture of Country Houses (1850) and Rural
Essays (1853) (Figure 1.4). Woods explains the significance and characteristics of
Downing’s books that served as major guides for middle-class Americans, as well as
the privileged class, throughout 19th and 20th centuries:
“Downing’s books emphasized the advantages of country life for all Americans. He
discussed and illustrated designs for a laborer’s modest cottage and grand villas for the
country gentleman. Executed in a variety of styles and materials, the houses were
sympathetic responses to their landscaped settings. His books benefitted from the rise of
wood engraving in the United States… Downing’s books and their imitators demonstrated to
American publishers that architectural literature could appeal to a popular market beyond
technical publications directed at architects, builders, and mechanics.”

(Woods, 1989).

The popularization of these books on houses in Europe and the United States was
parallel to the developments in printing and illustration technologies as they were
dominated by graphics rather than texts. The developments like mechanization of
paper manufacture and printing and the use of wood engraving for illustrations in the
1830s, made possible the mass-production of books in general and this had its
consequtive effect on pattern books of architecture as well. The second half of the
19th century witnessed an even more radical transformation with the popularization
of architecture books and the emergence of architectural periodicals, reinforced with
the invention of photography and relevant technologies developed for publishing
photographic images. Both in Europe and the United States, architectural periodicals
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Figure 1.4 : Drawing of a Roman-style villa in Downing’s book The
Architecture of Country Houses (1850).
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started to appear with photographic illustrations in the 1850s even though the
appropriate techniques for mass-printing of photographs were not to be developed
until the beginning of 20th century. These early architectural periodicals published
primarily in Britain, France, Germany and the United States presented their readers
all sorts of building types and projects, but always reserved a considerable space for
private houses. Towards the end of 19th century, architectural periodicals started to
include interior design and decoration of mainly domestic spaces in their content and
even specific periodicals concerning these issues started to be published as
thoroughly accounted by Jeremy Aynsley in “Graphic Change Design Change:
Magazines for Domestic Interior 1890-1930”.
A detailed discussion on the history of photographic representation of private houses
in periodicals of late 19th and early 20th centuries is not considered necessary in this
introductory section, as the rest of the chapters deal with relevant issues in detail.
What should be emphasized here is a couple of basic aspects of the transformation
that publications on private houses went through since ancient Rome until the
beginning of 20th century. One important aspect is the popularization of these
publications in line with the transformation of villa type from the house of the
privileged to the suburban dwelling of middle classes. The second aspect is the
gradual dominance of the villa publications by the visual image, in the form of
technical drawings, artistic paintings and eventually photographs. One last aspect is
about a form of continuity rather than transformation and it is the constant tendency
to present an idealized image of the architecture of villas and the life inside them.
These aspects summarize the evolution of villa representations in history and form
the background of this study that deals with another stage of this evolution, which
took place between the two World Wars in Europe.
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2. THE “PROBLEM” OF THE MODERN VILLA

“May I lead you to the shores of a mountain lake? The sky is blue, the water green and
everywhere is profound tranquility. The clouds and mountains are mirrored in the lake, the
houses farms and chapels as well. They do not look as if they were fashioned by man, it is as
if they came straight from God’s workshop, like the mountains and trees, the clouds and the
blue sky. And everything exudes an air of beauty and peace… But what is this? A discordant
note in the tranquility. Like an unnecessary screech. Among the locals’ houses, that were not
built by them, but by God, stands a villa. The creation of an architect. Wheter a good or a bad
architect, I don’t know. All I know is that tranquility, peace and beauty have vanished.”

(Loos, 1910).
It is a well known paradox that the test bed of Modern Architecture was a body of
unique and elaborate villas built in the early decades of the twentieth century while
the prominent architectural discourse was emphasizing the importance of
standardized and industrialized production of economic housing units. Many
architects, who were both practicing and producing theory at the time, naturally saw
these private commissions as the easiest and fastest tools to experiment their
revolutionary ideas on modern dwelling and architecture in general. They tended to
ignore the conflicts that arose between the unique houses they designed –which in
fact formed a wide range that extended from modest quasi-prototypical examples to
exclusive architectural objects- and their theses on the necessity of developing
standardized, simple and economic dwelling units for the modern man. The focus of
this study is on the ways the basic conflicts about Modern private houses got
reflected in their visual representations; more specifically in their photographs
published in various media. However, before going into the discussion on the forms
of representation of the “problem” of Modern villas, it is considered necessary first
to define the “problem” clearly through examples from relevant architectural
discourse and practice of interwar period.
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Therefore, this chapter deals with the definition of the “problem” of the Modern villa
and an introduction to the possible ways it echoes in its photographic representations,
which are discussed and analyzed in detail in the later chapters. The first sub-section
is devoted to a discussion on the writings of certain influential theoreticians of the
1920s and 30s who noticed and felt uneasy with the conflicts of the Modern private
houses. These texts have been of primary importance in formulating the central
argument of the thesis and act as the basic sources of reference for the theoretical
part of the study. The second sub-section discusses the concrete works in which the
conflicts described by these theoreticians and the “problem” defined in light of these
views can be exemplified. These works are focused on within different frameworks;
first as repetitive patterns of design in the portfolios of pioneering Modernist
architects and secondly; as a group of iconic houses that appeared a lot in published
media during and after the decades between the two World Wars. The last subsection of this chapter transfers the discussion on the “problem” of the Modern villa
to the area of representation. After providing a general introduction about the
different ways the villas were represented through various media, the hypothesis of
the study is put forward in the final part, which draws attention to a specific form of
transformation the “problem” goes through with the effect of its photographic
representations.
2.1 Definition of the “Problem”: Writings of Historians and Critics of the
Period
2.1.1 Giedion’s 1928 article on the “problem”
In his little known article named “Le Problème du Luxe Dans L’Architecture
Moderne” (The Problem of Luxury in Modern Architecture) published in Cahiers
d’Art in 1928 (Giedion, 1928), Sigfried Giedion discusses the concept of luxury and
its place in the Modern world. He starts by defining the concept in relation to the
modes of production in general and provides a historical approach. For Giedion,
throughout ages, luxury has been achieved basically through the type of materials
used and their articulation by handicrafts and until recently, it was used as a way to
separate the ruling class from the rest of the people. Luxury becomes unacceptable
and irrelevant in Modern times as today, priority is given to the underprivileged
masses in all domains of production including architecture. What has to be studied
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“meticulously”, says Giedion, is the “petite cellule” (small cell) or the worker’s
house which can be conceptualized as the “house for minimum existence”. Modern
style will achieve stability and universality only after this type of dwelling is
successfully modeled just like the minimum spaces of yachts or train wagons adapted
to their functions. Giedion reminds the reader of the conditions of interwar Europe
saying that it is a moment when each centimeter has to be thought about because of
the limitation of the sources at one’s disposal.
After stating his preference about what the focus of Modern architects should be,
Giedion passes onto the comparison of the relevant practices in Holland and France.
He praises the former for having started long time ago to deal with the problem of
housing even though, he thinks, the right methods (industrial ones) are still not
employed. In France, on the other hand, the authorities are ‘indifferent’ to the
housing problems of the masses and the opportunity of practicing Modern
architecture is in the hands of a minority.
At this point, Giedion makes a critical description of the French milieu, which relates
closely to the core arguments that will be developed in this study. Architecture in
France of the 1920s is hardly controlled by social and financial obligations and
Giedion sees this both as a danger and an opportunity for architects to experiment.
He positions Le Corbusier right at the center of this special situation as an architect
who takes advantage of it and defines his recent houses as the “realization of the
Modern vision”.
Giedion makes another important comment before he passes onto the description of
the newly built Villa Stein (Figure 2.1.): “…the architectural language of Le
Corbusier appears, as a quasi-anonymous element, in the work of his
contemporaries”. This can be interpreted as a natural outcome of the opportunity
France offered him even though it is not explicitly mentioned in the text. The chance
of experimentation and communication of the Modern architectural language is
presented by Giedion as an advantage of the situation in France and an excuse for the
luxurious villa designed by Le Corbusier and constructed with ‘large and unlimited
means’. He reserves the rest of his article to explaining the new language, the
principles and revolutionary ideas behind the design of the house and the distinct
sense of luxury that comes with it: “un luxe de volume d’air” (a luxury of the volume
of air).
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Figure 2.1 : Villa Stein front façade.
Giedion publishes another similar article in Cahiers d’Art in 1930, titled “Le
Corbusier et L’Architecture Contemporaine” (Le Corbusier and Contemporary
Architecture) in which he underlines the anonymous character of the new
architecture and claims that Le Corbusier merges into this anonymous body. Villa
Savoye takes the place of Villa Stein this time as the object of focus, though Giedion
has a more critical approach towards this one. He admits that the architectural
language overwhelms life itself in this house and he asks: “Is it actually possible that
a small individual existence truly fills out the space of this big room…?”, mentioning
the first floor terrace. Giedion says 50 cells can be placed around the terrace of Villa
Savoye, going back once more to the problem of luxury. He again speaks about and
praises Holland in this text besides Germany in relation to their attempts to solve the
problem of minimum dwelling and makes sad remarks about the bureaucratic
obstacles still present in France, affecting architectural practices. In both texts,
Giedion seems to be caught in between his ideals about the Modern house that allows
‘minimum existence’ enough for the Modern man and his admiration of the language
Le Corbusier is developing and sharing with his contemporary colleagues through
the realization of some luxury houses. This dilemma forms the starting point of the
arguments that will be articulated in this study.
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2.1.2 Yorke and the impossibility of the Modern villa
Another text that is equally relevant and interesting as those written by Giedion is the
introduction of Francis R.S. Yorke’s book The Modern House dated 1935 (Yorke,
1935). It is a surprisingly ironic beginning for a book completely made up of
contemporary villa examples as the whole discussion develops around the idea that
the villa is not an appropriate architectural type anymore for a number of reasons
clearly listed by Yorke himself.
Yorke is totally convinced that even though majority of the people still prefer to live
in detached or semi-detached houses, “it is impossible to achieve a satisfactory result
by providing individual houses for everyone”. The first reason supporting his belief
is related to town planning issues. Yorke explains that Modern town planning
principles are based on the “simplification of communications, pipes and wires and
so on” and therefore dwellings have to be “grouped and made higher” instead of
being dispersed individually over the surface of land. The present examples of
apartment buildings are unattractive to people as they do not have the necessary open
areas around them to balance the concentration they accommodate. Despite all bad
examples -he mentions Le Corbusier’s and Gropius’s high-rise schemes as successful
attempts- it must be kept in mind that “modern construction permits higher building
and higher building means economy in land”. In a similar manner to that of
Giedion’s, Yorke draws attention to the fact that the dispersed individual houses are
especially preferred by rich people as they are the ones who can afford this luxury of
land and services. For the poor, individual houses do not seem accessible as there can
never be enough land “within a reasonable distance of towns” -and therefore
economic-, on which a detached house and a garden for each family can be provided.
In fact, Yorke points to the impossibility of integrating the detached house to the
economic, standardized and industrial processes of Modern town planning and
architecture and implies that villas are destined to exist as exclusive architectural
objects within the reach of a privileged minority.
Yorke is so certain about his opinions on the inappropriateness of the villa (detached
house) type that he goes as far as to say; “the idea of dispersing them (the people) in
individual houses appears crazy”. In the last paragraph of his introduction, he makes
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a curious shift and approaches the issue from the point of view of “Modern”
architects and suddenly acquires a more positive tone. He now defines the villa as the
“cheapest complete building unit” through which the architect can examine and
experiment the new architecture that is emerging. The paragraph that links this
skeptical introduction to the pages of the book full of villas ends as such:
“…it is most often in this small structure that modern architecture goes through its complete
revolution. The art of building is now more complicated than it has ever been. There are
many new and untried materials, whose real values can seldom be estimated by other means
than the observation of behavior in actual building… there is no one, apart from the client, to
finance experimental buildings. And since the architect can gain real experience of new
construction only in actual building work, he is most likely to find in the villa the most easily
accessible unit for research.”

(Yorke, 1935).

2.1.3 Mumford’s critique of “unintelligent standardization”
Lewis Mumford’s 1930 article “Mass Production and the Modern House” offers
clues about the “problematic” position of the villa type in early Modernism as well.
Even though Mumford’s article is based mostly on the American context, it is still an
important source for this study as it develops a general discussion on the differences
between individually produced single family houses and mass-housing. Mumford
emphasizes the idea that the Modern house must be industrially produced according
to the needs of the middle-class families and of the community they form. Therefore,
the Modern architect must work on the methods of standardization of building parts and maybe even of whole buildings- and at the same time try to develop settlement
schemes that take the larger unit of the community as the starting point instead of the
individual unit. Mumford suggests an integral architecture that deals with economic,
social, technical and aesthetic problems at once. He states that architects cannot
achieve sound, beautiful and efficient results by focusing on an individual unit only.
The individual free-standing house (in America) is “the product of the Romantic
Movement” and a costly alternative as a domestic unit.
Mumford talks about the successful attempts in Europe, especially in Holland and
England in developing housing settlements for industrial workers and suggests that
all architects “must bring together all the specialized approaches to the problem
(mass housing), instead of merely trying to catch up with the latest specialties”. He
also draws attention to the interesting fact that the repetition of individual units, in
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the end, leads to a kind of dull standardization; one that is not foreseen or planned.
This idea which inspires certain arguments that will be developed in the following
chapters of this study is explained in Mumford’s words as such:
“Under the cloak of individuality, personality, free expression, the partisans of the freestanding house have accepted the utmost refinements of monotony and unintelligent
standardization… That is the paradox of modern architecture: we can achieve individuality
only on a communal scale; and when we attempt to achieve individuality in isolated units, the
result is a hideous monotony, uneconomic in practice and depressing in effect.”

(Mumford,

1930).
2.1.4 Hitchcock’s disappointment with Le Corbusier
Another significant source that will be referred here and in which we find interesting
comments related to our discussion is Henry-Russell Hitchcock’s influential book
Modern Architecture: Romanticism and Reintegration first published in 1929. As an
American truly interested in the architectural developments in Europe, Hitchcock
dares to evaluate and categorize the activities going on in different European
countries since 1750, from the clear and simplified point of view of an outsider. In
the last chapter of his book, in which he deals with the most recent developments
(after the First World War), he relates certain architectural phenomena to the realities
of post-war Europe. He draws attention to the fact that “it is impossible to find any
buildings truly reflecting a new aesthetic” (Hitchcock, 1929) built during the period
between the beginning of the World War I and 1922. Some basic aspects of the new
aesthetic which starts to appear after this date are closely linked to the experience
and the results of the War. Hitchcock establishes two important links: first, between
the “increasing development of machinery of transportation” and the emerging
concept of “technical beauty” and second, between the economic conditions of postwar Europe and the “tendency towards extreme simplicity” in all domains of
production including architecture. He also mentions that, already before the war,
some architects like Frank Lloyd Wright, Henry van de Velde and Adolf Loos
discussed the principle of simplicity and the importance of machine (and thus, mass)
production. Craftsmanship and ornamentation were defined as anachronistic and
luxurious by many architects and theoreticians since long.
Hitchcock mentions France and Holland (and Germany after them) as the first places
where the new aesthetic started to appear in the beginning of 1920s. He starts
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discussing the recent developments in European architecture with France and the
developments in France with Le Corbusier, naturally. In 1929, Le Corbusier had
completed most of his seminal works belonging to the early phase of his career,
including

housing

schemes

and

projects

–like

Pessac,

the

houses

at

Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart and the Citrohan House scheme- and his well known
villas built in France. Even though Hitchcock tries to give an encompassing overview
of the distinct types of projects and theoretical fields Le Corbusier gets involved in,
the villas inevitably dominate the place reserved for him in the book.
Hitchcock, like other critics of the time, tends to explain Le Corbusier’s general
architectural principles through these singular houses and makes clever remarks
showing how his mass-housing and villa schemes merged into one another in certain
occasions. He describes an apartment project designed by Le Corbusier in 1922 as “a
stack of individual villas”. This is an original remark as it turns the usual comments
on Le Corbusier’s use of housing principles in villas the other way round. He further
exemplifies this idea through the settlement Le Corbusier designed at Pessac (1927)
and the houses at Weissenhofsiedlung (1927). For Hitchcock, because Le Corbusier
is accustomed to build for “millionaires and artists” he tends to develop luxurious
schemes for houses for “small-salaried employees” also; luxurious in terms of scale,
the ratio of outdoor spaces (terraces and balconies) to indoor ones and the use of
“expensive technicalities”. He says that Le Corbusier “disappointed everyone”,
apparently including Hitchcock, who trusted his social housing theories and agendas
and it seems that behind this disappointment there is the reaction towards the then
unpopular notions of wealth, luxury and elitism. Hitchcock, similar to Giedion and
Yorke, tries to counterbalance his negative tone related to Corbusian villas saying
that the architect found the opportunity to experiment the “principles of his earlier
housing schemes” in these commissions thanks to the wealthy clients who could
afford aesthetic research.
The sub-section about France is followed by those about Holland and Germany.
Hitchcock talks mostly about the works of Oud and Rietvelt in the first one and the
single-family houses they designed again dominates the discussion. The last subsection of this chapter is called “The New Pioneers: Elsewhere” and it reports the
parallel architectural activities going on in Eastern European countries, Russia and
England. Hitchcock sees these places as peripheral in terms of the execution of the
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new aesthetic in architecture and as followers of the developments in France,
Holland and Germany. He says that “even as far as Constantinople there are isolated
examples of the new manner” mentioning Istanbul of the 1920s where the only
building activity that could be named as “new” or Modern was probably a bunch of
single family houses built for the elite, in and around the city.
2.1.5 Radical rejection by Karel Teige
The last source that will be consulted in this sub-section is the body of writings of
Karel Teige, the Czech avant-garde artist, theoretician and editor of various
publications. As Teige’s writings are not completely translated into English, a
synthesis of his thoughts on the Modern single-family dwelling will be provided here
referring to relevant sources that contain interpretations of his writings published in
periodicals and books. Teige who was born in Prague in 1900 and started his
involvement with the avant-garde European discourse in art and architecture around
1920, belongs to a different social and political context from those Western European
and American critics whose writings were discussed earlier in this section. Despite
his different stance he was in equally close relationship with both Western and
Central European avant-gardes like Le Corbusier and Gropius and Russians like El
Lissitzky, as he traveled a lot and met them during the early years of 1920s
(Frampton, 1999).
Teige has a good knowledge of Modernist architects’ research on housing problems
and even though he admires their attempts at improving the housing conditions of the
disadvantaged masses architecturally and technologically, he thinks that they are
devoid of social and political content and thus not capable of radically solving the
housing problem of the 20th century (Dluhosch, 1999). He is a utopian Marxist
socialist and believes that the housing problem can only be solved if a profound
change in the structure of the society takes place, which can only be achieved
through the disappearance of the traditional family. Teige thinks that the housing
schemes proposed by Modernist architects like Le Corbusier, Gropius or Meyer are
improved versions of rental houses of the earlier century, which are approached from
a formalist point of view and serve the capitalist market economy. Teige’s alternative
proposal for solving the housing problem of the Modern proletarian man is the
“collective dwelling” in which every adult has a minimum cell of his own for resting
and private activities and the rest of all spaces necessary for eating, cleaning,
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entertainment and education are common. He presents a proposal that is the opposite
extreme of the single-family dwelling.
Naturally, Teige is extremely critical about single-family houses, even about those in
the form of suburban workers’ dwellings. He specifically writes about the American
suburban detached house and claims that even though it seems to provide the middleclass family with a “dream cottage”, in fact it creates a lot of extra load and burden
on the wage earners and turns them into slaves of their bosses. For Teige the Modern
single-family house is a “miniature and a caricature” of a medieval house type; the
villa and it “feeds the roots of opportunistic individualism” (Dluhosch, 1999). He
does not specifically talk about the Modernist villas that are being designed and built
in Europe in the 1920s and 30s, probably because he does not consider them as
serious solutions for any problem related to contemporary dwelling.
However, through his criticism of certain housing projects designed by Modernist
architects, he draws attention to the interesting relationship between them and luxury
villas. An example of this is his criticism on the workers’ housing settlement
designed by Le Corbusier in Pessac. He claims that Pessac housing does not address
the problems of workers and it is a formalistic exercise that can only be admired by
“aristocracy and the intellectuals, or perhaps the intellectual aristocracy of the
architectural press” (Dluhosch, 1999). He goes on prophesying that the plan schemes
and architectural principles of Pessac would soon be used for luxury villas for the
rich and explains that “one starts with a small house, which is rationalized, and
arrives at a big house, three times the original plan, because the small house is
[already] too expensive for people earning a minimum wage”.
There are two significant issues Teige mentions, which are extremely relevant in
relation to the framework of the thesis. First one is the strange relationship between
the mass housing schemes and the luxury villas of the Modernist architects, which is
specially apparent in Le Corbusier’s work. Teige is one of the first critics who
mentions this awkward form of symbiosis between the two contextually and
politically distant dwelling types, which takes place through a mutual transfer of
architectural forms and principles. The second crucial issue Teige underlines, and
which is equally significant for this study, is the way architectural and popular press
makes the propaganda of the single-family house, presenting it as a valid solution for
the housing problem of the masses and turning it into a “sentimental fetish” at the
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same time. Both issues will be discussed in the following sections and chapters of the
thesis, from different points of view and with reference to various sources and
material.
All contemporary writers mentioned above present common ideas about the
execution of individual houses or villas within the context of Modern architecture
where domestic buildings are idealized as industrially produced units forming
planned settlements for the working class. The most outstanding aspect common to
all these writings is the negative approach towards the villa and the belief that it does
not comply with the principles of Modern architecture related to industrialization,
standardization and economy of construction. All writers support the study and
articulation of the small domestic cell adapted to the minimum needs of a
standardized “Modern” man and oppose the idea of tailor-made designs for
individual clients. A secondary “problem” appears as the arbitrary application of
mass-housing schemes to private houses and vice versa. Yet curiously most of the
writers mentioned above, except Mumford and Teige, finalize their comments by
putting forward excuses that legitimize the design and construction of villas. There
are two good reasons to continue building villas for them. The first obvious reason is
that the villa offers architects the chance to experiment with the principles and
language of the new architecture, due to its client’s profile, its handy scale and speed
of construction. The second reason mentioned or implied by these writers and which
forms the central subject of research of this study is the communicative power of the
Modern villa in expressing and sharing an almost anonymous architectural language
despite the inherently specialized and exclusive character of the villa type.
A further step can be taken in the definition of the “problem” by analyzing its basic
components mentioned either explicitly or implicitly in the texts discussed above.
The “problem” seems to have three basic components that appear individually or in
combinations in different examples:
1. Luxury: This concept is explicitly discussed and underlined by the critics. There
are different ways through which luxury comes into existence in the Modern houses.
One way is the use of non-economic materials and techniques (craftsmanship) in the
design and construction of these buildings. Another way is the extravagance of
programmatic requirements and of size. And a third one is the ignorance towards
land economy and services through the dispersion of domestic units.
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2. Idiosyncrasy: Part of the “problem” is created by the particular requirements,
needs and tendencies of individuals in the design of the houses, which create an
inconsistency with the logic and processes of mass-production. Both the clients and
the architects are referred to by the term “individuals” as they are the two parties
active in the formation of a private house. The idealized process of the Modern house
requires a prototypical client with standard needs and an architect who utilizes an
“anonymous language” suppressing his individual peculiarities. The process of the
private house is just the opposite.
3. Site-specificity: A villa, even if its design is generated from the idea of a
prototype, inevitably responds to and gets shaped by the specific conditions of its site
and context. Therefore, each private house requires an independent study of these
conditions and the establishment of specific relationships between the building and
its environment, through a process that again contradicts with the logic of massproduction and economy of construction. Ideals about designing houses like boats,
train wagons or airplanes –independent of place- do not seem to be applicable to the
field of villa production.
These three components have one strong aspect in common and that is being nonstandard. Being site-specific, idiosyncratic and luxurious are characteristics that do
not comply with the principle of standardization in design and production processes
in Modern architecture, at all. This basic aspect that lies at the base of the “problem”
and interrelates its three components, should be kept in mind while evaluating its
reflections on concrete works and their representations that are discussed in the
following sections and chapters.
2.2 Indicators of the “Problem”: Significant Interwar Porfolios and Works
2.2.1 Portfolios of pioneers
“The thesis is simple: To act, man needs illuminated horizontal surfaces sheltered from rain,
temperature and curiosity. That’s all!”

(Le Corbusier, 1930).

In order to demonstrate the facts that lie behind the comments of the writers
mentioned in the previous section, the portfolios of some influential Modernist
architects practicing during the decades between the two World Wars will be
scanned here. Works of the selected architects will be examined in this section in
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terms of their approach to domestic architecture and the types of buildings that
constitute their interwar built-work portfolios.
2.2.1.1 Le Corbusier’s villas and the myth of mass-production
The first architect to be discussed is Le Corbusier, naturally. There is no doubt that
he is one of the most active figures in both the establishment of the principles and
ideals of Modern Architecture and the development of its stylistic language. His
early career is especially descriptive within the context of our study as he moves
between the extremes of theorizing about mass-produced housing and building
luxury villas for the elite. We will refer to a specific writing of the architect as a
reminder of his ideas about how the Modern house must be, instead of making a well
known list of his theoretical domestic projects and manifestoes.
In the Spring-Summer 1930 issue of French magazine L’Architecture Vivante, Le
Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret published an article called “Le Problème de la
Maison Minimum” (The Problem of the Minimum House) (Le Corbusier, 1930). The
article discusses the fixed nature of the biological needs of human beings and the
undisputable standards of domestic units in relation to that. The house can
theoretically be reduced to horizontal planes and vertical facades that collect light
and shelter from weather conditions and curious eyes. Everything about domestic
buildings –from posts and beams to more complex fittings and equipment- can be
standardized and built in a similar manner as automobiles and train wagons. After
explaining their vision about the standards of the Modern minimum house and the
way it must be produced, the authors of the article talk about a “problem” in realizing
these ideals due to present economic and industrial conditions. Almost in an
apologetic manner, they explain that the minimum house can not be produced
effectively and economically in the present conditions as the building industry is still
not capable of producing all the elements needed for the standardized production of
domestic units. They draw attention to the fact that the field of construction is still
dominated by traditional techniques and this prevents the realization of fully
industrialized and economic domestic units. The article, both through its title and
content, gives the impression of an answer to Giedion’s 1928 article and other
possible critiques targeting the work they were executing at the time.
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During the interwar decades, apart from some prototypical domestic projects
(Citrohan House, Maison Loucheur, Type Lège etc.) and their limited and immature
applications (Lotissement de Lège, Quartier Fruges, Houses at Weissenhof
Siedlung), Le Corbusier and his cousin Pierre Jeanneret were busy designing villas,
fourteen of which were completed by 1935. Almost all of these houses were
designed for wealthy people and most of them were located in the suburbs of Paris.
Villa La Roche was designed for a banker who was fond of collecting contemporary
artworks; Villa Cook, for the American journalist William Cook and his French wife
who were part of the artistic and intellectual circle of Paris and Villa Stein-de
Monzie for Mme.Gabriel de Monzie (former wife of Minister of Construction
Anatole de Monzie) and the Steins who were wealthy Americans involved in
contemporary art and close friends of Matisse. Villa Mandrot was commissioned by
Hélène de Mandrot who was a Swiss aristocrat and a supporter of Modern
architecture and was generous enough to open her château in La Sarraz for the first
CIAM Congress. Villa Baizeau was designed for the Tunisian industrialist Lucien
Baizeau and Villa Savoye for the wealthy Parisian couple M. and Mme.Savoye.
Curiously all of these luxury houses have Le Corbusier’s prototypical domestic units
as the base or origin of their design but in the end they are all highly contextual and
built with local and non-industrialized techniques. The construction photos of Villa
Stein (Figure 2.2.) and Villa Savoye (Figure 2.3.) which were published in
L’Architecture Vivante demonstrate the conventional techniques and material –
except for the reinforced concrete skeleton- that were used in the execution of the
two buildings. As Le Corbusier himself declared (Le Corbusier, 1930), it was not
possible to construct his domestic schemes at low cost without the application of a
fully industrialized process and more so when these schemes were stretched to fit the
scale of the luxury houses he was designing. Almost all of his villas of the 1920s
exceeded their budgets and in some cases this caused real problems even for his
wealthy clients. Kenneth Frampton explains that both because of his disillusionment
with industrial reality and his emerging interest in vernacular architecture and
expressive materials like stone and brick, the construction techniques and the formal
language of his villas started to get transformed by Villa Mandrot built in 1931
(Frampton, 2007).
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Despite all the problems and difficulties he was facing during the design and
construction of these villas, he was aware of their power in representing his ideas and
language. He was probably one of the first Modern architects who discovered the
impact of these buildings with modest scale as it was only him who presented
nothing but villas at the first CIAM Congress.

Figure 2.2 : Villa Stein construction site.

Figure 2.3 : Villa Savoye construction site.
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2.2.1.2 Gropius’ experiments on standardization
Walter Gropius is another outstanding name in the interwar phase of Modernism. It
is a fact that the architect was best known for his large-scale industrial and public
buildings in the 20s, like the Boot-last Factory completed in 1925 and the Bauhaus
Building completed the following year. He also designed housing estates which were
built at different places in Germany towards the end of 20s and at the beginning of
30s. Gropius, like many of his contemporary colleagues, is especially interested in
the integration of industrialized and standardized processes in architectural
production. This interest of his dominates both his theoretical and professional
activities in the field of domestic architecture as well. What will be focused here is a
number of the private houses Gropius built during 1920s which are generally paid
less attention than his public buildings yet which are important examples both in
terms of the development of his own career and those of Modernist design and
production principles.
In 1920, Gropius designed a private house for Adolf Sommerfeld, a “patron of
industry” who supported him strongly and helped him get new commissions (Lupfer
and Sigel, 2004). This house (Figure 2.4.), designed for a wealthy saw-mill owner,
became the test-bed for an idea of a standardized wooden house, which Gropius
developed with Konrad Wachsmann and called “packaged houses”.

Figure 2.4 : Sommerfeld house.
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Many artists collaborated in the detailing and finishing of the wooden house which,
in the end, turned into an artwork with the articulate craftsmanship applied on its
inner and outer surfaces. The photographs of the completed building –which was
demolished in World War II- demonstrate an apparent conflict between the concept
of a prototype present in the origin of its design and the “Expressionist” object of art
as the final outcome.
Auerbach Residence is another private house Gropius designed in the first half of the
1920s, for the Jewish professor of physics Felix Auerbach and his wife Anna. In this
building, which has a clear Modernist language, Gropius again experimented with an
idea of standardized dwelling which he called Baukasten im Großen (oversized set of
toy building blocks) and developed this time with Adolf Meyer (Lupfer and Sigel,
2004). The idea was the development of standardized building components that
could be brought together in different combinations to create different buildings. The
actual appearance of the house itself was like “two blocks pushed into each other”,
creating a “radical” image that strongly contrasted the neighboring buildings.
Gropius had already explained the use of standard elements in domestic buildings in
a proposal he wrote in 1909: “It becomes today economically and technically
possible to satisfy the justified demands of the client for individualized treatment of
his dwelling by the use of the infinite possibilities for combination of these variable
parts.” (Giedion, 1941).
Gropius and Meyer also developed ideas about the economy of construction in the
design of this house through the use of a building material called Jurgostein, “blocks
cut out of slabs of pressed slag and sand in a size that can be easily handled”. The
openings on the facades of the building give the clue of the masonry construction
behind the white washed stucco hiding it.
In 1926, the houses Gropius designed for the Bauhaus masters were completed in
Dessau (Figure 2.5). The settlement formed out of three identical twin-houses for the
masters and a single house for the director can be accepted as a small scale housing.
The idea of standardized building blocks and the masonry construction technique
again form the basis of the design of these houses even though the architectural
expression is that of reinforced concrete skeleton.
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Figure 2.5 : Bauhaus masters’ houses.
The interesting aspect of these houses is that they give a feeling of individual private
houses especially when viewed separately through photographs. The main reason for
this is the “idyllic setting” of the pine trees that surround and separate the blocks.
Another reason is the clever decision to locate the units that form the twins by
mirroring them twice with respect to each other so that the complete block looks like
a dynamic single whole rather than a pair of identical houses. The architectural
expression of these blocks are carried to the extremes of the Modernist language by
the three dimensional organization of masses and the use of tricks like painting the
columns in dark colors to create the illusion of cantilevering prisms.
The masters’ houses were occupied by the most famous artists and architects of the
20th century, including Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee and
Oskar Schlemmer, and were by no means modest dwellings. On the contrary, they
were found “luxurious and expensive to maintain” by some of their residents (Lupfer
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and Sigel, 2004). Oskar Schlemmer’s words clearly demonstrate the strange position
of the houses that look more like a group of luxury villas than a housing settlement:
“I got quite a shock when I saw the houses! I imagined how one day the homeless would line
up outside while the gentlemen artists went sun-bathing on the roofs of their villas.”

(Lupfer and Sigel, 2004).
Gropius is definitely one of the few young architects who had the chance to get
housing commissions and test his ideas through them in the 1920s and early 1930s
yet it is aimed to demonstrate here that the private houses he designed were the initial
tools he had at hand to apply his ideas about mass-housing and to refine his skills in
handling the “new aesthetic”. Even though they are not as well known as his large
scale settlements, the houses he designed in the 20s were significant products of the
research going on in the field of domestic architecture in interwar Europe. The two
private houses –one of which belongs to himself- Gropius designed in 1938 and 1940
in the USA belong to a different phase of both his career and of the Modern
Movement, when strict ideals and aesthetic views were being reconciled with local
conditions and changing principles. Gropius talks about the house he designed for
himself in Massachusetts as follows:
“The blending of the genius loci with my modern concept of architecture allowed me to
create a house that I never would have built under the completely different climatic, technical
and psychological conditions in Europe.” (Lupfer

and Sigel, 2004).

2.2.1.3 Mies van Der Rohe and the country-house aesthetics
Another important figure in the German scene is Mies van der Rohe. Until 1927
when he built the apartment block for Weissenhof Siedlung in Stuttgart, Mies’s
portfolio of executed buildings consists of only private residences with the exception
of Rosa Luxemburg Monument of 1926. These houses that are the products of his
early career may be put into two different groups as those he designed before 1923
and those he did after that year.
Until 1923, Mies designed compact residences under the influence of Behrens, which
had a relatively classical language. It is an interesting note that he made a travel to
Venice to see Palladian villas while working at Behrens’ office. In 1923, he develops
two theoretical projects for a new type of country house: the Brick Country House
(Figure 2.6) and the Concrete Country House (Figure 2.7). These buildings have a
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radically different image and layout with their exaggerated horizontality and free
standing walls that allow the uninterrupted flow of space. It is important to remember
that in 1922 and 1923, Mies also develops schemes for skyscrapers and high office
buildings, which stand on the opposite extreme in terms of architectural scale. He
formulates these two different types of buildings as complementary spaces for
Modern living (Cohen, lecture note).

Figure 2.6 : Brick country house.

Figure 2.7 : Concrete country house.
The country house is a prototype for the domestic retreat of the Modern man who has
completely altered needs and preferences. Mies wrote the following in an essay
published in 1924:
“The same applies to residential building. Here, too, certain house and room concepts lead to
impossible results. Instead of simply developing a residence to suit its purpose, namely
organizing the activity of living, one views it as an object that demonstrates to the world how
far its owner has progressed in the realm of aesthetics.
A residence must only serve for living. The site, the exposure to sun, the program of rooms,
and the building materials are the essential factors for the design of a residence. The building
is to be formed in response to these conditions. Old familiar pictures may disappear, but in
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their place residences will arise that are functional in all respects. The world did not become
poorer when the stagecoach was replaced by the automobile”

(Van der Rohe, 1924)

His criticism of the obsession with the formal aspects of houses make one think
about the extremely stylistic aspects of the Country House schemes, bearing traces of
De Stijl paintings and similarities to Frank Lloyd Wright’s houses with wind-mill
plan (Giedion, 1941) and horizontal masses. It is also a question mark, to what extent
Mies was able to suppress his wealthy clients’ interest or his own in the image of the
houses he designed in the second half of the 20s.
An important patron he had during these years was Hermann Lange, a textile
industrialist to whom he was introduced by Lily Reich. Lange, who joined the Nazi
party and turned into the head figure in military textile-production during the Second
World War, became an admirer and supporter of Mies soon after they got to know
each other. He not only commissioned Mies a residence for himself, but also
convinced his close friend Josef Esters –a textile industrialist like himself- to do so.
The residences Mies designed for his powerful clients were built on adjacent lots in
1928, complementing each other formally (Figure 2.8.). It would be correct to say
that these houses, despite the profile of their owners and the scope of their programs,
were the test bed of the theoretical schemes Mies developed in the Country Houses
for the standard Modern man.

Figure 2.8 : Esters house (left) and Lange house (right).
Towards the end of the 20s Mies had the opportunity to design apartment blocks and
housings –including his building in Weissenhof Siedlung- through which he
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demonstrated his abilities in technical perfection and detailing. Yet the beginning of
the 30s marked a rather stagnant period of his career and this lead to the development
of conceptual domestic projects once more. He designed a series of single-storey
houses with courtyards placed inside peripheral walls, which he thought were “ideal
solutions for the urban residence” (Carter, 1999). The only executed building that
may be accepted as originating from these prototypes is the Lemcke House of 1932,
an L plan with a semi-open courtyard.
The houses Mies designed during the interwar years are not that well known and
there is a general tendency to reduce this phase of his career to his theoretical
skyscraper projects and the Barcelona Pavillion. Yet in these houses, Mies developed
most of the basic principles of his architecture, which were refined through his later
production in the USA. Recent studies are throwing light upon his early works that
are highly instrumental in understanding the evolution of his style.
2.2.1.4 Double-faced houses of Adolf Loos
Adolf Loos is a figure who cannot be easily grouped with the three architects
discussed above both because he belongs to a slightly earlier generation and also has
a different stance in terms of architectural theory and practice. Unlike most
Modernist architects of the period –including Le Corbusier, Gropius and Mies van
der Rohe- Loos does not defend the idea of a total rupture with tradition, even though
he criticizes superficial historicism of 19th century currents. In his article “Learning
to look at Loos” Christian Kühn clearly describes this and other differences that
distinguished Loos from avant-garde Modernist architects:
“The representatives of classic Modernism from Le Corbusier to Gropius were suspicious of
Loos. He was seen as a ‘forerunner’, as one who may have turned his back on the historicism
of the 19th century which had degenerated into mere eclecticism –the indiscriminate mixing
of historical styles- but who despite superficial agreement with the forms of the international
style did not think sufficiently modern. Loos believed that the architecture of the Romans
still set a valid standard; classic Modernism refused all historic consciousness. Loos
treasured craftsmanship; classic Modernism saw the future in industry. For Loos, the
individual and his needs was the focal point; classic Modernism campaigned for the
collective and against the ‘arbitrariness of individualism’.”

(Kühn, 2004).

In addition to decribing the different position of Loos, Kühn’s words provide the
clues for the reasons why he is an extremely siginificant and relevant figure to be
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mentioned within the framework of this study. Loos is naturally relevant as he
produces theory on Modern architecture and living and designs seventeen private
houses from 1903 to 1932, which represent the major part of his portfolio. However,
his real significance lies in the apparent manifestation of certain contradictions
between his theory and work, which is shared by most Modern architects and
discussed in the earlier sub-section of this chapter. His difference lies in the fact that
he does not try to conceal these contradictions. On the contrary, he declares opposing
views even in a single text and more concretely in his built works. In Kühn’s words
he “took great pleasure from contradictions”.
One important contradiction in Loos’ thought, reflected especially in the private
residences he designed, is about standardization and individualism. Loos strongly
defends the idea that Modern man’s clothes and dwelling must be uniform and he
must not try to stand out within the society through these media. He believes that all
man in contemporary society should wear a neutral” three-piece suit” and “one house
should be like any other” (Kühn, 2004). In total contrast with this opinion, he also
claims that people’s dwellings are the places where they experience and express their
individualism and he says he closely collaborates with his clients in the design of
their houses. His private residences display a conspicuous contradiction with his
views about standardization, in diverse forms and aspects. Each house reflects the
very specific needs of the client as well as the concrete conditions of its site.
Furthermore, each space within a single house differs from each other in horizontal
and vertical dimensions, surface materials and colors, level of illumination and
atmosphere in general. The front and back façades of the houses are also radically
different from each other, the former usually having a simple and formal language
with small openings while the latter accommodates large windows and a dynamic
sequence of balconies and terraces. These aspects will be exemplified in some of
Loos’ villas from the 1920s after briefly mentioning other types of contradiction he
puts forward through his theory and practice.
Loos praises simplicity and neutrality of the appearance of Modern man’s outfit and
dwellings in his written work and he tries to attain these qualities in the exterior mass
and façades of most of his private houses that are unadorned and compact cubic
buildings finished with white plaster. The ideals about men’s fashion in his mind
seem to be directly applied to the outer appearance of the houses:
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“To be dressed correctly!... We have tried to get at fashion with words like ‘beautiful’,
‘stylish’, ‘elegant’, ‘smart’ and ‘strong’. But this is not the point. Rather it is a question of
being dressed in such a way that one stands out the least. A red dress coat stands out in a
ballroom. It follows that a red dress coat is unmodern in the ballroom. A top hat stands out at
the ice-skating ring. Consequently it is unmodern to wear a top hat while on the ice. In good
society, to be conspicuous is bad manners.”

Loos 1910 (Loos, 1987).

This principle of simplicity and “not standing out”, however, is never applied to the
interiors of the houses. On the contrary, the interiors of Loos’ private residences
display an exaggerated level of spatial complexity and material articulation, which
reveals another form of contradiction as well; one that emerges out of the call for
economy in his writings and the execution of luxurious applications inside his
houses. The best-known argument by Loos on Modern architecture is his rejection of
ornament, which he explains through its effects on economy. In “Ornament and
Crime”, he claims that ornament is a crime because “it means work, money and
material wasted” and so it gives “severe damage on the people’s health and on
national wealth, thus damaging their cultural development”. It is a fact that Loos’
houses do not bear ordinary ornament yet his interiors are full of large surfaces
covered with marble, classical elements like columns and freezes, elaborate
craftsmanship on ceilings and floors and decorative elements of luxury like Persian
carpets (Figure 2.9). He simply presents a refined version of luxury and ornament in
his private interiors, especially through his manipulation and use of surfacing
materials. In his article named “Adolf Loos – patterns of town houses”, Johan van de
Beek interprets this as “showing off with the natural qualities of the material” (Van
de Beek, 1988).

Figure 2.9 : Interior view and ceiling detail of Haus Duschnitz, Vienna.
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All the three forms of contradiction emerging out of the contrast between concepts of
standardization-individualism, simplicity-articulation and economy-luxury that exist
in Loos’ thought and projects are interrelated and very significant in terms of the
discussion on the “problem of the Modern villa”. It may be revealing to exemplify
them on two residential projects Loos designed in the 1920s, which are among his
last houses that are executed. These are Moller and Müller houses, built in Vienna
and Prague during years 1927-28 and 1928-30 respectively.
Moller house is built in a large site near the woods at northwest fringe of Vienna for
Hans and Anny Moller and similarly, Müller House was designed for a site on the
northern slope of the hills near Prague for building contractor Dr.Frantisel Müller
and his wife Milada Müller. Both families who were wealthy clients with Modern
taste, collaborated with Loos in the design process of the houses, yet Dr.Müller was
especially involved in both design and construction processes. The two houses have a
number of common characteristics that exemplify the types of contradiction Loos has
in his theoretical approach to issues of standardization, simplicity and economy, or
between his theoretical approach and built work concerning these. Both Moller and
Müller houses have the Loosian type of differentiation between front and rear
façades (Figure 2.10, 2.11). The contrast between the plain two dimensional front
façades with minimum openings and the rear façades articulated with terraces and
larger windows is evident in both yet especially exemplary in the Moller house.
Their façades are both designed according to the specific conditions of their sites,
taking into account the public and private sides of the parcels and their orientation
with respect to sun.

Figure 2.10 : Front and rear façades of Moller house.
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Figure 2.11 : Front and rear façades of Muller house.
Both houses are four storeys high, the ground floor being reserved for service areas
and the uppermost for a roof terrace. The Müller house is a little larger in floor area
but the spatial organization of both residences is very similar in both layout and level
of complexity. Spaces are organized at differing levels and heights around staircases
in both houses with the logic of famous “raumplan” and the main living areas like the
salon, dining room and music room are designed with entirely different atmospheres
with the employment of distinct materials, colors and dimensions of openings. The
interior of Müller house is extraordinarily rich in this respect both because there is a
large variety of different spaces within and next to the main living areas and each is
articulated with different materials and decorative elements. As described by Van de
Beek, some of these are Cipollino marble cladding on walls, polished, colored and
ornamented wood cladding on ceilings, walls and floors, exclusive wall papers and
tiles, built-in wooden furniture, granite dining table, leather couches and Persian
carpets (Figure 2.12). Moller house has similar cladding materials and decorative
elements in its interiors even though it looks relatively more modest.
In short, Moller and Müller houses present polarized stances with respect to the
dualities of standardization-individualism, simplicity-articulation and economyluxury, both within their own bodies and with respect to the theoretical discourse of
their designer. They look object-like and isolated on the street side while physically
and visually linked to their environment at the rear. They are simple and neutral at
the exterior, while complex, articulated and richly decorated in the interior. And last
but not least, they are luxurious and expensive houses that look extremely modest
from outside. These characteristics are the concrete manifestations of the
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contradictions existing in Loos’ mental world of design, which are shared by the
works of many other Modern architects in less conspicuous ways.

Figure 2.12 : Interior of Muller house.
After examining the works of this limited, yet descriptive, group of architects, we
may deduce some factual results about the place and position of the villa type within
the specified context. First and simplest one of these is the fact that the number of
private houses constitutes the majority of executed buildings designed by them
during the interwar decades. The second result is that almost all of these houses were
commissioned by people belonging to the elite, either because they were wealthy,
avant-garde or both. Therefore, naturally, the houses were generally luxurious in
terms of size, programmatic complexity and construction budget –which was always
further exceeded in the case of Corbusian villas. Except for the use of reinforced
concrete skeleton, there were almost no revolutionary techniques or materials applied
in the processes of construction of the houses at all and yet, on the contrary,
traditional techniques and materials were frequently used to create Modern images.
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The dilemma defined through the comments of the critics in the first section becomes
obvious in the works of these architects as they are building villas intensively while
at the same time enthusiastically theorizing about mass-housing and economy of
construction as the valid issues of the field of domestic architecture.
2.2.2 Three iconic works
This section is reserved for a group of well-known private houses which received
considerable attention and turned into icons of interwar Modernism, overpowering
the fame of their designers. They are worth discussing both to see the design
intentions behind their iconic images and to understand their place in the
architectural scene of the period. In these examples all three components of the
“problem”; luxury, idiosyncrasy and site-specificity can be distinguished clearly.
2.2.2.1 Aesthetics of Schroeder House
Schroeder House (Figure 2.13) is the first example of the iconic houses that will be
discussed in this section, which became the major achievement of its architect Gerrit
Rietvelt and got identified with his name. The house has a special place in the history
of Modern Architecture not only because of its unique and inimitable language
created with the elementary style of De Stijl but also because of the revolutionary
proposal it made in the spatial organization of the Modern family life.

Figure 2.13 : Schroeder house.
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Rietveld’s client and collaborator in the design of Schroeder House was Truus
Schroeder, the young widow of a wealthy Catholic lawyer with three children. She
commissioned the house right after his husband’s death whose conservative ideas
about family life and the upbringing of children she never shared (Benton, 2006).
Schroeder, who was associated with the artistic and feminist circles in Amsterdam,
dreamed of a non-hierarchical and open domestic environment in which children and
adults could share all sorts of experience and perceived this project as an opportunity
to realize her ideals (Friedman, 1998). She closely collaborated with Rietveld in
making the spatial organization of the house. Schroeder talks about the design
process at an interview as such:
‘We didn’t make preliminary plans… Rietveld made a sketch of the plot of land, showing the
measurements. The next question was: how do you want to live? Well, I was absolutely set
against living downstairs. I’ve never lived this way, I found the idea very restricting. Rietveld
was delighted about this, particularly because of the magnificent view. So we started to map
out the upper floor, because you can’t do without bedrooms. A room for the two girls and a
room for the boy –in fact, that’s how we started, with rooms. And where should we put them.
All of us together, of course; the children had missed so much.’

(Friedman, 1998).

The main concept of the house was open-endedness and flexibility. Folding
partitions separated and united spaces and storage units. The house was small and so
the plan was meticulously studied to make the best out of the spaces available. There
were no luxury items or expensive architectural materials in the interiors as
Ms.Schroeder refused to have them, yet there were all sorts of playful built-in
furniture and modern equipment installed in the main living area, including a film
projector for the entertainment of the family (Figure 2.14). Spaces were filled with
light coming from the large glazed surfaces and the view was originally
‘magnificent’. Both Rietveld and Schroeder believed in a ‘new sense of life’ that
they shared and also in the idea that ‘a building could be shaped into a spatial
environment that would stimulate people to live and even to think differently’
(Friedman, 1998).
The house was revolutionary in many aspects, from spatial organization to
architectural language, however unfortunately, it was situated at the end of a row of
traditional townhouses that were in complete discord with it. There is absolutely no
sign of an attempt to relate the house to the adjacent buildings, yet still, there is a
strong relationship that is born out of the tendency of rejecting or ignoring them. The
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spaces in the house and thus the openings towards exterior are organized in such a
way that the main living areas are located at the farthest corner from the neighboring
block, bordered with the most transparent part of the façade. This layout is supported
by the location of the spot with the best view and the orientation of the sun as well,
which are other specificities of the site. The rejection of the neigbouring buildings
and the extreme consciousness towards physical context, emerging as a result of this
is reflected in the photographs of the house as well. In all exterior photographs of
Schroeder House, from those taken in the 1920s to the most contemporary ones, the
framing is arranged so as to exclude the adjacent row of buildings and make the
house appear as if it were a free-standing piece of architecture.

Figure 2.14 : Interior photo of Schroeder house, with Truus Schroeder and her
daughter.
The architectural language of the Schroeder House was created by Rietvelt parallel to
yet independent of the programmatic ideas he was developing in collaboration with
his client. Since the time it was completed, the house has been known for its unique
language reflecting De Stijl aesthetics and the individualistic touch of its architect
more than its spatial arrangement that could work as a prototype for the Modern
family. Rietvelt applied some of the spatial principles he experimented in Schroeder
house to his later projects on mass housing, which he called “core houses” (Overy,
1991). Together with Schroeder, he continued to search for the ways to realize his
revolutionary ideas in concrete housing projects and had a couple of limited
opportunities to do so (in the apartment blocks they designed on the lots Schroeder
owned across the street) yet the house remained to be his major achievement and a “a
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piece of abstract sculpture” (Hitchcock, 1929) that would have probably turned into a
failure if he ever attempted to replicate it.
2.2.2.2 Extravagance of Villa Noailles
Villa Noailles (Figure 2.15) is a well-known building from the interwar phase of
Modernism designed by French architect Robert Mallet-Stevens. Before passing on
to the discussion on the villa, it is worth mentioning the words of its designer in a
writing of his dated 1924, on the language and principles of the new architecture:
“A house, a palace is composed of a set of cubes. At all stages in the history of art house has
been cubical. Each country, each century, each fashion has made its impression on the cube,
with sculptures, mouldings, pediments, capitals, ornamental foliage, scrolls –so many
decorative details which are often of no use to the structure but which give the charm of the
play of light and shade…
Nowadays reinforced concrete has completely transformed the problems which the builder
has to solve. A thousand shapes are possible, unexpected silhouettes spring up, often strange,
but rational and sincere. Reinforced concrete allows overhangs, the elimination of numerous
points of support, and the reduction of the various structural elements to a minimum. So the
proportions are profoundly modified and the aesthetic becomes different…
The plans of houses, too, will be transformed. There is no need to place walls directly over
each other (for structural reasons). Central heating allows you to glaze huge expanses of
window. Reinforced concrete allows you to use very small piers and projecting porch roofs to
protect the exterior, with terraces laid out as open-air rooms. Every detail of construction is
altered. There are new needs, there are new techniques. The aesthetic is new.
Moreover, ornaments are expensive and these days economy is an important factor for
builders. ‘Poverty will save architecture’ the excellent Belgian architect Victor Bourgeois
said recently…” (Benton,

1975).

Figure 2.15 : Villa Noailles.
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It sounds ironic for an architect like Mallet-Stevens to talk about the economy of
buildings and praise Bourgeois’s words about poverty, as luxury villas and
residences form almost the entirety of his portfolio of built works. Villa Noailles is
the best known of these residences and designed for the Viscount and Viscountess of
Noailles and built in Hyères, Southeastern France between years 1924 and 1933.
Charles de Noailles was fully involved in the design process of the house from the
beginning and his initial requirement from Maller-Stevens was ‘une petite maison
intéressante à habiter’ (an interesting small house to live in) with only five rooms and
a salon. However, soon after the construction of the house started, the clients asked
the architect to add a wing of bedrooms to the original project and this was followed
by a series of additions in the course of a nine-year period integrating into the
comlex, a covered swimming pool, a squash court, a gymnasium, a study and several
other rooms (Briolle and Repiquet, 1990). Some of the additions were asked from
other Modernist architects by the Noailles, in a collectionist attitude, like the
triangular garden designed by Gabriel Guévrékian or the pink room added to the
house by Pierre Chareau. Finally, after all the additions were made, Villa Noailles
ended up turning into a huge residence with sixty rooms taken care by an army of
nineteen servants. The extravagance of the house was not limited to its size. Charles
de Noailles was fond of mechanized systems in buildings and his interest, when
coupled with Mallet-Stevens’ desire to unite indoor and outdoor spaces, led to the
design of movable windows and doors, like “the bays of the pool (that) disappeared
entirely into the ground” (Briolle and Repiquet, 1990) (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16 : The pool of villa Noailles, photographed by Thérèse Bonney.
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While the interior organization of spaces in the villa was shaped to a great extent by
its owner, the exterior mass, its architectural language and plastic effects were
mastered by its architect. Mallet-Stevens created a dynamic three-dimensional
composition of simple light colored prisms accumulating into a horizontal mass,
punctuated by rhythmical patterns of rectangular openings. In creating this
“orthogonal art” in Briolle and Repiquet’s words, he merged the architectural
vocabulary of Modern architecture with his own skills of plastic composition and put
forward an individual and unique expression. The textured plaster on the façade had
a strong visual effect under the Mediterranean sun and enhanced the plastic quality of
the building, as well.
As Noailles were aristocrats deeply involved in the artistic circles of Paris and
friends of many well-known figures including Picasso, Cocteau, Man Ray, Buňuel,
Dali and Giacometti, the house became a site for the experimentation and
presentation of all sorts of contemporary art and design. The surrealist movie shot in
Villa Noailles by Man Ray in 1929, named ‘Les Mystères du Château du Dé’ (The
Mysteries of the Castle of Dé), brought the house to international fame. Professional
architectural publications were as well interested in presenting this extraordinary
villa to their audiences. July 1928 issue of periodical Art et Décoration reserved a
large space for a detailed article describing the house and numerous accompanying
photographs by Thérèse Bonney, the Paris based American photographer (Briolle
and Repiquet, 2005). To summarize, Villa Noailles started as a modest dwelling
project and turned into an over-sized extravagant residence that both reflected its
owners’ unique requirements and its designer’s distinctive touch and became one of
the icons of Modern architecture that attracted the attention of artists, architects and
the general public alike.
2.2.2.3 Individualism of E.1027
The villa Eileen Gray designed for herself in Roquebrune, Southern France in
collaboration with Jean Badovici –architect and editor of French periodical
L’Architecture Vivante-, became one of the significant examples of interwar
Modernism and a strong commentary on the contemporary theories about Modern
house and domestic life. Gray, an Irish interior designer, had already been
acknowledged by her furniture and textile designs applied to various interiors and
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exhibited in galleries and shows in Paris in 1920s, started undertaking architectural
projects by mid-20s with the support and encouragement of Badovici. In 1926, she
started designing her house named E.1027, on a land by the sea in Roquebrune and
completed its construction in 1929.
The site of the house is unique and extraordinary. E.1027 sits on a rocky and steep
hillside by the Mediterranean, which acts as a powerful background that accentuates
the effect of the white prisms that form the main body of the house (Figure 2.17).
Other than forming a perfect background, the site dictates a strong sense of
orientation for the building, in relation to the direction of the sea view and that of the
sun. The horizontal strip windows, balconies and terraces are all compiled on the
front façade that faces south, forming a contrast with the opaqueness of the rear side.
The interior of the house is designed by Eillen Gray as well, with all the built-in and
movable furniture, the combination of textile elements and the selection of pieces of
Modern furniture. Both the furniture and the materials and colors of interior surfaces
are specially designed for the house in a tailor-made fashion and with special
attention to different sensual effects appropriate for each space (Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.17 : Exterior view of E.1027.
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Figure 2.18 : Interior views of E.1027.
In her article “E.1027: The nonheroic modernism of Eileen Gray”, Caroline Constant
talks about the design process of the house as well as its important architectural
features, which she defines as hybrid characteristics that merge Corbusian principles
of the 20s and the unique sensitivity of Gray towards bodily experience (Constant,
1994). There are certain arguments in the article about this approach of Gray and
some specific characteristics of the house, which turn it into a perfect example of the
type of Modern house with idiosyncratic and site-specific characteristics.
Constant mentions Eileen Gray’s thoughts and critique of prevailing contemporary
practice of domestic architecture, which for her, is dominated by the pictorial
qualities of the exterior appearance of the buildings. She quotes a number of phrases
from Gray, which clarify the main points of her critical thought reflected in her work
in Roquebrune:
“External architecture seems to have absorbed avant-garde architects at the expense of the
interior. As if a house should be conceived for the pleasure of the eye more than for the wellbeing of its inhabitants… A house is not a machine to live in. It is the shell of man, his
extension, his release, his spiritual emanation. Not only its visual harmony but its entire
organization, all the terms of the work, combine to render it human in the most profound
sense.”

(Constant, 1994).

Even though Gray adopted many elements of Le Corbusier’s architectural
vocabulary of the 20s in E.1027 –with special support from Badovici-, she was at
odds with his ideas on the standardization of human dwellings, as well as the
exaggerated emphasis he put on the plastic qualities of the mass of his buildings.
Constant draws attention to Gray’s doubts about the standardization and massproduction of houses expressed in the text she and Badovici wrote in the issue of
L’Architecture Vivante in which E.1027 was published:
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“I think that most people are mistaken in the meaning that they have agreed to give this word
‘type’. For them ‘type’ is synonymous with a creation that is simplified in the extreme and
destined to be reproduced in series. But I understand otherwise. For me a maison type is only
a house whose construction has been carried out according to the best and least costly
technical procedures, and whose architecture attains the maximum of perfection for a given
situation; that is to say, it is like a model not to be infinitely reproduced, bu that will inspire
the construction of other houses in the same spirit.” (Constant,

1994).

Gray was in favour of making specific designs for specific clients and spaces and this
was reflected in both his earlier interior decoration works and in her own house in
Roquebrune. She designed each space in the house with specific furniture, fittings
and dimensions that defined and differentiated separate areas according to use and
atmosphere. Built-in furniture is integrated fully with architectural elements with
unique gestures at every corner, many of which were demonstrated in the pages of
L’Architecture Vivante with close-up photographs. She applied combinations of
color as well in the interior design of the house and presented it with a photo-collage
published in the periodical, which will be discussed in the chapter on Case Study
later on. Gray took nothing for granted and made special designs for every
architectural, decorative and structural element in the house, from electrical switches
to column grid, based on thoughts about the internal life and atmosphere of the
building. Constant compares her approach to structure with that of Le Corbusier’s to
show their differences:
“Le Corbusier’s use of mathematical ordering principles –the geometric grids that govern his
plans and regulating lines that fix proportional relationships in his façades- similarly contrasts
with Gray’s methods, which lack the quality of an order imposed from without and instead
originate from the notion of the experienced body. For example, Gray derived her column
spacing from internal spatial priorities rather than from numerical notions of order. The
intercolumnation is widest at the center of the salon, where she provided for the greatest
flexibility of use and maximum exposure to the out-of-doors, whereas the narrower bays to
either side accommodate more intimate spaces for dining and sleeping.”

(Constant, 1994).

As a result, in E.1027, the idiosyncrasies of a designer and a client juxtapose and
unique solutions of design are applied to every element of it, at every scale. As
mentioned in the beginning, this house is a perfect example of the Modern villa that
responds to its site and programmatic conditions in a unique and special way. It may
as well be considered luxurious when the immense variety of non-standard elements
and materials used in its design and construction are considered, even though a first
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look at its exterior photographic view gives the impression of an emblem of Modern
simplicity and modesty.
2.3 Re-positioning the “Problem” Within the Domain of Representation
This section is of special importance and has a pivotal function as the discussion on
the “problem” defined and illustrated until now will be transferred to a specific field;
the field of representation. The transfer acts as the theoretical method of the study
derived from the hypothesis that guides it. The hypothesis can be resumed as such:
the “problem” of the villa type, within the context of interwar Modernism, gets
transformed and acquires different dimensions when observed in the realm of
representation. The villas appear so frequently and widespread in different
representational fields in the specified period that they acquire anonymous and
prototypical characteristics. The “problem” in a way gets solved or at least its
components get blurred through the effect of their visual representations and
especially through their photographs. The unique and individualistic characteristics
of the Modern villas are veiled through the total effect of the body of photographs
represented in various media and the ideals about the standard and economic
dwelling of the Modern man, which cannot be achieved in reality is partially reached
in the realm of representation.
There are two observations that must be mentioned here, as they helped the
formulation of the hypothesis even though they may not be directly related to its
central argument. The first one is that private houses, by definition, are only
accessible by their users and thus they are generally experienced through their visual
representations to which they are connected organically. They mainly exist in the
representational realm. The second observation is a statistical one: domestic
buildings and in particular private houses appear a lot more frequently than other
building types in the field of architectural representation in the postwar years.
As mentioned before the most wide-spread and effective forms of representation of
Modern villas are photographs in interwar years and they are the media in which the
specific transformation described above takes place. Therefore, photographs are the
main material focused in this study and a specific group of them is analyzed in detail
in the chapter on Case Study. There are three main areas in which photographic
representations appear during interwar years, which can be listed as exhibitions,
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books (publications) and periodicals. Naturally, the maximum number and variety of
photographs exist in periodicals and they probably reach the largest audience when
compared to exhibitions and other publications. For this reason, the case study
chapter will be utilizing periodicals as sources of photographs and in this section of
Chapter 2, the two other areas in which different forms of representation of Modern
villas are focused for the sake of complementing the picture: exhibitions and
publications. Interwar exhibitions in which models of houses and two-dimensional
representations of single-family dwellings are presented to the public will be briefly
discussed while more emphasis will be given to books that presented the first images
of Modern villas in drawings and photographs. These images published in books are
considered especially important as they bear the clues of the transformation of the
“problem” which will later be discussed through the analysis of a body of
photographs from periodicals.
2.3.1 Exhibiting unique prototypes
In 1923 the Bauhaus in Weimar organized an exhibition which housed various
displays of objects produced in the school’s workshops in addition to “special events
and publications”. Yet the most attractive piece of the whole organization was a
model house designed by the youngest master in Bauhaus, George Muche with the
technical support of Adolf Meyer and Walter Gropius and built by funding from
Adolf Sommerfeld –a lumber industrialist and a former client of Gropius for whom
he designed a villa. The house was named after the plot it was erected on, as Haus
am Horn and was planned to be the first unit of a housing settlement. Muche explains
the concept and the layout of the experimental house named Haus am Horn (Figure
2.19) in a text published in 1924 as follows:
“For this first house we intentionally chose the simplest and most clearly defined floor-plan
arrangement (high-ceilinged, large, central living room surrounded by low-ceilinged, smaller
auxiliary rooms). This arrangement proves to be the most practical and natural, since it keeps
the house small in size and, thereby, simultaneously achieves economy in both construction
and household management… Therefore, connecting passages, entrance halls and stairs were
kept to a minimum or avoided altogether. Each room was furnished entirely according to its
purpose… Thus the kitchen is a kitchen only and not at the same time a meeting place for the
family… Analogously, the dining room is only a place for dining and not a working or living
room at the same time… The centrally located living room, the main room for the family, is
intended to be quite large in contrast with the other rooms, which were designed for
occupation by one person only… The children’s room has immediate access to the dressing
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room of the lady of the house and a door to the terrace outside. This room has been designed
to offer a good healthy environment for the children…
All of the equipment for the rooms ,, furniture, carpets, and lighting fixtures, etc. were
produced in the workshops of the Bauhaus…”

(Wingler, 1969).

Fig 2.19 : Haus am Horn.
Even though the exhibition in general and the house specifically drew big attention
throughout Germany and Europe thanks to the effective propaganda activities of the
school, there was certain criticism as well. Adolf Behne found the design of the
house “confusing” as principles of technological standardization were not properly
applied to it. He described Haus am Horn as “half-luxurious, half-primitive, halfideal, half-time-bound, half-crafts, half-industrial, half-standardization, half-idyll”
and therefore “uninteresting and unknowing” (Bletter, 1996). Nevertheless, despite
minor reactions, the house was admired by the majority and was perceived as a
prototype for a reproducible, economic and modest dwelling for the Modern family
without servants. Yet it never was reproduced and the settlement it was supposed to
form part of never realized. In 1924, Haus am Horn was sold to an individual due to
financial difficulties of the school and became a private residence (Wingler, 1966).
Theo van Doesburg together with Cor van Eesteren and Gerrit Rietvelt opened an
exhibition named ‘L’Effort Modern’ (The Modern Effort) at Léonce Rosenberg
Gallery in Paris where they presented works of painting, sculpture and architecture
reflecting De Stijl ideas and style (Giedion, 1941). The architectural works in the
exhibition included axonometric drawings of ‘hypothetical architectural constructs,
each comprising an asymmetrical cluster of articulated planar elements suspended in
space about a volumetric centre’ and models for a house for Rosenberg, an artist’s
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house (Figure 2.20) and a ‘study for the interior of a university hall’ (Frampton,
1980).

Figure 2.20 : Van Doesburg and Van Eesteren next to the model for an
artist’s house.
The photographs of the house models were published extensively in periodicals of
the time and made big impact when interpreted under the light of De Stijl principles
declared in their manifesto:
“The new architecture is anti-cubic, that is to say, it does not try to freeze different functional
space cells (as well as the overhanging planes, balcony volumes, etc.) centrifugally from the
core of the cube. And through this means, height, width, depth, and time (i.e. an imaginary
four-dimensional entity) approaches a totally new plastic expression in open spaces. In this
way architecture acquires a more or less floating aspect that, so to speak, works against the
gravitational forces of nature.”

(Frampton, 1980).

Gropius mentions that ‘the exhibition… exerted a great influence upon the leading
talents such as Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe, particularly through its models
and presentation of architectural material’. Both the axonometric drawings and the
house models immediately turned into iconic images forming part of the vocabulary
of Modern architecture, presenting an irony when words of van Doesburg are
recalled from his 1922 article ‘The Will to Style’ :
“The new spiritual philosophy of art not only saw at once its limitless potentialities for
artistic expression. For a style which is no longer concerned with the production of individual
pictures, ornaments or private houses, but makes a collective assault on whole districts of
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cities, skyscraper blocks and airports, with due consideration of economic circumstances –for
such a style there can be no question of employing hand craftsmanship. The machine is allimportant here: hand craftsmanship is appropriate to an individualistic view of life which has
been overtaken by progress.”

(Benton, 1975).

Le Corbusier’s Pavillion de l’Esprit Nouveau (Figure 2.21) built for the International
Exhibition of Decorative and Industrial Arts held in 1925 in Paris is another perfect
example that demonstrates both the ‘problem’ of the individual house and its
illustrative power in representing the Modern language. The Pavilion is the execution
of a single unit from the immeuble-villa (villa-apartment) project of Le Corbusier,
which Hitchcock defines as a stack of villas. It is an apartment project made out of
duplex units of dwellings each having a two storey high terrace with vegetation in it.
The project is based on the repetition of industrially mass-produced units of
dwellings in order to form apartment buildings for contemporary cities. It gives the
inhabitant both the pleasures of a villa and the pride of living in a modern housing.

Figure 2.20 : Pavillion de L’Esprit Nouveau (reconstruction in Italy).
The single unit erected for the exhibition reflects the villa aspects of the project
pretty well with its unique mass located in a natural setting and its ‘luxurious’
dimensions (Gans, 2000) while its prototypical features are reduced to the fittings
and the furniture inside it. The ‘maisonette’ which is accepted as one of the purest
and most influential manifestations of Modern architecture (Tournikiotis, 1999) was
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never actually reproduced to complete the apartment building imagined by Le
Corbusier nor could it become a real villa. Deborah Gans describes its ironic fate as
such:
“From the first and until the Exposition administration demolished it (the pavilion) against
his will in 1926, Le Corbusier sought a client who would buy the maisonette dwelling unit of
the pavilion and re-erect it as permanent housing near Paris.”

(Gans, 2000).

In 1931, Mies van der Rohe erected a ‘country house for a bachelor’ (Figure 2.21) in
real size inside the great exhibition hall of Berlin Building Exhibition. It was a
single storey villa with a plan derived from the conceptual country house series Mies
had been working on since early 20s. The free-flowing spaces of the house merged
into each other around the planes of walls extending beyond the borders of the lot
and defining the outdoor spaces. The house was the concrete realization of Mies’
“principles of unity of space, plane and structure” (Giedion, 1941) yet it was not the
first one. The German Pavilion Mies designed for the Barcelona Exhibition of 1929
was an earlier execution of the ideas he developed through the country house projects
of 1923. Even though the building did not have a specific program other than being
an exhibition gallery, its scale and conceptual origin gave it the feeling and look of
an individual house (Colomina, 1996). The Barcelona Pavillion not only made
Mies’s “visions become reality for the first time” (Giedion, 1941) and acted as a
cornerstone in his career but also turned into one of the iconic buildings of Modern
Architecture.

Figure 2.21 : Bachelor’s house.
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The 1932 exhibition Modern Architecture (Figure 2.22) held at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York was one of the most significant events in the declaration
and affirmation of the Modern movement in architecture. To explain the role of the
private house in the event organized by Henry Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson,
it is worth quoting a passage from Beatriz Colomina’s book Privacy and Publicity:
“…Johnson was particularly vocal in this respect: ‘The most interesting exhibit [for the
public] is still that of the private house.’ The private house was singled out as the vehicle for
the popularization of ‘the style’, and therefore made into a privileged item in the exhibition.
Johnson went so far as to entice architects to present houses by offering more space in the
exhibition to those who did: ‘I wish to have as many private houses as I can. Indeed I am
thinking of suggesting to the architects that they may submit more than one model if one of
them is a private house’. In the event, the exhibition was made up almost entirely of domestic
architecture: Frank Lloyd Wright presented the model of his project for a house on the mesa
and photographs of the Robie house, Roberts house, Millard house, and Jones house; Le
Corbusier, the model of Villa Sovoye, and Double House in the Weissenhof Siedlung; Oud,
the model of the project for a house at Pinehurst; Mies, the model of the Tugendhat house
and photographs of Lange house, Johnson apartment and the Barcelona Pavilion (arguably a
domestic project if not a house).” (Colomina,

1996).

Figure 2.22 : MoMA exhibition.
Colomina says that the success of the exhibition was in ‘disseminating modern
architecture throughout the world, to such an extent that it became anonymous’. This
statement, together with those in the former quote, affirms that private houses, which
are highly individualized and idiosyncratic objects of architecture, had an important
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role in the creation of a common language shared by architects and the public
worldwide.
2.3.2 Power of the two-dimensional house
2.3.2.1 An exceptional case: Wasmuth Portfolios
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Wasmuth Porfolio (published in 1911) that will be discussed
as the first example of the publications about Modern villas may seem out of context
both because of its date and because its author is American. Yet it is of utmost
relevance and importance when the impact it had on young European pioneers of the
time is considered. At a time when Frank Lloyd Wright felt that he reached a deadend in his career –for not being able to get large scale commissions and being stuck
in private house projects-, the Berlin publisher Ernst Wasmuth proposed publishing a
portfolio of his works. Wright was more than happy to accept the proposal and
moved to Europe with his partner and ex-client Mrs.Cheney to work on the material
to be published in his monograph. After a visit to Berlin, he moved to Italy and
rented a villa outside Florence where his son Frank Lloyd Wright Jr., Taylor Wooley
–a renderer from his office in Chicago- and he himself retraced drawings of his
works from originals and made additional renderings to be submitted to the publisher
(Url-1).
Plates of lithographs were produced for each drawing which resembled Japanese
woodcut prints -Wright had been collecting since long-, with their fine lines, subtle
compositions and the emphasis given to the natural elements forming the landscape
(Figure 2.23). David Jameson, in an essay he wrote for a 2007 exhibition of Wright’s
early works, describes the paintings in the portfolio as such:
“The perspective in a natural landscape, the floor plan with perhaps an elevation or detail was
to be a complete story of the building that could stand alone as an art object…
The plates were simplified line drawings that were either placed off center to the top half of
the eventual plate (15 374 x 25 ¼ inches in the regular editions), leaving ample, empty
‘negative space’ or married to the plan or elevation detail in one plate as balanced graphic
elements.”

(Url-1).
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Figure 2.23 : Perspective drawing of Hardy house (detail).

The monograph named Ausgeführte Bauten und Entwürfe von Frank Lloyd Wright
(Executed Buildings and Studies of Frank Lloyd Wright) ended up in two volumes
and an additional one including photographs, known as “Little Wasmuth”. The
contents of the portfolio can be grouped under two categories: the private houses and
the public buildings. As a natural reflection of Wright’s current list of executed
buildings, the former category was evidently more dominant. Out of a total of 64
plates divided into two volumes, only 13 were images of public buildings and the rest
represented private houses designed for elite clients and a couple of housing projects.
There was a clear distinction between the visual languages of the houses and the
public buildings; horizontal lines were emphasized in the first and verticals in the
second. The images of the houses were especially impressive with their elegant
masses standing inside dream-like landscapes (Figure 2.24) and their unusual plans
“of interpenetrating spaces pivoting around massive unadorned fireplaces” (Url-1).
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Figure 2.24 : Perspective drawing of McCormick house.
After its publication, the portfolios were immediately purchased by the prominent
architects in Europe one of which was Peter Behrens. At the time he received the
portfolio, Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and Walter Gropius were all working in
his office as young apprentices. Probably all three, like everyone else in the office,
were amazed by the images inside the two volumes but it is Mies van der Rohe
whose work of the 20s demonstrates the most conspicuous traces of the influence of
Wright’s language and plan schemes (Jameson, 2007). Apart from the strong and
unusual architectural language there was another lesson to be learned from the
portfolio, for the young architects. Wright taught them that “it wasn’t enough to just
build” architecture but it was necessary to “communicate it to a wider audience”. He
also made them aware of the fact that the scale and the level of complexity of the
individual house were ideal to effectively communicate architectural ideas.
The portfolio made big impact all throughout Europe, especially in Germany and
Holland. Hitchcock mentions Berlage’s lectures on Wright, followed by young
Dutch architects, which he gave after receiving the portfolio and making a trip to the
United States during which he visited many of Wright’s buildings in 1912
(Hitchcock, 1929). Giedion, in Space, Time and Architecture, also speaks about the
influence of Wright -strengthened by Berlage’s lectures and exhibitions on him- on
Dutch architects, giving examples from the works of architects like Robert van
t’Hoff, J.J.P.Oud and Gerrit Rietvelt. He gives the example of the 1923 exhibition of
De Stijl Group at Rosenberg Gallery in Paris, in which they represented house
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models in addition to paintings and sculptures, saying that; “This exhibition showed
that the steps toward Frank Lloyd Wright’s perception of the house as a flowing
space bounded by vertical and horizontal planes had been fully taken and
understood” (Giedion, 1941).
Wasmuth portfolios were published as 650 copies and only 150 copies were
distributed in Europe. Wright took the remaining 500 back to America and stored in
his office in Taliesin after moving there. Almost all of these 500 copies were
destroyed during the 1914 fire at his Wisconsin home and it is believed that none of
the portfolios had been sold in the USA until then (Url-1). This tragic incident makes
one think that the sole raison d’être of the Wasmuth monographs was to establish a
dialogue between Wright and his contemporary colleagues in Europe.

Figure 2.25 : Robie House (from Little Wasmuth).
2.3.2.2 Hitchcock’s two books
Henry Russell Hitchcock’s Modern Architecture: Romanticism and Reintegration,
published in 1929, is one of the earliest sources to make a clear definition and
categorization of the achievements and the protagonists of Modern style, which for
him, emerged after the First World War. In fact the book presents a historical
account of Modern Architecture starting from 1750 and only the last section called
“The New Pioneers” deals with the developments that took place after the war.
Hitchcock indicates three countries –France, Holland and Germany- as the
“founders” of the new style and a number of well known architects as the leaders in
each country.
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Panayotis Tournikiotis analyzes Hitchcock’s categorization based on nationalities
from a critical point of view and points out that for him “anything else (from those
developments in America, Holland, Germany, France and Scandinavia) is imitative
and provincial, auxiliary or parallel” (Tournikiotis, 1999). Tournikiotis gives a list of
the “most important names and projects” in the section New Pioneers as follows:
“1. Le Corbusier: the Citrohan Designs, 1921; the villa at Vaucresson, 1922; the house for
Ozenfant, 1923; the house at Vevey, 1923; the house for Cook, 1927; the project for the
Palace of the League of Nations, 1927; the villa at Garches, 1928.
2. Lurçat: eight houses in cité Seurat, 1924-1926; two villas at Versailles, 1925; the village at
Boulogne-sur-Seine, 1928.
3. Oud : The Oud-Mathenesse houses, 1922 ; street houses in the Hook of Holland, 1924,
1926-1927.
4. Rietvelt: the house at Utrecht, 1922.
5. Gropius: the Bauhaus at Dessau, 1926.
6. Mies van der Rohe: the project for a glass skyscraper; the apartment house at the Stuttgart
Exposition, 1927.”

(Tournikiotis, 1999)

Apparently, majority of the “most important projects” are domestic ones and most of
these are private houses.
A similar situation can be observed in the book titled The International Style written
by Hitchcock and Philip Johnson and published in 1932 as an outcome of the 1931
MoMA exhibition. As mentioned in the relevant section, the exhibition was
dominated by private houses whereas the same may not be true for the book. A
relatively more heterogeneous selection of works appear in terms of building types
even though the villas are still among those projects highly appreciated and
emphasized. Hitchcock speaks about the success of the timing of International Style
underlining the value he attributes to private houses:
“Had we written it several years earlier -as I had my Modern architecture of 1929, shortly
after the new style had won acclaim, if not acceptance… the canon of executed works on
which our designation of the style was based would have been seriously incomplete, for the
two finest houses in the new style –Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye and Mies’s Tugendhat
house- would not have yet existed.” (Hitchcock

and Johnson, 1932).

The two books became powerful sources of reference for architects and public alike
who were interested in the developments of the new architecture. Tournikiotis
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defines the latter as “a guidebook for architects who wanted to be modern”. Through
their selection of projects and their illustrations the books played big part in the
creation of a common language and taste shared internationally.
2.3.2.3 Badovici’s Maison d’Aujourd’hui
Jean Badovici, the editor of the influential avant-garde magazine L’Architecture
Vivante, published a series of books in 1920s, which consisted of plates of
photographic images of contemporary buildings -some of which were published in
the magazine- sorted out according to building types in different volumes. The first
book of the series, published in 1925 was La Maison D’Aujourd’Hui: Maisons
Individuelles (Today’s House: Individual Houses), which presented 58 buildings
through photographs and architectural drawings. From today’s point of view, the list
of works show a wide variety from houses of van de Velde to hypothetical models of
Loos, from suburban villas of Frank Lloyd Wright to Art Nouveau residences in
France, from Le Corbusier’s villas to those of Tony Garnier and Erich Mendelsohn.
Nevertheless Badovici’s approach, which is made clear in the introduction of the
book, reveals the fact that he sees a lot in common in the published works.
Badovici says that the Modern house is not just an answer to the material
requirements of human beings but a means to express the intellectual necessities and
the character of the age “through its form”. He underlines in the introduction that
different tendencies from around the world converge towards a shared abstract
understanding of expression as a form of liberation and renewal. It is a common
denominator in the “form” or architectural language of the houses illustrated in the
book that Badovici looks for. He emphasizes this idea by generalizing it to all fields
of art saying that “the artists are moved forward and guided by a collective surge that
goes beyond their personalities, and each of them understands that the battle against
extravagant individualism of the past is the only chance of art to survive” (Badovici,
1925). Badovici writes about the common expression in different works as such:
“Everywhere is found the same necessity to express the modern sensibility through the
rhythm of lines, of surfaces and volumes composed according to an order which, by being
abstract, embraces and converts completely the concrete reality and through which the
essential laws and relations are expressed.” (Badovici,
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1925).

Badovici finds in the private house the best means to communicate this abstract
language which he believes is shared by contemporary colleagues from different
countries. As will be discussed in the next chapter, his interest in private houses stays
alive throughout his editorial activities in L’Architecture Vivante in the following
years, however his selection of projects gets more precise and focused.
Many books under the title of Modern House were published in almost every country
in the early decades of the 20th century with similar motives of presenting the reader
with a common architectural language through the medium of the private house.
F.R.S. Yorke’s The Modern House of 1934 is one of these publications as mentioned
in the first part of the study. Francis Rowland Yerbury’s The Small Modern English
House is another book on a parallel line, based on the photographic portfolio of its
author. The important aspect shared by most of these books is their way of presenting
the private house as a meta-type devoid of its programmatic specificities, expressing
abstract and general principles about the language of the new architecture.
2.3.3 A preliminary description of the transformation of the “problem”
The hypothesis of this study, as previously explained in the beginning of section 2.3.,
is that the “problem” of the Modern villa gets transformed and obscured when
perceived in the representational field. Examples of significant events and
publications are provided in the sub-sections 2.3.1. and 2.3.2. to give the clues of the
nature of this transformation. It must be noted that these examples were extremely
important cases that shaped the developments in the interwar phase of Modernism
and the individual careers of the mentioned architects to a great extent. They
performed active roles in the realization of a disciplinary communication among the
architects who were exploring, experimenting with and learning about the basic
principles of Modernism. Therefore, the image of the private house articulated
through these events and publications must be evaluated together with the overall
impact each one had over their audiences and readers.
Even though there seems to be two distinct categories in the field of representation as
exhibitions and publications, eventually they are all perceived as two-dimensional
representations in the long run. As exhibitions are held for limited periods of time
and can be visited by a limited group of people, their images that appear in
publications reach a wider public through time. Therefore in all of these media of
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representation, the dominant element becomes the two dimensional visual image, be
it a drawing or a photograph. Even though the technical drawings of the houses are
almost always given space in exhibitions and publications, it is a fact that they are
only of complementary value when the power of photographs are considered. It is
actually the photographic image that creates the most tangible profile of the Modern
villa in people’s minds. Thus, the photographs of the Modern villas are the main
material of focus of this study, through which the transformation of the “problem”
will be discussed. The following paragraphs provide a preliminary description of
this transformation that will be analyzed over concrete material in later chapters.
There are certain phenomena that enabled the transformation of the “problem”
through representation and the blurring of its components previously defined as
luxury, idiosyncrasy and site-specificity, and being non-standard in general. One of
them is the perception of private houses as abstract architectural objects generally
viewed from outside and whose physical context, materials and techniques of
construction remain ambiguous in photographs. The Modern private houses appear in
standard compositions in the photographic images, resembling a nature morte with
clearly defined rules about the relationship of figure-ground, negative-positive spaces
etc.
Another issue is the lack of information about the interiors of the houses. Interior
photographs are less frequently provided and they present very sterile and
prototypical aspects when presented. It is generally difficult to grasp the dimensions
of these spaces through mentioned images and details about the life or character of a
specific house are omitted. Parallel to this, information about the client is absent in
most of the representations, almost as a rule. The prototypical houses presented in
exhibitions naturally have prototypical clients as well. Yet the executed villas that
appear in diverse publications do have clients –clients who are very active in the
design of their houses in some cases-, but they are rarely mentioned. The example of
Badovici’s La Maison d’Aujourd’hui is an extreme in this sense as only the
information about the architects of the houses and country they were built are given,
and even their exact locations are not known to the reader.
The emphasis, both in houses presented as prototypes and those as executed works, is
on the aspects that can be shared by architects and public who see themselves as
Modern. Common language, common taste, common habits and necessities are the
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issues that are brought to the fore through the photographic images of these particular
houses which, theoretically can be reproduced for any other person at any other
place. The buildings in these events and publications do not represent themselves but
the place they occupy within the anonymous repertory of the new architecture.
Therefore, their individual features are ignored or suppressed, and the ideals about
the possibility of standardization and mass-production of these houses, which cannot
be achieved in reality, is partially realized in the field of representation.
The mechanism of the transformation briefly described above operates most
effectively in the periodical publications of the period. Among the reasons of this
distinction, the wide-spread distribution of the periodicals, their variety and
popularity during that time, certain editorial and graphic strategies and most
importantly their specific use of the photographic image may be listed. Therefore the
periodicals are taken as main sources of photographic images that will be analyzed in
the chapter on Case Study.
Before going through a detailed analysis on Modern villa photographs for the sake of
demonstrating the transformation of the “problem” a discussion will be made on the
contemporary technologies and prevailing tendencies in the field of potography in
interwar period, in the following chapter. This discussion is considered extremely
relevant and necessary to be able to judge the photographic mechanisms that might
have been active in the transformation of the image of Modern villas. This chapter on
photography, which starts with more general issues and concludes with the specific
characteristics of Modern villa photographs, is expected to complement this very
chapter on the architectural aspects of Modern villas and enable the
conceptualization of a synthesis of architectural and photographic aspects of the
images that will be studied in the Case Study chapter.
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3. THE CURE to the PROBLEM: PHOTOGRAPHY
3.1 “Popularisation” of the Photographic Practices and Processes
“The stripping bare of the object, the destruction of the aura, is the mark of a perception
whose sense of the sameness of things has grown to the point where even the singular, the
unique, is divested of its uniqueness – by means of its reproduction.”

Benjamin, 1936

(Benjamin, 1979).
The hypothesis of this study claims that certain mechanisms in the photographic
representations of Modern villas mask their differences based on their specific
characteristics and conditions, and create a sense of common language and spirit
among them and thus resolve the “problems” attributed to the presence of this
specific building type in Modern Architecture. The specific mechanisms related to
the production and dissemination processes of the villa photographs will be analyzed
in Chapter 4 in detail but before that, there is the necessity to understand the general
developments and tendencies in the practice of photography during interwar years to
be able to evaluate correctly the possible ways architecture and photography
influenced each other. Here, in chapter 3, a specific history of photography of the 20s
and 30s will be discussed with the aim of highlighting certain aspects and concepts
that can be linked to the hypothesis of this study.
There are four main sections in Chapter 3, each of which focuses on a different
aspect or field within the photographic practice of the period, to finally conclude
towards an idea about how this general atmosphere might have shaped the perception
of the villa photographs. The first section deals with the technological developments
in the production and publishing of photographs in the 20s and 30s in order to
underline the sudden increase in the quantity of photographs taken and published
during this period when compared with the previous decades. It is important to
underline this threshold as the quantitative change gives way to a qualitative one and
photography acquires the characteristics and effects of a mass medium. The second
section deals with the different conceptual and artistic approaches to photography
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during interwar years and discusses how the practice shifted from a majorly
representational realm to an autonomous field that tries to discover its own
potentialities and meaning. The third section is specifically about the profession of
architectural photography –especially in Europe- in the same period and its
relationship with the ongoing artistic tendencies as well as other sub-fields in the
general practice of photography. The last section of this chapter is a conclusive one
that discusses the villa photographs of the 20s and 30s within the specific framework
drawn in the former sections. The aim is to demonstrate how the character of this
specific group of images evolved in relation to the developments and tendencies of
the period and to position it as an identifiable genre within the massive bulk of
photographic images produced in interwar years.
3.1.1 Technological developments and “mass” photography
“Instead of monster ants or apes, as has been prophesied, may not the world, with the
degeneration of mankind, become populated by a race of walking tripods?”

(Blakestone,

1931).
The first three decades of the 20th century witnessed major technological
developments in the field of photography, which radically changed the production
and perception of photographic images. Before discussing these developments
categorically in relation to their consequences, it may be useful to give a list of dates
and events to have a complete picture of the period in our minds. The information
listed below is gathered from the Focal Encyclopedia of Photography (Peres, 2007)
unless otherwise stated.
Dates and events about early 20th century photographic technology:
1904 The photographic industry starts in Japan with the production of first Konica
camera.
1907 Ernst Leitz (Leica) started business as a manufacturer of binoculars in
Germany.
Lumiere brothers announced in France that one-shot color photography was
possible.
1909 Variety of different manufacturers started producing roll film (instead of plate
film) for cameras.
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1910

Lens designers in Germany, like Carl Zeiss and C.P.Goertz, and in United
States “revolutionized the industry” by producing optical quality glasses and
high-speed lenses.

1912

Agfa built its first camera factory in Germany.
Kodak Vest Pocket camera was introduced for the middle class. (Figure 3.1)

1915

Technicolor two-color process enabled “vivid color photography”.

1917

First aerial camera -and convenient lenses- were produced.

1919

German camera manufacturer Contessa-Nettel produced a portable Vest
Pocket camera that became popular among press photographers.

1924

First low-level light photography became available; and “allowed
documentary photographers to show events that could never have been
photographed in the past”.
German cameras Ernox (later Ermanox) and Lunar, which worked with
extremely fast lenses (with speeds up to 1/1000) were put on the market.
(Newhall, 2006).

1925

E.Leitz company introduced Leica 35mm camera and created a “worldwide
sensation”. This was the start of a new era in photography as it changed the
format and size of films forever.
Paul Vierkötter patented a new flash technology that utilized a glass bulb,
leaving aside the use of flash powder.

1926

First mass produced 35mm camera was introduced to the market by Ansco in
United States.

1928

Rolleiflex twin lens camera was produced in Germany; “the first camera to
really influence the professional photographer to shift from sheet to roll
film”.

1930

Kodak gave away half a million pocket cameras for free for 12 year olds in
three days. (Figure 3.2)

1931

First Japanese lenses for conventional photography were produced.
Baby Rollei 44 which made superslides and became popular in the 30s, was
introduced to the market in Germany.

1932

Various SLR cameras were produced by different companies in Germany.

1934

The first Soviet small-format camera was mass produced.
Fuji Photo Film company was founded.
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1935 Leica sold more than 25,000 cameras in a year for an average price of $300 (a
new Plymouth automobile cost $400 same year).
The first” low-cost easy-to-use 35 mm film camera made out of Bakelite”
sold 30,000 in United States in a couple of days for $12.50 each.
1937 Minolta Flex, the first TLR manufactured in Japan was introduced to the
marked.
First spy cameras were produced.
1940 The end of production of German cameras as a result of the “shift of all
facilities to war-time requirements”.
1944 Soviets moved 94% of Carl Zeiss tooling factories to USSR as Kiev Camera
Works and began producing low-quality copies of their cameras and lenses.

Figure 3.1 : Kodak Vest Pocket (1912) and first 35mm Leica (1924).

Figure 3.2 : Kodak adds that served for the popularization of cameras.
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Early 20th century developments in photographic technologies listed above can be
analyzed under two main topics. The first topic would be the development in lens
technologies. The invention and use of high-speed lenses in the first decades of the
century, radically changed the quality and content of photographic images. Highspeed lenses, as a result of their advanced ability of light-passing, “enabled snapshots to be taken at low levels of illumination” or with unusually brief time
exposures, which consequently opened possibilities for “night pictures, interiors by
artificial light, theater pictures during performance, children’s pictures, scientific
records etc.” (Newhall, 2006). Concepts like ”existing light photography” or
“available light photography” emerged by the use of high-speed lenses in the 1920s,
as photography was now possible in most of the present light conditions without the
use of flash lights. The invention of “noiseless and smokeless” flash bulb by Paul
Vierkötter in 1925 better facilitated photographing interiors with people and moving
objects. With the sophistication of flash technologies, it was already possible to shoot
“images of the flow of motion and the very trajectory of objects moving at a rate
approaching the speed of light” by the end of 30s (Newhall, 2006). Thus, it can be
said that developments in technologies related to the handling of light in
photography, brought unprecedented richness and variety to the content of
photographic images. This variety also included ordinary daily objects and scenes,
which were not seen as photographic subjects in 19th century photography, as the
ways things were photographed started to get more important than what was
photographed.
The second topic about the 20th century technological developments in photography
would definitely be about photographic film industry. The transition from
photographic plates to sheet films (large format and medium format) and finally to
roll film used in 35mm cameras was absolutely revolutionary as it enabled the
production of small, light and therefore portable cameras. The first 35 mm Leica
introduced in 1924, is usually seen as the symbol of this revolution in photography,
which opened the way of mass-production and mass-use of cameras by amateurs and
also promoted the development of fields like documentary and press photography
(Figure 3.2). Even though Germany was the leading figure in the progress of
photographic technologies in the beginning of the 20th century, there is no doubt that
the development of photographic industries in United States and Japan played a very
important role in the spreading of the use of the portable camera among the amateur
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public as well as the professionals. Beaumont Newhall explains some important
changes brought by the portable camera as such:
“Photojournalists were the first to make wide use of the miniature camera. Both Erich
Solomon and Felix H. Man came to prefer the Leica to Ermanox. Alfred Eisenstadt covered
the Ethiopian War; Peter Stackpole made pictures of the construction of Golden Gate Bridge
in San Fransisco as the workmen saw it, from vantage points hardly accessible to the
cameraman with standard equipment… The miniature camera not only proved to be of great
use to photojournalists, but it opened up new aesthetic possibilities. The ease with which the
camera could be handled freed the photographer to seek unusual viewpoints and to record
segments of the flow of light.” (Newhall,

2006).

Oswell Blakestone, in his article “The Still Camera Today” published in
Architectural Review in 1931, enthusiastically discusses and exemplifies the
emerging types of photographs as a result of both the diminishing sizes of the
cameras and also the sophisticated array of lenses produced for different purposes.
He mentions scientific photos, aerial photos, close-ups, techniques like
superimposition, montage etc. –which will be discussed in the next section- and
announces that “tiny cameras, taking grainless film allowing for full enlargement, are
now on the market and can be poked around life’s corners” (Blakestone, 1931). The
emphasis here is on the popularization and mass-use of photography, which define it
as a practice or an art that is fully integrated into the daily life.
The transformations in the modes of production of photographic images in early 20th
century can be based on the technological sophistication of two basic components of
the camera; the lens and the film and the consequent changes that took place in the
format of cameras in relation to these. The outcome of these developments led to the
emergence of two important phenomena; the mass-production of photographic
images and the recognition of photography as a field of research and experimentation
in itself, as a radical alternative to the purely representative position of 19th century
photography. In later sections of this chapter, examples of photographic
experimentations and artistic tendencies of the period will be discussed but before
that one last issue about technology remains to be mentioned, which is about printing
and publishing of photographs.
3.1.2 Printing technologies and the rise of “press” photography
Even though photographs were being published since 1890s in books, magazines and
newspapers it was only by 1915 when “half-tone” and “rotogravure” technologies
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started to be used, that publishing photographs in printed media could become a
regular and economic process (Newhall, 2006). It was the time of World War I and
the massive quantity of war photographs that appeared in world press served as the
test bed of these new technologies. Bob Rose, in “The History of the Twentieth
Century Camera”, speaks about this instance as such:
“After seeing so many images of World War I, the public started to consider photography to
be normal and the rotogravure process made the pictorial section of the Sunday papers more
practical. In addition, it caused the birth of a number of illustrated magazines. It was in these
printed pages that wartime photographers were given a chance to become the first major
wave of news, sports and documentary photographers.”

(Rose, 2007).

The period between the two World Wars is known as the “great period of European
photojournalism” and Germany and France are the two countries where this
profession was most actively practiced. It is known that “in the late 20s there were
more illustrated magazines in Germany than anywhere else in the world” and most of
the important photojournalists like Erich Salomon, Tim N.Gidal and Felix H.Man,
practiced their art in this country during interwar years. Among the well known
illustrated newspapers of interwar Germany, Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung (Berlin
Illustrated Newspaper), Münchner Illustrierte Presse (Munich Illustrated Press) and
Arbeiter Illustrierte Zeitung (Workers’ Illustrated Paper) can be mentioned. These
newspapers, together with periodicals, presented the reader a wide range of images
of political events, art performances, war scenes etc. and established a “new form of
communication” dominated by the photographic image. Through this new form of
communication the papers and periodicals became so popular that by 1930, the
illustrated periodicals in Germany reached a “circulation of five million copies per
week” and “at least twenty million readers” (Newhall, 2006).
In addition to photographs of political and social events, fashion, design, arts and
architecture widely appeared in popular magazines and newspapers through
photographs and naturally, images of all sorts of objects reflecting Modern style were
spreading from Europe, where they originated, to other parts of the world to be
published in papers and periodicals. France, and Paris specifically, was a major
center within this context, where photographers and agencies like Thérèse Bonney,
Jean Collas, Rep, Scaioni and Sonia, Madamme d’Ora and Germaine Krull were
based to produce these sorts of photographs and distribute them all around the world.
Periodicals and papers from United States like Vogue, Vanity Fair, Arts &
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Decoration, The Arts, House Beautiful, House & Garden and Good Furniture were
especially interested in Modern French fashion, design objects and architecture and
regularly received photos from American and French photographers based in Paris.
French periodicals themselves were also important sources of images of Modern
style and living and well-known ones like “the lively picture magazine” Vu, Voilà
and Match were distributed to many countries in and outside Europe (Newhall,
2006).
Female photographers got active in the field of fashion and design photography by
1920s and important figures appeared like Thérèse Bonney, Luica Moholy, Florence
Henri and Berenice Abbott. Bonney is an especially interesting figure in relation to
the context of this study as she practiced in Paris exactly during interwar years and
photographed a wide array of objects –including buildings-, which could all be
clearly categorized as Modern. She was a “self-thought” American photographer and
scholar who adopted a French name and moved to Paris to start her photographic
agency in 1923 (Kolosek, 2002). She photographed French storefronts, restaurants
and bars, luxury ocean liners, transatlantic and Modern hotels, luxury goods, people
like artists, architects and politicians, private homes and apartments, Salon and
international exhibitions and sold these images, through her New York office run by
her sister and mother, to American papers and periodicals. Bonney was friends with
avant-garde French architects like Mallet-Stevens, Guévrékian, Chareau and Lurçat
and was frequently hired by them to make photographs of the buildings and interiors
they designed. Among the buildings she photographed by these architects, she was
especially inspired and impressed by the private houses and expressed her admiration
in the following words she wrote in 1927:
“Paris has not its skyscrapers, but has, on the other hand an ever-increasing number of ultramodern homes… The Parisienne… is becoming used to the new lines of the modernistic
school, she instinctively demands that the same spirit repeat itself in the furniture and
accessories of her interior.”

(Kolosek, 2002).

Bonney was fond of photographing interiors as a result of her interest in designed
objects and furniture. This is interpreted as the reason why her photographs were
more frequently printed in periodicals of decoration and art rather than architecture.
Nevertheless, she had a very wide range of subjects in her portfolio including the art,
decoration and architecture exhibitions like 1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts
Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, 1931 Exposition Internationale Coloniale and
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1937 Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques dans la Vie Modernes, which
made her one of the main sources of photography for the American press in
introducing their audiences to the Modern European design.

Figure 3.3 : Photographs of Parisian interiors by Bonney.
The “great period of European photojournalism” started to get transformed by mid
1930s, first in Germany in 1933 when Hitler came to power” and then in France and
other countries in Europe and turned into a means of political propaganda (Newhall,
2006). Many important European photojournalists of the former era –especially
Germans- moved to United States and the led to the rise of photojournalism in this
country where a new generation of periodicals like Look and Life, based on French
and German magazines, were born in the second half of 1930s. Beaumont Newhall
explains their difference as:
“What distinguished Life and Look from earlier picture magazines was not so much the
number of photographs they published but the theory of the ‘mind-guided camera’. The
typical picture essay is the cooperative work of editors and staff photographers. A story is
decided upon, background research done, and a shooting script prepared to give the
photographer as complete an understanding as possible of the type of pictures needed, their
mood, and their purpose.”

(Newhall, 2006).

The point Newhall underlines is extremely important in understanding the
significance of interwar photography in Europe –and later in the U.S.- as the power
of the photographic image in manipulating masses is discovered as a result of its
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engagement with mass-media. It is no longer a purely illustrative document but
rather an effective medium to communicate an apriori idea. If one significant
consequence of developments in photographic technology in interwar years is the
mass production of photographic images, the second is the mass-publishing of them
which led to the phenomenon described above. As a result, the emergence of the
small and light camera coupled with the technological possibility of publishing
photographs practically and economically, changed the scale of both the production
and perception of photographic images and revealed the potentials of this medium in
mass-communication.
3.2 The New Image of the Photographic Subject
Technology was not the only determining force in the changes that occurred in early
20th century photography. There were a number of identifiable currents or trends
within the practice, which were either influenced by other forms of contemporary art
or generated by the autonomous transformations taking place in the field of
photography itself. Each of these trends, some of which have their proper names and
others named after the institutions they originated from, had their own manifestoes spoken or silent- and philosophies that determined the dominant formal and aesthetic
aspects of the photographs produced at the time. In section 3.2 these prominent
photographic trends of the 20s and 30s will be discussed under two titles which seem
to represent two extreme approaches to photography. First one includes those the
trends which emphasize the objectivity and documentary character of photographic
images while the second is about experimental approaches which led to the
production of abstract, and sometimes even surreal images which have nothing to do
with the documentation of reality. However these two contrasting approaches have a
common driving force that is based on a sort of reaction towards the representational
approach to photography in the 19th century. Lázló Moholy-Nagy drew attention to
these two different “faces” of photography, by the term “production-reproduction”
that he used in 1922, in which “reproduction” signifies “precise factual realism” and
“production” stands for “visual experimentation” (Phillips, 1994). Both documentary
and experimental photography of early 20th century is a result of the exploration of
these inherent characteristics and potentials of the practice and art of photography,
leaving behind the “picturesque” approach of 19th century.
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3.2.1. The “objective” image
“The beauty of photography is of the same kind as that of an airplane, an ocean liner or an
incandescent lamp... Photography is beautiful precisely when it is not art.”

Karel Teige

(Phillips, 1994).
As mentioned in the former sections of this chapter, a rupture occurred in the history
of photography by the end of World War I, as a result of both the technological
developments that took place in the first couple of decades of 20th century and also
the influence of dominant artistic currents and ways of thinking. The position of the
photographic image radically changed and in a way photography was rediscovered
by artists and theorists who praised certain characteristics of the medium. One
important characteristic of photography rediscovered and underlined during this
period was its objective and scientific quality improved by the new technologies like
aerial photos, micro-close ups, hugely enlarged prints etc. The Modernist mind was
fascinated with this claim of objectivity of this medium and new photographic trends
based on this aspect of photography appeared both in Europe and the United States
during interwar years. Below is a brief account of the currents and artists who went
after the objective qualities of photography and of the ways they altered the
production and perception of the medium in relation to these qualities.
“New photography” of the 1920s –as named by various sources-, is closely related to
the movements like “New Vision” and “New Objectivity” that emerged in Europe in
this decade and found its richest expressions in Germany. This is why they are more
often mentioned by the German terms “Neue Sehen/ Neue Optik” and “Neue
Sachlichkeit”, which signify a new form of objectivity in arts that is born as a
reaction to Expressionism and has its roots in the technological culture and machine
aesthetics of the period. The reflection of these interrelated movements in the field of
photography appeared in the form of a fascination with “optical precision”, images of
objects of technology like vehicles, industrial plants, Modern architecture etc. and
sophisticated printing technologies that allow “unprecedented enlargement of
photographs” (Phillips, 1994).
New Vision photography aimed to produce images that had a universal language
both through the choice of content and the techniques of shooting and printing.
Christopher Phillips explains this ambition of the followers of New Photography as
such:
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“By training the eye to the standard of the optically true camera image, an objective vision of
the world would become possible -a vision available to all social classes and understood in
every nation. The foundations of this new social communication were already being laid:
‘The unambiguousness of the real, the truth in everyday situation is there for all classes. The
hygiene of the optical, the health of the visible is slowly filtering through’”.

(Phillips,

1994).
Everyday objects and ordinary people became the most valuable subjects of the New
Vision photographers who claimed to unveil the beauty of the bare fact in opposition
to the picturesque approach of 19th century photography. Albert Renger-Patzsch was
an important figure representing New Vision photography who made photographic
studies of “the structures of organic, machine and architectural forms” that he
published both in German Periodicals and in his well known book Die Welt ist
Schön (The World is Beautiful) published in 1928 (Phillips, 1994) (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 : Photographs by Albert Renger-Patzsch both taken in 1929.
Another significant name was Auguste Sander in “realist” photography in Germany,
who was known for his “ambitious program: the production of a vast atlas of German
types (of man) from all classes of the social structure” (Newhall, 2006) (Figure 3.5).
He produced photographic portraits of a wide range of German man and women
from different classes and professions –including the unemployed and the criminalsfrom 1910 until 1929. When he published the first of a planned series of twenty
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volumes of a book named Antlitz der Zeit (Face of Our Time) it was strongly
disliked by the rising right-wing political group because of the vast variety it
displayed among the German society. The rest of the 19 volumes could not be
published and the printing plates were destroyed by the Nazis in the 30s. Very
interestingly Walter Benjamin comments on Sander’s study in “A Small History of
Photography” published in 1931, mentioning his fear that the publishing of the book
might not continue:
“August Sander has compiled a series of faces that is in no way inferior to the
tremendous physiognomic gallery mounted by Eisenstein or Pudovkin, and he has
done it from a scientific viewpoint... ‘Sander starts off with the peasant, the earthbound man, takes the observer through every social stratum and every walk of life up
to the highest representatives of civilization, and then back down all the way to the
idiot’... It would be a pity if economic considerations should prevent the continuing
publication of this extraordinary body of work... Sudden shifts of power such as are
now overdue in our society can make the ability to read facial types a matter of vital
importance. Whether one is of the left or right, one will have to get used to being
looked at in terms of one’s provenance. And one will have to look at others the same
way. Sander’s work is more than a picture book. It is a training manual.” (Benjamin,
1931).

Figure 3.5 : Photographs by Auguste Sander from Antlitz der Zeit.
As Benjamin also notes, there were a number of photographers who could be
associated with New Vision photography in interwar Germany, which lost its power
by the beginning of the 30s and completely disappeared in 1934 as a result of the
political changes in the country. During the same period in history, France was
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another country where photography was equally developed and as intensively
practiced as Germany. However, New Photography did not appear in France until the
end of 1920s with the exception of the works of a few figures like Le Corbusier who
was personally interested in the objective qualities of photography and the images of
every-day objects, machines and vehicles or Germaine Krull who published a book
called Métal in 1927 comprised of her photographic “portraits of industrial
machines” (Phillips, 1994) (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 : Photographs by Germaine Krull from Métal.
It was the United States where a parallel interest was rising among the photographers
about the objective and documentary qualities of photographic images and concepts
like “straight photography” and “pure photography” started to be used as early as the
first decade of the 20th century and “gained strength in the years after the (First
World) war” (Newhall, 2006). Again, this was a reaction towards the picturesque
photography of the former decades and almost all important American photographers
of the period like Paul Strand, Edward Weston, Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange,
Margareth Bourke-White and Berenice Abbott were after producing straight, pure,
honest and objective images. They were looking for the “beauty in commonplace”
through the selection of ordinary subjects from nature or from American cities and
life.
Among them, photographers like Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange and Margareth
Bourke-White produced amazing portfolios of images depicting American people,
country life and culture (Figure 3.7). Paul Strand photographed both natural forms
and machines with a similar “respect” to the bare visual knowledge and the specific
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aesthetics they displayed (Figure 3.8). Strand explains his approach in an article
dated from 1917 as such:
“The photographers problem therefore, is to see clearly the limitations and at
the same time the potential qualities of his medium, for it is precisely here that
honesty, no less than intensity of vision, is the prerequisite of a living expression.
This means a real respect for the thing in front of him, expressed in terms of
chiaroscuro ... through a range of almost infinite tonal values which lie beyond the
skill of human hand. The fullest realization of this is accomplished without tricks of
process or manipulation, through the use of straight photographic methods. It is in
the organization of this objectivity that the photographer’s point of view toward Life
enters in...” (Trachtenberg, 1980).

Figure 3.7 : Dorothea Lange, Towards Los Angeles, 1937.
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Figure 3.8 : Upper row: Photographs of Paul Strand from 1920s, lower row left:
Immogen Cuningham, Leaf Pattern, ca. 1929; right: Edward Weston
Artichoke Halved, 1930.
It would be oversimplification to say that the only concept arising from the works of
this generation of American photographers is objectivity. The search into the “beauty
in the commonplace” lead to the discovery of the graphic value of natural and manmade forms and abstraction became a frequently used tool especially mastered by
those photographers like Imogen Cunningham, Edward Steichen and Edward Weston
(Figure 3.8). The concept of abstraction takes us to another extreme in the
(re)discovery of the inherent potentials of photography realized by the photographers
practicing during interwar years. The following sub-section deals with this other face
of the practice, which moved the photographer far away from the claim of objectivity
while giving him/her an equally vast and exciting area of research.
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3.2.2. The “abstract” image
“Hence, the photographer’s most important and likewise most difficult task is not learning to
manage his camera, or to develop, or to print. It is learning to see photographically –that is,
learning to see his subject matter in terms of the capacities of his tools and processes, so that
he can instantaneously translate the elements and values in a scene before him into the
photograph he wants to make… By varying the position of his camera, his camera angle, or
the focal length of his lens, the photographer can achieve an infinite number of varied
compositions with a single stationary subject. By changing the light on the subject, or by
using a color filter, any or all of the values in the subject can be altered. By varying the
length of exposure, the kind of emulsion, the method of developing, the photographer can
vary the registering of relative values in the negative… Thus, within the limits of his
medium, without resorting to any method of control that is not photographic… the
photographer can depart from literal recording to whatever extent he choses.” Edward
Weston, “Seeing Photographically”

(Trachtenberg, 1980).

If one activity that can be identified with interwar photography is documentation, the
second is experimentation, definitely. Certain photographers especially in Germany,
Russia and France dealt with unconventional ways of producing photographic
images for the sake of discovering the full potential of the medium both as a
technological process and an artistic tool. The experiments of European avant-garde
photographers were influenced by new photographic techniques that allowed extreme
close-ups, aerial photos and huge enlargements of prints but at the same time were
based on their original trials which led to the discovery of techniques like
photomontage, photogram, rayogram, phototypography, superimposition etc. By
using these alternative techniques, they produced both figurative and abstract images
that acquired value through their formal and graphic effects rather than their
documentary qualities. In other words they were artworks rather than documents.
One of the most important institutions associated with experimental photography in
interwar Europe is, without doubt, Bauhaus where a number of well known avantgarde photographers like Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Lucia Moholy and El Lissitzky were
teaching and practicing photography. Moholy-Nagy’s experiments were inspired
both by scientific photos like “microscopic photographs, aerial photographs and Xrays” and also by former photographers whose work he discovered in the 20s, like
Karl Blossfeld. He was amazed by the abstract effect of Blossfeld’s photographs of
plants, which strengthened his ideas about the power of photography in creating a
revolutionary visual language (Figure 3.9). Moholy-Nagy, together with his wife
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Lucia who was also a photographer, made all sorts of experiments with photograms
(images produced by placing objects on light sensitive material) and photomontages
and wrote about experimental photography in articles and his 1925 book Painting,
Film, Photography. He explained the immensity of the potential of photography in
visual experimentation and representation in an article dated 1928:
“…Hence, the position of photography (film) is clearly outlined. The way in which things in
nature, or things in the realm of fantasy and utopia, or the dreamlike and supernatural can be
represented has been so well defined by this mechanical process and has been developed to
such a point, that similar experiments using manual means of representation are hardly ever
likely to produce similarly convincing effects. And this is true even with respect to the effects
achieved by chance.”

(Wingler, 1969).

Figure 3.9 : Karl Blossfeld’s plant photographs published in 1928.
Russian constructivist artist El Lissitzky was another influential name in avant-garde
photography in Germany during 1920s. His earlier experiments are closer to Dadaist
photo-collages and photomontages while towards mid-20s he studied, like MoholyNagy, the “camera’s own productive possibilities” (Phillips, 1994). Another Russian
artist who was practicing experimental photography during interwar years was
Alexander Rodchenko. He was living and practicing photography in the Soviet
Union at a time when “two thirds of the population was illiterate” and immense
political propaganda was going on through various visual media published in
magazines and papers (Phillips, 1994). Rodchenko drew attention and criticism as a
result of his experimental photographs in which he searched for “formal
explorations” and ways to break away with established habits of seeing. His four
photographs named Pines in Pushkin Park and dated 1927, are emblematic of his
formal research through photography (Figure 3.10). In these four photographs he
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provided the view of a number of pine trees shot from below with a strong graphic
effect achieved by the converging lines of their trunks. He was extremely interested
in these sorts of effects achieved by unusual view points and framings, which he
believed would “revolutionize visual thinking”. Rodchenko expressed his point as
such:
“The interesting angles of the present are from above down and from below up and one must
work on these. Who invented them I do not know, but I think they must have existed a long
while; I want to consolidate them and enlarge on them and to make them common usage.”

(Phillips, 1994)

Figure 3.10 : Alexander Rodchenko, Pines in Pushkin Park, 1927.
Photographers from groups like Surrealists in France, Dadaists in Zurich and later in
Berlin, and Futurists in Italy were also making photographic experiments aligned
with their philosophies during interwar years in Europe in addition to numerous
independent artists from different countries like Man-Ray, Maurice Tabard, Werner
Feist, Franz Roh and Martin Munkacsi (Figure 3.11). In the same time period
photographers in United States like Edward Steichen, Edward Weston, Paul Strand
and Imogen Cunningham were also producing unconventional photographic images
of natural and man-made forms in search of graphic and formal explorations.
Detailed discussion of their work will not be made here as what is aimed in this study
is to draw attention to a specific aspect of experimental European photography of this
period rather than giving a historical account.
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Figure 3.11 : Man Ray, Solarization, 1931.
As mentioned in the beginning of this sub-section, abstraction was an important
common concept or tool employed by most of these experimental photographers. It
was a way of seeing and making people see the world in unusual ways while at the
same time discovering original graphic and formal compositions through abstracted
photographic images. While making abstractions there were specific photographic
techniques or technologies that the photographers utilized and one of them was
shooting extreme close-up views. This technique was usually used while
photographing natural forms for the sake of emphasizing the graphic qualities
normally ignored by the naked eye. Examples of these close-up views are produced
by Man Ray, Edward Steichen, Edward Weston and Imogen Cunningham.
Isolation of the photographic subject is another technique used by avant-garde
photographers of the period and which is often employed in close-up views. It is
employed by divorcing the subject from its context by means of framing and/or
zooming for the sake of achieving an effect of defamiliarization. Oswell Blakestone
talks about the effects of close-ups and isolation in “still photography” in his article
dated 1932:
“The close up was introduced to the still photographer by the cinematographer. A Parisian
school of still camera workers considers the isolation of a segment of a well-known object, in
order to translate it to an entirely new pathetic plane, the most important contribution the
camera has for the artist. A fragment of a mustard seed maybe turned, after enlargement, into
sculpture; part of a teacup handle metamorphosed into the lofty vault of a bridge. The still
camera, which can reveal the ‘soul’ behind a face, can also bring the same quality to an
ordinary table fork, by magnifying it, sectionalizing it, patterning it with light and shade,
making it bristle with meaning.”

(Blakestone, 1932).

The “pathetic plane” Blakestone mentions is an interesting concept and can be
interpreted as a purely visual plane on which meaning is generated through graphic
laws rather than associative or connotative mechanisms. Separating the object from
its context is a Modernist reflex in general and it can be traced in works of artists
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from different fields, and in representations of architectural works, and especially in
photographs. This will be discussed in sections related to architectural photography
yet here, it must be underlined that this was a consciously employed technique in
avant-garde photography of the 20s and 30s and it created a certain genre of
photographs, examples of which are given in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 : Surrealist photographs from 1920s.
Fragmentation can also be discussed as a separate title among the methods employed
for achieving an abstract composition in photography. In certain photographs, a full
view of the photographic subject is not provided and only a fraction of it appears
within the frame (Figure 3.13). This method was very often used in aerial
photographs of the 20s and 30s, in which groups of buildings, agricultural fields or
other landscape elements were framed in such fragmented ways that they appeared
more like geometric patterns or compositions rather than what they were in reality.
The loss of details and of the sense of texture and material as a result of the distance
between the subject and the camera helped a great deal in abstracting the content in
these types of images.

Figure 3.13 : Left: Werner Mantz, Entrance, 1928; middle: Edward Weston, Palma
Cuernavaca, 1925, right: Bret Weston, Tin Roof, 1925.
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It is worth mentioning here the British company Aerofilms that served as “the main
provider of aerial imagery in interwar Britain” and served a great deal in the
popularization of aerial photographs all around Europe and United States as well
(Deriu, 2010).

In his essay published in 2010, David Deriu gives a thorough

description of the “central role” of Aerofilms in the “visual culture” of interwar
Britain by producing a variety of aerial photos –plan and oblique views from various
altitudes-, which were both used for utilitarian purposes in the fields of architecture,
urbanism and urban security and also as tools for directing the attention of tourists
and the public towards a new aesthetics revealed by the potentials of the airborne
camera. The aerial images produced by Aerofilms appeared in all sorts of media
ranging from postcards and tourist guides to architectural periodicals like the
Architectural Review. Both the ordinary public and professionals of architecture and
urbanism were fascinated by the “neutral appearance” of these images achieved by
the “distance and disengagement” of the airborne camera from its subject. Aerofilms
images allowed the perception of “spatial patterns that would otherwise remain
invisible to the human eye” and a certain group of them had an especially abstract
expression as a result of fragmentation of the view recorded by the camera. These
images were consciously cropped in order to create a strong visual effect rather than
giving a comprehensive and complete view of the settlement or city. Figures 3.14
and 3.15 present these examples in which fragmentation of the view led to unusually
abstract effects and demonstrates the way aerial photographs contributed to the
interwar portfolio of abstract photographic images.
There were similar companies producing aerial photographs in United States, like
Fairchild Aerial Surveys Inc. and the aerial images of cities like New York were
especially popular in the printed media. In addition to professional companies,
American photographers like Edward Weston, Bret Weston, Alfred Stieglitz and
Paul Strand were also producing photographs from high vantage points and making
geometric compositions that render the content of the image unrecognizable. Clouds,
roof-scapes, city-scapes, vehicles and groups or crowds of people were popular
subjects of this genre of photographs also produced by European artists like Leni
Reifenstahl, Herbert Bayer and Robert Petschow (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.14 : Left: Aerofilms, Typical London Housing; right: Goodison Park.

Figure 3.15 : Left: Robert Petschow, How many balloons are in the air?, 1926;
right: Herbert Bayer, Small Harbor, Marseilles, 1928.
Another technique often utilized by experimenters of photography during interwar
years was shooting images from unusual viewpoints and angles. This was specially
used in photographing buildings and cityscapes. Moholy-Nagy and his wife Lucia
Moholy produced images of this sort of the buildings in Bauhaus and cityscapes from
different places in Europe. The “Bauhaus Balconies” taken at Dessau and the
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downward view taken from the top of the Radio Tower in Berlin are well-known
photographs of Moholy-Nagy, in which figures turn into graphic elements composed
according to the geometric relationship they establish with the picture frame (Figure
3.16). Certain American photographers were also famous for their views of buildings
or cityscapes taken from strange vantage points that distort the sense of perspective
and scale and exaggerate the graphic effect of lines and planes. Especially cities like
New York and Chicago provided excellent material with their skyscrapers and
narrow streets, for photographers like Ralph Steiner, John Gutmann, Walker Evans
and Berenice Abbott (Figure 3.17, 3.18). Erich Mendelsohn also took photos of
skyscrapers in New York from narrow and oblique angles framed by other buildings
emphasizing their geometric relationships, some of which were published in his book
Amerika, Bilderbuch eines Architecten in 1926.

Figure 3.16 : Left: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Bauhaus Balconies, 1926; right Lázló
Moholy-Nagy, From the Radio Tower, Berlin, ca. 1928.
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Figure 3.17 : Left: Berenice Abbott, Wall Street, 1933; right Walker Evans, New
York, 1925.

Figure 3.18 : Left: Ralph Steiner, New York, 1926; right: Mein Chef, Times
Square, 1924.
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Playing with the brightness and contrast values of photographs can also be
mentioned among the techniques that helped abstracting images. Use of extreme
contrast for instance, was quite common in experimental or artistic photography in
the 20s and 30s, which reduced the degree of complexity of the image in terms of
tonal values and emphasized the basic geometric elements and relationships in it.
Overly contrast images enabled the interpretation of the areas with light and shade as
abstract patterns or shapes in a photograph, which was frequently exercised by
certain photographers like Edward and Bret Weston. All these techniques and
methods explained in the previous lines were used in various combinations in
experimental photography of interwar years to achieve strong graphic qualities in
photographs and to search for the formal and geometric relationships of figures.
There were other techniques like superimposition, photomontage, photocollage and
use of multiple views yet here in this sub-section, only those methods that can be
related to architectural photography and to the specific body of photographs that will
be analyzed in this study are discussed.
Towards mid-30s, experimental or avant-garde photography was already
approaching its end in Europe, both as a result of the emerging political atmosphere
and also in relation to the inner dynamics of avant-garde art in general. Realism was
gaining power over artistic photography and photographers “who were actively
engaged in social and political struggles” were standing out like Henri-Cartier
Bresson, Robert Capa and David Seymour. In 1935, Louis Aragon announced “the
death of avant-garde photography”, which was then seen as a combination of
techniques used for “puzzling” masses (Phillips, 1994). The face of photography,
which represented the “truthful” side of images was once more privileged against its
“deceptive” side.
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3.3 Photographing Modern Architecture: A Hybrid Practice
3.3.1. Overlapping revolutions
Architectural photography, similar to other specific practices in the field, went
through a radical change at the turn of the century and completely changed its agenda
as it started serving the dissemination of the principles of Modern architecture. The
interwar years acted as a historic period when revolutions in photography coincided
with those in architecture and the outcome was a new generation of architectural
photographs clearly different from those produced in the former decades. In order to
be able to talk about this difference in attitude, it is necessary to mention the basic
characteristics of 19th century architectural photography that went through
transformation during the years following World War I.
The second half of 19th century witnessed the development of a specific practice
devoted to the photographic documentation of buildings. France and England, the
two countries whose rivalry led to the birth of photography, were as well the pioneers
of this specific field that was linked to both the rise of tourism and that of
nationalism in Europe as James Ackerman explains in his article named “On the
Origins of Architectural Photography” (Ackerman, 2002). The French institution
Société Héliographique who sent five photographers –Édouard Baldus, Henri Le
Seq, Hippolyte Bayard, O.Mestral and Gustave Le Gray-

for Missions

Héliographiques (photographic survey of architectural heritage) in 1851 and its
British counterpart Architectural Photographic Association founded in 1857, served
similarly to the documentation of the architectural patrimony of their countries at
homeland and colonies. While the main focus of both institutions were national
historic monuments, their photographers were also making visual surveys of
industrial architecture and railway systems, which helped prove the state of industrial
advancement of each country. Besides this, both French and British architectural
photographers were interested in documenting the ancient monuments as well, at
places like Greece, Italy and Middle East as a result of the rising interest in tourism
and the “increasing demand in architectural photographs” in Europe in the second
half of the 19th century. James Ackerman draws attention to an important issue about
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19th century architectural photography, which reveals its distinctive character
especially when compared with interwar photography. He mentions the picturesque
style of 19th century architectural photographs which is rooted in the engraving and
landscape painting tradition that was popular in Europe before the invention of
photography. Despite the naïve belief about the purely documentary character of the
medium prevailing at the time, production of architectural photographs during this
period was based on a strong “taste for the picturesque” (Figure 3.19). Ackerman
relates this to the dominant architectural styles of the 19th century:
“For the architectural designer, photographs can provide a rich resource and stimulus. The
fact that architectural photography became available at the height of the medieval revival and
of the taste for the ‘picturesque’ makes this especially evident… Publications addressed to
the growing interest in the medieval revival and picturesque architecture emphasized
pictorial effects of massing, contrasts of light and shadow, texture and colour, richness of
ornament, all of which could be captured more effectively by the camera than by the
draftsman and engraver.”

(Ackerman, 2002).

Figure 3.19 : Left: Constantin Samhaber, Church of St Maria, 1893; right: Georg
Buxenstein, Milan Cathedral, 1897.
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The urge for the documentation of architectural patrimonies with a nationalistic
motivation and a picturesque approach continued to exist well into the 1930s
spreading to countries like Germany and Italy, and served various political ends at
different periods. Paul Schultze-Naumburg’s well known book “Kulturarbeiten”
published in 1906 is a good example of the use of photography for the
documentation of national architectural heritage in 20th century and also for the
promotion of a certain political stance through architectural imagery. SchultzeNaumburg, who was a conservative architect and an early member of the Nazi Party,
exemplified the rural German architecture through photographs in Kulturarbeiten and
defended the merits of “picturesque arrangements instead of linear, geometric ones”
(Cohen, 2007).
Despite certain channels of continuity of picturesque architectural photography, turn
of the century brought a significant change of attitude to this specific field in relation
to the transformations occurring in photographic technologies and in the field of
architecture. Andreas Haus explains this change in “Photogenic Architecture” as
such:
“With the perfection of techniques for the printing of images… around the turn of the
century, the reproduction of photographic images dramatically increased in the printed media
and thus also in art and architectural publications, long the domain of engravers and
lithographers. Particularly in the case of architecture, such publications had previously
favored bold, artistic design drawings embellished with painterly decoration. In photographic
reproduction, however, the effect of such painterly, finely crafted architecture is noticeably
diminished, while tectonically smooth volumes, such as the new buildings of the
Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt, the Michaelerhaus of Adolf Loos, or Josef Hoffmann’s
Austrian Pavilion at the Werkbund exhibition in Cologne (1914) gain a new monumental
effect, which often surpasses the real formal character of the buildings themselves.”

(Haus,

1997).
As Haus explicitly puts it, the change in the field of architectural photography was
not only a shift from the production of picturesque images to those that displayed
spatial and tectonic qualities of buildings, but was also a transformation in the role of
the architectural photograph from an archival object to an effective tool of
propaganda activated by mass media. This double effect was possible by the historic
juxtaposition of revolutions in the fields of photography and architecture, which led
to a transformation in both the qualitative and quantitative attributes of the body of
architectural photographs produced from the turn of the century onwards. However,
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it was only by the 1920s that a full accord between architecture and photography was
created, which gave way to an active collaboration of the two disciplines through
mutual shaping for the sake of the dissemination of a new architectural and visual
language.
3.3.2. The hybrid practice
“I don’t want to express anything; I just want to be honest to the subject.”

Ezra Stoller

(Naegele, 1998).
“Actually, the business of photography and modern architecture is a little awkward because
what constitutes good architectural photography –I don’t know how to define it- it’s not
pictures of buildings, just as architecture is not just building.”

Ezra Stoller (Naegele,

1998).
The pioneering architects of the Modern movement who started practicing in the
1920s were probably the luckiest revolutionaries in the history of architecture as they
were provided with a miraculous tool that was able to circulate the visual
manifestations of their ideas with an unprecedented speed and measure around the
world, amplifying the effects and dimensions of their achievements. Photography,
with its high level of technical sophistication and large array of stylistic options, was
at the service of Modernist architects who would utilize it as a didactic tool to
educate their fellow colleagues in different parts of the world to create a universal
language of architecture to be shared and practiced by all. Through the intensive
interaction of the two fields, Modern architecture and photography, a specific genre
of photographs; a “corpus of reference” in Pierre Frey’s words, came into being with
distinctive characteristics that would transform the practice of architectural
photography for good (Baudin, 2005). This intensive interaction and collaboration of
Modern architecture and photography during interwar period was due to certain
common features and tendencies shared by the two fields. The visual culture of
“New Vision” (Neues Sehen) strongly influential on European photography of the
20s shared common tendencies with “New Architecture”, which Antione Baudin
describes as such:
“…a schism occurred within the international avant-garde in the 1920s, when architects and
photographers were working for the first time within a common framework, governed, at
least in theory, by relations in equality. In their effort to revitalize, experimentation with
perception and depiction in the medium of photography… the promoters of New Vision
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(Neues Sehen) were supposedly acting in line with the postulates of the New Architecture
(Neues Bauen). Their revelation and visual absolutization of the most insignificant material
and of the components of the urban context are well known… Raised to the rank of the
‘proper and ideal medium for the existence and presentation of architecture’, the New
Photography henceforth would present the structure of its subject at the expense of its
materiality and uses, asserting its subjective nature, its existence independent of matter and
time”

(Baudin, 2005).

The most significant parallelism between “New Vision” and “New Architecture” was
the will to construct a universal language formed out of abstract forms and
compositions that would challenge people’s established modes of perception based
on acquired contextual knowledge. Therefore, visual strategies and methods utilized
by New Vision photographers to achieve alternative moods of perception through the
estrangement of the subject were welcomed by Modernist architects as well, at least
in the visual presentations of their works. It is important to examine correctly the
amount of influence New Vision or avant-garde photography of the 20s had on the
“corpus” of photographic images of Modern architecture, without neither
exaggerating nor underestimating it. In fact, majority of the photographs of Modern
architecture could easily be categorized as “documentary” of a very conventional sort
at first sight i.e., they do not have a noticeably experimental or extraordinary look at
all. However when analyzed more intricately, comparing them with earlier
generations of architectural photographs, one notices that there is an underlying
visual style or language that gives them their character, which can definitely be
linked to certain methods and manners employed by the avant-garde photographers
of the period. It is an argument of this study that photography of Modern architecture
was a fine hybrid of the two dominant camps in the practice of photography in
interwar years, those of “objective/documentary” and “abstract/experimental”
images. In other words, the often taken-for-granted supposition that photography of
Modern architecture of the 20s and 30s is “purely documentary” and “conventional”
is challenged here with a claim that it was as well influenced by the alternative visual
culture created by the avant-garde photographers of the period (Naegele, 1995). The
specific characteristics of this hybrid and its relevant features that link it to the two
different camps will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs yet
before that it is necessary to describe a general picture of the network of architects,
photographers and editors that collaboratively created the “corpus of reference” of
Modern architecture in interwar Europe, focusing on certain prominent figures.
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It would not be unfair to say that France and Germany were the leading countries in
the production and circulation of images of Modern architecture in Europe as a result
of their advancement in both Modern architecture and photography. Interestingly
enough, countries which were not among the leaders of 20s Modernism like England
and those from Eastern Europe like Poland and Czechoslovakia were relatively
active in the production and publishing of Modern architecture photographs as a
result of their eagerness to understand and employ the principles and style of the new
movement. In these peripheral places, large number of photographs of buildings from
France, Germany and Nordic countries were circulating in addition to local
examples. And the most effective medium in the circulation of architectural
photographs was the vast body of professional periodicals that were growing in
number in the 20s and most of which were devoted to the promotion of Modern
architecture. By the 1920s, the production of photographic images could not be
considered independently of their circulation through mass media anymore, and
architectural photographs were no exception. Therefore, trying to understand the
phenomenon of architectural photography in interwar Europe means analyzing the
architect-photographer-editor network in service of the promotion of a new
architectural movement with few built examples. In the following paragraphs, the
roles and relationship of the three actors of this network will be discussed briefly,
focusing on the examples of France and Germany, in order to demonstrate how they
collaboratively contributed in shaping the hybrid character of the “corpus” of
architectural photographs of interwar Modernism which is described as having a
“fabricated visual homogeneity” by Pierre Frey (Baudin, 2005).

Architect
The first actor of the network can be accepted as the architect as he or she is the one
who initiates the process by designing the building and offering it to the use and
views of others. It is known that most Modernist architects worked in close contact
with photographers and took active roles in the production of images of their built
work. Le Corbusier, André Lurçat, Gabriel Guévrékian, Robert Mallet-Stevens and
Pierre Chareau were among the French architects whose works were extensively
photographed in the 20s and 30s and published in French periodicals and foreign
ones as original and fine examples of Modern architecture. Similarly, photographs of
buildings by Walter Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, Marcel Breuer, Ernst May, Karl
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Schneider and Adolf Rading frequently appeared in architectural media in Germany
and abroad. There is not a great deal of specific information about the ways these and
other architects collaborated with photographers except from a few outstanding
figures. Le Corbusier is evidently the most discussed architect in terms of his
relationship to photography and photographers and it is possible to talk about certain
typical ways of involvement of the Modernist architect within the process of
photographic representation, through his example.
Le Corbusier, himself an amateur photographer like most contemporary architects,
had a very complex relationship with photography. While on one hand he thought it
obstructed a true and profound mode of perception of architectural space –saying it
was “a tool for idlers, who use the machine to do their seeing for them”-, on the other
hand, he knew that it was the medium to present architecture and ideas to massive
audiences (Le Corbusier, 1960). He not only experimented with ways of taking
photographs but also manipulated prints, making retouching, collages and
photomontages and used them in his books and articles. Le Corbusier was at the
same time dealing with the art of painting and experimenting with the principles of
Purism, which shaped to a great deal his ideas about visual perception in general.
Together with Amédée Ozenfant, he was working on theories about “optics and
perceptual psychology” for the sake of creating a “system of plastic means of
universal value” (Naegele, 1998). This is important as it proves that he was not only
theorizing about architecture and space but also experimenting with principles of
visual perception of two dimensional representations which definitely includes
photographic prints.
Even though he himself was taking photographs he was always working with
professional photographers to document his built work to be published in periodicals
and books. In the 20s and 30s he was working with some “finest” Parisian
photographers of architecture like Marius Gravot, G.Thiriet, René Léevy and Albin
Salaün who also photographed buildings by other well known French architects of
the period. Lucien Hervé, photographer of Le Corbusier in the late 40s, says that the
photographs of Le Corbusier’s buildings taken by these distinguished photographers
were not much different from those they made for other architects (Naegele, 1995).
He claims that;
“It was Le Corbusier’s presentation of these photographs which made them different.
Carefully controlling the imaging of his work, Le Corbusier selected and edited the
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photographs, framed them, cropped them, and composed the pages on which they appear…
Imaging architecture for Le Corbusier… was a manner of exploring his own creations, of
adding addenda to architecture, of interpreting and criticizing his work, of re-presenting his
beliefs in visual statements.”

(Naegele, 1995).

Beatriz Colomina puts forward a similar argument about Le Corbusier’s relationship
with the photographs of his buildings, which are directly related to the discussions
generated in this study about the character of the “photographic corpus” of Modern
buildings. In her essay titled “Le Corbusier and Photography”, she talks about the
ways the architect played with the photographs of his buildings, especially residential
ones, eliminating building parts or elements of the physical context. For Colomina,
through manipulating the photographic print Le Corbusier completes a cycle about
the life of an architectural idea that is born into an ideal and abstract world and then
“looses its purity” when built and finally when photographed and published, “enters
the bidimensional space of the printed page (and) returns into the realm of the ideas”
(Colomina, 1987). One of the most important issues for Le Corbusier while operating
within the last phase of this cycle was the issue of context or site, which he found
problematic most of the time as he preferred working with “ideal objects” designed
for “ideal sites” especially in these earlier years of his career. Colomina exemplifies
the reflection of this problematic relationship through a photograph of Villa Schwob
published in L’Exprit Nouveau in 1921, in which the physical context of the building
is completely erased from the photograph by the architect himself (Figure 3.20).
Colomina comments that;
“Le Corbusier discarded everything that was picturesque and contextual in this house,
concentrating on the formal qualities of the object itself. But the most striking modification
in the photographs of the front and back façades is the elimination of any reference to the
actual site, which is, in fact, a steep terrain. By eliminating the site, he makes architecture
into an object relatively independent of place.”
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(Colomina, 1987).

Figure 3.20 : Photograph of Villa Schwob in Towards an Architecture.
Le Corbusier is a unique and extreme figure, for sure, in the ways he dealt with
photography and mass media. However some of his Modernist reflexes listed above
about creating an ideal world, at least in the two dimensional realm of the “printed
page” is very emblematic of most of his contemporary colleagues. One comes across
manipulations of architectural photographs similar to those of Le Corbusier’s in
publications of the 20s and 30s, which belong to buildings designed by lesser known
architects of the period. Besides, there are documented comments of architectural
photographers like Ezra Stoller and Lucien Hervé about the ways architects involved
in the process of production and presentation of the images of their buildings. Words
of Oswald Blakestone who wrote in Architectural Review in April 1932 about the
new photographic methods in service of the “Modern architect” prove that it was
common practice to manipulate architectural photographs for the sake of achieving
the desired effects:
“…Modern buildings call for modern-artistic photographs to do them justice. Just as the
buildings themselves have to be lit and decorated in harmony with the design, so the photoimage has to be composed and lit in harmony with living-reality. Modern-artistic photo
records not only gain new clients but help to ‘put across’ new schemes. Tricks of creative
photography can be applied with effect to the photography of models; photo-montage can
place the photograph in ideal surroundings.”

(Blakestone, 1932).

Blakestone addresses contemporary architects in a professional magazine and
recommends them to use the potentials of photography to create the effects they
desired even at the expense of making tricks. He also mentions creating ideal
surroundings which seems to be a common obsession for most Modernist architects.
It is not so difficult to trace the evidences of this mind-set scanning through the
images of interwar Modern architecture and imagine the preferences of architects
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concerning the composition and format of the photographs of their buildings, which
probably most of the time stayed at the level of specifying an angle for shooting or a
frame of cropping before the image enters the page of a publication. However, even
this was enough to give certain characteristic features to this “homogeneous corpus”
of photographs, which will be analyzed in detail through a sub-group of villa images
in the following chapter.

Photographer
Antoine Baudin, in his introduction to the catalogue of an exhibition of the
photographic collection of Alberto Sartoris, gives the title “The Tomb of the
Unknown Photographer” to the section he reserved for discussing the architectural
photographers of early Modern buildings (Baudin, 2005). The title is meaningful
because the most distinctive characteristic of the architectural photographs of
interwar period is their anonymity. A very small number of the photographs
published in books, periodicals or displayed in exhibitions are credited with the name
of their photographers despite the fact that most of them were well known
professionals or established agencies practicing since decades.
In France during 1920s and 30s there were numerous Paris based photographers and
agencies working with Modernist architects, like, Albin Salaün, Marc Vaux, Georges
Thiriet, Marius Gravot, Réné Lévy and Studio Chevojon, the last of which
represented a family business that was started back in 1886. In Germany there were
Arthur Köster, “the highest profile photographer”, Albert Daue, Carl Rogge, Max
Krajewsky and agency Bild-Bericht among other numerous professionals of
photography imaging Modern architecture in Berlin, Frankfurt, Hamburg and
Stuttgart (Baudin, 2005). Photography of Modern buildings had already started in the
last decades of 19th century in both countries through the imaging of industrial
buildings and especially the agencies like Chevojon Brothers had long established a
tradition of working with architects in producing non-picturesque photography.
Photographers like Albert Renger-Patzch and Hugo Schmölz were making
photographs of factories, industrial plants and parts of industrial machines and
vehicles in 1910 and 1920, which demonstrated their affinity with the new visual
aesthetics of the period. However, working with the pioneers of the Modern
movement after World War I probably opened new phases in the careers of most of
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these photographers due the specific concerns of the architects and the original
formal language of the Modern buildings.
Images produced by French and German architectural photographers were definitely
dominating the European network of architectural publications yet however there
were a number of important figures in the production of architectural images even
from peripheral countries -in terms of the production of Modern architecture-, like
England. Frank Yerbury was one of these figures who is accepted as a significant
actor who introduced “continental Modernism” to Great Britain through his
photographs published in numerous publications he edited in collaboration with
Howard Robertson who was the principle of Architectural Association in 1920s
(Higgott, 1987). Yerbury traveled to France, Germany, Holland and Scandinavian
countries to photograph the examples of the emerging architecture in these places in
addition to many spots in Great Britain where he documented traditional British
architecture and the few works produced in Modern style. Among the thematic
publications he produced in the 1920s, Masters of Architecture series, Architecture
of Holland, Modern English Houses and Interiors, Examples of Modern French
architecture, Modern Danish Architecture, Modern Dutch Architecture and Modern
European Buildings can be listed. What is interesting about Yerbury and makes him
worth mentioning here is that he scanned a very large array of Modern buildings and
especially houses, without making a distinction between outstanding ones and those
that were lesser known, despite the fact that he –and Robertson- found them
disrespectful “to human qualities”. They were by no means convinced about the
livability of the Modern domestic buildings yet still attracted by their formal aspects
to the extent that they would produce numerous volumes for the sake of their
introduction to the British audience. Yerbury’s definition of the “Modern” was most
of the time quite vague; he used to put together Le Corbusier’s work next to “softer
versions of Modern architecture” and give them a similar look through techniques of
photography and publishing. Andrew Higgott says that “those who knew him suggest
he was an ‘awful mixture’, liking both the traditional English and the modern
‘continental’” whereas there were others who thought he was the one who
“introduced the thought of modern architecture” to Architectural Association
(Higgott, 1987) (Fig.ure 3.21).
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Figure 3.20 : Photographs of private houses from Yerbury’s book The Modern
English House.
Almost none of the professional architectural photographers practicing during
interwar years were involved in the avant-garde movements in photography or the
experiments of New Vision except from a few names like Moholy-Nagy and Lucia
Moholy, if one considers them architectural photographers. Architecture as a specific
genre was not seen as one of the experimental fields in photography and as Baudin
notes; “architectural photography was almost entirely absent from the annual
international contests organized and publicized by Rolleiflex” (Baudin, 2005). There
was a strong emphasis on issues of objectivity and documentation when architectural
photographs were concerned and the statements of the architectural photographers of
the period show that their main goal was “being honest to the subject” (Naegele,
1998). This claim of objectivity was severely challenged by many scholars in later
years just as it is one of the main issues questioned in this study. In any case, one has
to accept that the architectural photographer within the architect-photographer-editor
network was the one who acted as a mediator between the architect and the editor,
without putting much of his personal touch to the images even though he or she was
the actual party producing them. The anonymity of the photographs of interwar
Modern architecture was due to two reasons: The first of which was the lack of
credits given to the photographers and secondly, the photographers’ common attitude
about avoiding personal and expressive styles and trying to be “objective”. Both
reasons served for the establishment of an anonymous and standard style that was
dominated by the typical preferences of Modernist architects and the general graphic
taste of the period, and thus contributed to the “fabricated homogeneity of the
corpus” of architectural photographs of Modern buildings.
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Editor
By the end of World War I, photography and mass media has already become an
inseparable couple as a result of the technological developments described in the
beginning of this chapter. Similar to the products of other sub-fields of photography,
architectural photographs were most effectively displayed in the professional
periodicals of the 20s and 30s, which were rapidly increasing in number. Around mid
1920s, a specific type of professional periodical started to emerge in most European
countries, which was devoted to the promotion of the Modern movement through
down-to-earth documentation of the built work that could be included under the
umbrella of the new style. This specific group of periodicals which will be discussed
in more detail in the next chapter, served as a bridge between the avant-garde
periodicals of the earlier decade and the overly populist ones of the post-war period
that shifted the focus of attention from Europe to the United States. The basic
motivation of this interwar generation of architectural periodicals was to prove the
consistency and diffusion of the Modern style through demonstrating as many built
work as possible while at the same time educating their readers –who were architects
in majority- about the principles and formal aspects of the new architecture.
Therefore, photography was the essential tool for these publications as an “objective”
document that served for these ends.
In Europe of the 1920s and 30s, there were a number of influential periodicals that fit
the above description and directed by influential editors some of whom were
architects, designers or historians of architecture. Among them, French periodicals
like L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architect, L’Architecture Vivante and La
Construction Moderne, German ones like G (Gestaltung), Die Form and Das Neue
Frankfurt, Casabella, La Città Futurista and La Città Nouva from Italy, Architectural
Review from England, AC from Spain and Tér és Forma from Hungary must be
mentioned. In addition to these, there were a number of avant-garde art periodicals
which consistently published works of Modern architecture next to other types of
artworks and issues. Examples of this sort of periodicals are L’Esprit Nouveau,
Cahiers d’Art, De Stijl, Pásmo, ReD and i10. The periodicals of art, architecture and
urbanism mentioned above had editors who were important figures either practicing
or theorizing in these fields, like, Jean Badovici (L’Architecture Vivante), Sigfried
Giedion (Cahiers d’Art), André Bloc (L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui), Mies van der
Rohe (G), Le Corbusier (L’Esprit Nouveau), Ernst May (Das Neue Frankfurt),
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Giuseppe Pagano (Casabella), Theo van Deusburg (De Stijl) and Alberto Sartoris (La
Città Futurista).
All these periodicals had distinct agendas and their visions of Modern architecture
differed from each other, in line with the approach and position of their editors or
directors. However, what was common to most periodicals publishing Modern
architecture in the 20s and 30s, in terms of editorial policy, was that their priority
was publishing photographs of built work, which dominated the periodical in terms
of content and graphic layout. The emphasis given to factual visual data, provided by
the photograph, combined with a mainstream Modern taste of graphics defined the
identity of most of these magazines. In his article about the changes in graphic design
policies of architectural periodicals between 1890 and 1930, Jeremy Aynsley
describes this general editorial attitude as “a commitment to abstraction, object
photography and scientism of layout” and adds:
“In many respects modernism presented a set of oppositions. As the mass media became
more adept at providing images that captured the colour and texture of modern life,
modernism could be said to have codified an aesthetic of resistance and critique. Such
oppositions in matters of technique, design and editorial principles: black and white rather
than colour, sachlich [new objectivity] rather than pictorial photography, and statistical rather
than suggestive copy.”

(Aynsley, 2005)

Majority of the editors of architectural periodicals in interwar Europe were after a
formal and professional look achieved by objective data, preferably photographs,
strengthened by Modern typography and abstract graphic design. There were some
basic reasons for this; the general sympathy towards objectivity and factualism, the
need to prove the established state of Modern architecture and the definition of the
profile of the readers of these periodicals as professionals. This editorial attitude
determined the selection and presentation of the photographic images of Modern
architecture in professional periodicals of the interwar period, which became the
main platform of visibility for these images. Therefore, it directly influenced the way
architectural photographs were perceived by the international audience, and, when
combined with the approaches of the architects and photographers described in the
former sub-sections, created the identity of the “corpus” of photographs of Modern
architecture, briefly analyzed below. Before passing onto this analysis it is worth
quoting architectural photographer Ezra Stoller’s words about the way periodicals
manipulate architectural images:
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“The trouble is that the pictures are never seen by the viewer as they are seen by the
photographer. Not only is their relative importance changed (and the pictures themselves
often cropped and thus distorted), but their sequence is rearranged. It might be argued that
this is all an improvement, which it may be, but it is now another obstacle to direct
communications. Because, too, the magazine is often concerned with dressing itself up, it
will encourage pictures which its art director considers visually exciting… Visual excitement
is valid in architectural photography when it is inherent in the structure, not as an
overwhelming by-product.”

(Stoller, 1963).

Identity
After going through the roles of the three actors in the architect-photographer-editor
network, it may be useful to summarize their contribution on the formation of the
“hybrid” character of the photographs of Modern architecture. As mentioned before,
the most powerful actors of this network are the architect and the editor, and the
architectural photographer acts as a relatively passive figure who turns their ideals
into concrete images and whose name is not even mentioned in most cases. Both the
architect and the editor have the desire to achieve objective and abstract images at
once, for different reasons. For the Modernist architect, it is important that the
photographs of his buildings be expressed by the power of the documentary character
of photographic images. It is crucial to present the audience the most exact and clear
documentation of his work with the scientific precision of the camera -highly favored
at the specific period-, while on the other hand, he is interested in presenting an
architecture with a universal language and this necessitates an image devoid of
contextual specificities of the singular buildings. It is not always possible to fully
achieve this effect of a universal language through architecture itself and therefore
photography must be utilized to enhance the universal –thus abstract- qualities of his
work.
The editor is in a similar dilemma. As explained in the former paragraphs and will be
further elaborated in the next chapter, the editors of the periodicals promoting
Modern architecture are like missionaries who are trying to disseminate the
principles and formal language of the new current and the best way of doing this is
printing images of built work. Therefore there has a to be a comprehensive and
“objective” documentation of the oeuvre of Modernist architects, by the help of the
power of photographic images but at the same time they have to comply with the
visual aesthetics of the period. The second requirement necessitates a certain visual
language based on simplicity, neutrality and abstraction which must be present in the
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page layout, typography and visual images appearing in the periodical, alike. The
abstract language is useful also because it emphasizes the common aspects of the
buildings published and makes it more convincing that the new style is disseminating
effectively.
There are some basic aspects of the photographs of Modernist buildings of interwar
era,

which

form

their

hybrid

character

and

which

makes

them

look

“objective/documentary” and “abstract” at once. One of them is their optical
precision and scientific look that is clearly different from the expressionist and
pictorial architectural photographs of earlier decades. Photographic images of
Modernist buildings provide clear and plain views of their subjects produced under
optimum lighting conditions, without any techniques or applications that create
dramatic effects or reflect the individualistic touch of the photographer. Extreme
contrasts, unlikely viewpoints or angles or experimental printing techniques are
almost never utilized and the photographs have the cold and a little dull character of
scientific documents. Charles Sheeler’s photographs are perfect examples of “precise
and analytical description” of buildings clearly contrasting those of earlier
generation, which focus on the expression of time and atmosphere of place rather
than concrete characteristics (Robinson and Herschman, 1987) (Figure 3.21). Like in
documentary photography of the period, the photographer is as absent as he can be in
order to emphasize the “objective” qualities of the visual image.

Figure 3.21 : Detail from photograph of Ford River Rouge Plant by Charles
Sheeler, 1927.
Another aspect of the photographs of Modernist buildings is the way they present
their subjects in an isolated and sometimes fragmented form. Isolation and
fragmentation are methods applied in experimental photography, as discussed earlier
in this chapter, and even though they are not as expressively and stylistically applied
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in architectural photographs as in artistic photography, they nevertheless create
similar effects. Isolation in architectural photography obscures the relationship of the
building with its physical context and profoundly alters its perception. This is an
effect usually favored and preferred by the Modernist architects as they want to avoid
the visual contamination of the new and pure language they create with the elements
of the existing physical environment. If a tight framing is not adequate to isolate a
Modernist building from its environment –as in the case of row houses, for instancea fragmented view may as well be utilized and a portion of the building is left outside
the frame if necessary.
Focusing on ordinary and simple objects and praising their universal visual qualities
that address audiences of various profiles is an attribute of “new vision” photography
as well as documentary practices. In Modernist architectural photographs, the
buildings are approached as neutral and abstract objects without the marks of their
users on them. The human figure and traces of life are excluded from the
photographs of Modernist buildings by a well-known strategy in this specific field of
photography. Both architects and editors of the period strongly preferred that
buildings be photographed right after the end of construction and before the
inhabitants started using them, in order to avoid any mark of individuality or
contextual reference (Baudin, 2005). Andreas Haus relates this preference to the
“ungraceful aging of Modern buildings” as well, saying that “photography aimed to
capture the new and untouched, the pure planning concept” (Haus, 1997). It was
probably a preoccupation of the architects and editors as well, that the buildings
constructed with new materials and techniques would not “age” in a predictable way
and as planned and therefore their photographs had to be produced right after
completion, which most of the time would become iconic images presenting them
throughout history. While at the same time, photographing buildings with people also
meant including tones of individuality and cultural aspects in them, which
contradicted the will of the architect and editor in presenting an artifact with
universal features.
A feature that is part of the hybrid character of Modernist architectural photographs
and which relates to the exclusion of contextual elements and human figure from
them is the emphasis put on the formal qualities of their subjects. These formal
aspects, mostly determined by the architectural style, converge even more through
techniques utilized by the photographers or the graphic preferences of the period
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adopted by architects and editors as well. The visual taste determined by the machine
aesthetics plays an important role here and the simple geometric figures and
relationships, effects of monochromatic and sleek surfaces, neat and precise details
are especially emphasized in these photographs.
As a consequence of the consistent presence of these features in Modernist
architectural photography –which is mass-produced and printed abundantly in
periodicals-, an enhanced effect of standardization emerges among these images that
already share a strong character because of their common architectural style, and
which differentiate from each other mainly on the basis of contextual elements. At
this point it is necessary to go back to the discussion on the “homogeneity” of the
corpus of architectural photographs of interwar era. Apart from these common
features and the architectural language shared by the subject of these photographs,
technical aspects at the service of the architectural photographer is another cause
contributing to the “homogeneity” of the photographs of Modern buildings. Joseph
Rosa claims that “a novice understanding of light and the reflective quality of the
architectural vocabulary by the photographers in the late 1920s and 1930s, caused the
buildings to look too faded against the sky and more self-similar than they actually
were” (Rosa, 1998). He also talks about the way this self-similarity helped proving
the arguments of historians like Hitchcock and Johnson about the “coherence” and
“presence” of the new style in a wide range of products. The standardizing effect of
black and white photography must also be mentioned here as a technical aspect,
which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter through the specific examples of
Case Study photographs.
Architectural photography was almost never a subject of discussion as a field of
artistic production during the interwar era, as it was seen as a purely documentary
practice, as discussed before. This is a view questioned in this study and it is claimed
here that Modernist architectural photography had many features of characteristics of
artistic photographic productions of the period and shared an underlying logic and
visual language with them. Even though it was not considered as an artistic practice,
the power of architectural photography was acknowledged since long in the creation
of the image of Modern architecture. Words of Michael Rothenstein about the
relationship of photography and the heroic period of Modern architecture
demonstrate the total effect of the characteristics of this “corpus” and give an idea
about its possible consequences:
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“Can there be a bond of mutual influence between architect and photographer? It is clear that
photography befriended the architect; the camera has been the great publicist of modern
building. The Zeiss and Kodak lenses have been a valuable ally; without them the new school
could never have emerged so quickly and triumphantly. To open any of the books devoted to
our subject is to be instantly impressed, through the medium of brilliant photography, by the
potency of a great contemporary movement. Is this the reason why the architect –
unconsciously influenced by the camera’s interpretation- is himself in danger of developing
the Photographic Eye? –and why the photographer, in his turn, has so quickly mastered the
art of forceful and economical presentation in his separate sphere?”

(Rothenstein, 1946).

The discussion on the mutual shaping of photography and Modern architecture has
been a popular one since late 1930s until today and many scholars claimed that “the
image of architecture bred an architecture of image” in interwar Modernism and
created “an architecture of illusionistic space” (Naegele, 1998). It may be said that
the power of the photographs of Modern architecture –big enough to transform
architecture itself-, came from their hybrid character merging qualities of
“objectivity” with those of “abstraction”, utilizing the tools of both camps in the
photography of the period. What enhanced this power even further was that a very
large number of photographs shared this hybrid character and circulated around the
world establishing new norms of architectural imagery. This study aimed to
demonstrate that the sub-group of villa photographs within the “corpus” was the one
which displayed the features of their hybrid character, most consistently. The
following sub-section tries to render this argument explicit as a foreword to the
following chapter devoted to testing it on a specific group of case study photographs.
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3.4 Positioning the Villa Photographs and the Logic of the “Cure”
This chapter aims to underline certain specific aspects of the developments in the
practice of photography in early 20th century for the sake of positioning the villa
photographs historically in relation to them. To give a quick summary; these
underlined aspects are the popularization of the practice of photography, the
integration of photography with mass-media and the rise of two contrasting
tendencies

in

the

practice;

“documentary/objective”

photography

and

“experimental/abstract” photography. Architectural photographs, like other types in
the field, received the direct impact of early 20th century developments in the
production and publishing technologies in photography and they started dominating
both the professional publications and the general discourse on Modern architecture.
The body of photographs of interwar Modern architecture is defined here, as a
“hybrid” genre that carried along the characteristics of both objective and abstract
images and had similar features that distinguished them as a specific “corpus” within
the history of architectural photography. Villa photographs of the same period are
seen, within the theoretical framework of this study, as a sub-group in the “corpus”,
which relates most strikingly to the technological developments of early 20th century
photography and at the same time demonstrate the “hybrid” character in the most
emblematic way.
The power of villa photographs comes partly from the inherent characteristics of this
specific type that fit the agenda of Modern architecture, partly from their aptness to
being manipulated in desired ways and finally because they were produced and
published in big numbers that made possible the creation of an intense effect through
a homogeneous photographic language. The villa photographs had many
characteristics that made them ideal images of Modern architecture, like for instance,
they were usually isolated objects which did not have much relationship with their
physical environments, they usually had the appropriate scale and conditions that
enabled formal experimentation and they could be easily presented as abstract
structures avoiding the appearance of people and idiosyncratic items in them.
Therefore, the villa provided an excellent source for the architectural media that was
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after a documentary image with an abstract expression. Beatriz Colomina describes
the place of domestic architecture in 20th century media as such:
“Perhaps no one thing distinguishes twentieth-century architecture more than the central role
played by the private house… Many of these houses were actually produced for exhibitions,
publications, fairs, competitions, and so on, rather than for traditional building sites. Even
those houses that were built for actual clients, on traditional sites, derived their main impact
from their publication, before and after construction. Images of these houses have circulated
around in all forms of media, making a series of polemical propositions about the
reorganization of domestic space in the twentieth century.”

(Colomina, 1995).

It must be noted that the large body of villa photographs was the result of a historical
juxtaposition in the architectural and photographic realms. Modern villas were being
produced in relatively big numbers –in proportion to other types- at a time when
production of photography and its use in the press was increasing incrementally.
Therefore they appeared very frequently in professional periodicals and this
phenomenon should be seen as an outcome of the developments in both fields. The
popularity of villa photographs in architectural media of the interwar years becomes
evident through various sources like the indices of periodicals or the inventorial data
about certain photographic collections of editors like that of Alberto Sartoris, the
collaborator of Casa Bella and Domus magazines and the director of La Città
Futurista. The vast photographic collection of Sartoris, which houses over 8000
original prints of architectural photographs dating from 1920s to 1950s is a perfect
source for statistical data and to understand the main features of Modern architectural
photography (Baudin, 2005). The specific data about architectural photographs
received from France and Germany by Sartoris belonging to interwar years
demonstrate the significant position of the private house with certain differences
between the two countries. The French holding is “inevitably dominated by the
single-family houses” that occupy one third of the photographs dating from 1925 to
1933 (Baudin, 2005). This ratio radically decreases in the group of photographs from
post-war years. In the German holding, which is the largest, single-family housing
“was all but exclusive to the 1920s with only 2 post-war examples” and surprisingly
there were more private house projects than the multiple-unit housings, even though
they were less in number than the French one (Baudin, 2005).
This extensive circulation of the villa photographs and their “homogeneity” in terms
of photographic composition and effects led to two important consequences related
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to the arguments developed in this study. The first one is that villa photographs
became an effective tool in the propaganda of Modern architecture favored by
architects and editors of professional periodicals and therefore contributed a great
deal to the dissemination of the Modern style. The second and less conspicuous
consequence was that it helped to mask or resolve the “problem” of the Modern villa
discussed in the first chapter, in other words it became a “cure”. The “problem” is
defined as the villa having site-specific, idiosyncratic and luxurious aspects that
contradict the Modernist discourse emphasizing economy and universality. And all
these three components of the “problem” share a common characteristic of being
“anti” or “non” standard. The features of the “hybrid” villa photographs masked
traces of site-specificity, idiosyncrasy and luxury by erasing contextual elements,
specificities resulting from the identity of the users and their personal items, extreme
photographic conditions related to lighting etc. and formed a “fabricated
homogeneity” that gave them a standardized look. This last statement that
summarizes the hypothesis of this study should not be interpreted as a conspiracy
theory blaming the architects, photographers and editors of the period for conscious
misrepresentation of an architectural object. It is rather the depiction of a
phenomenon created by the historical juxtapositions of technological developments,
artistic tendencies and architectural facts and this chapter is organized to draw
attention to all these factors that contributed to the occurrence of this phenomenon.
The next chapter is devoted to the testing of the hypothesis through an analysis of a
specific and illustrative group of villa photographs selected as an “Image Set” for
case study. The aim is to decipher the mechanism behind the homogeneous look of
the body of villa photographs through presentation of facts and analysis of repetitive
elements and patterns.
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4. CASE STUDY: VILLA PHOTOGRAPHS
As explained in the first chapter, the aim of this study is to analyze the appearance of
the “problem” of the Modern villa in architectural photographs widely circulating
during the interwar years and demonstrate the transformation it goes through as a
result of the effects of this body of images. It must be underlined once more that
photography is not just an arbitrary medium to study the characteristics of the
Modern villa. On the contrary, it is a unique tool that must be utilized for two main
reasons. The first reason is related to the accessibility and visibility of the villa type.
As villas are private buildings generally hidden behind walls, gates or greenery, the
only way to perceive them is through photographs in most cases. Thus the villa type
and especially the Modern villa gains existence through its photographic image and
its perception becomes inseparable of the effects of the photography. The second
reason is related to the fact that the photographs of the Modern villas are published
and circulated more than any other building type during the early phase of the
Modern Movement. And the most effective and intense mode of circulation of these
images was done through architectural periodicals. Due to this intensity of the
appearance of villa images, the mass of photographs of the Modern villa is expected
to have had a significant effect on the discourse going on about the position of this
building type. It may even be said that whatever meaning the Modern villa carried at
those times, it was constructed through its photographic representations. These two
reasons make it meaningful to analyze the mass of Modern villa photographs,
published in the 20s and 30s, as a phenomenon that is built up of architectural and
photographic aspects at once.
Another decision taken in the definition of the case study material is to deal with the
mentioned group of photographic images within the context of architectural
periodicals instead of focusing on them as isolating images. The main reason for this
is the simple fact that architectural periodicals offer the biggest and most varied
number of villa photographs than any other medium and they have an active role
both in the production and presentation of these images. Therefore, isolating the
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images from the periodicals would mean ignoring part of the information related to
the production and presentation processes of most of the photographs that will be
studied. Another reason for considering the periodicals as a context for the images is
that they provide a notion of time and all the extra layers of meaning that come with
it. Differences in the selection and frequency of the images published through years
and the effects of the series of images in a chronological sequence are among the
extra layers of meaning that may be listed. In addition to this, the time notion the
periodicals emphasize also facilitates the perception of the images in relation to the
synchronic social, artistic and architectural atmospheres. A further advantage of
taking periodicals as a context is the opportunity to observe the relationship of the
photographs with different types of texts that accompany them. These texts that
appear in the form of captions, titles or articles reveal a lot about the way these
images are intended to be presented and perceived. As a result it must be underlined
that the actual medium of case study is a group of photographs and the periodicals
will be taken into consideration as their context. They will be included in the
discussion only to the extent that they influence the production and perception of the
villa photographs.
One of the claims of this study is that the series of photographs taken as case study,
has certain characteristics and effects, as a whole, which shape the image and the
“problem” of the Modern villa. Therefore, in order to provide evidence for this
statement, the patterns that give the series its overall meaning and significance will
be traced and the codes that make one perceive it as a whole will be uncovered.
The case study is formed out of two main sections and a photographic album
presented as appendix. The first section is devoted to the description of the processes
of production of these images within the context of architectural periodicals and the
profile of their audiences that perceive these images and give meaning to them. The
second section is reserved for the analysis and the interpretation of the photographic
images as a series to test the thesis of the study.
A specific method of visual analysis is proposed for this Case Study, which will be
utilized in the analysis of the photographs and explained in detail in sub-section 4.2.1
Methodology and Methods of Analysis. It is a hybrid method that combines Content
Analysis (Rose, 2001) with certain methods from the field of Semiology. The
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proposed method of analysis will be explained at the beginning of this second section
with reference to the original methods from which it is derived.
In fact the whole methodology of the Case Study chapter of the thesis as organized
under three subject titles; Production, Audience and Image, refers to two main
sources. These subject titles are determined referring to the book titled Visual
Methodologies by Gillian Rose, which is one of the main sources that guided and
inspired the methodological approaches developed throughout this chapter. In her
book, Rose gives a thorough account of diverse methodologies developed for the
analysis of visual materials, namely: compositional interpretation, content analysis,
semiology, psychoanalysis and discourse analysis. Apart from explaining the
analytical tools of each field and commenting on the possible combinations of these
tools, Rose herself proposes certain strategies for a “critical visual methodology”.
She defines three “sites at which the meanings of an image are made: the site(s) of
the production of an image, the site of the image itself, and the site(s) where it is seen
by various audiences” (Rose, 2001). The site of production refers to the
“circumstances” of the production of an image including technological, social and
economic ones while at the site of the image Rose mentions the content and formal
qualities of the image itself. Finally, the site of the audience is related to the “ways of
seeing and other kinds of background knowledge” that the audience brings along and
which shape “the meanings and effects of an image” (Rose, 2001).
As Gillian Rose also refers to, Roland Barthes originally developed a very similar
triology in his article “The Photographic Message” of 1977, about the ways
photographic images convey messages. In his significant essay that constitutes the
second important source for the methodological approaches of this Case Study,
Barthes talks specifically about press photography and explains the three agents in
the formation of its message as such:
“The press photograph is a message. Considered overall, this message is
formed by a source of emission, a channel of transmission and a point of
reception. The source of emission is the staff of the newspaper, the group of
technicians certain of whom take the photo, some of whom chose, compose
and treat it, while others, finally, give it a title, a caption and a commentary.
The point of reception is the public which reads the paper. As for the channel
of transmission, this is the newspaper itself, or, more precisely, a complex of
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concurrent messages with the photograph as center and surrounds constituted
by the text, the title the caption, the lay-out, and in a more abstract but no less
‘informative’ way, by the very name of the paper…” (Barthes, 1977).
The “source of emission” in Barthes corresponds to the “site of production” in Rose,
as do the “channel of transmission” to the “site of the image” and the “point of
reception” to the “site of the audience”. As a result, both authors define three
categories of information that have to be analyzed in order to understand the possible
meanings and effects an image produces. With reference to the categories of Rose
and Barthes, information about the case study photographs under these three main
headings will be given in this section. In the outline of this chapter, the sections
reserved to Production and Audience are brought together and placed in the
beginning while the section reserved to the Image is handled separately and more
extensively. The reason behind this decision is the belief that the production and
perception (audience) processes are interrelated and similar in terms of the indirect
manner they influence the meaning revealed by a photographic image. On the other
hand, the image is seen as an entity that has an autonomy and power in presenting
itself and, as the main source that has to be referred in the inquiry about the possible
meanings it produces. This belief is also influenced by Barthes who defends the
autonomy of the photographic image as such:
“…whatever the origin and the destination of the message, the photograph is not simply a
product or a channel but also an object endowed with structural autonomy. Without in any
way intending to divorce this object from its use, it is necessary to provide for a specific
method prior to sociological analysis and which can only be the immanent analysis of the
unique structure that a photograph constitutes.”

(Barthes, 1977).

It must be underlined that the focus of this chapter will be the part reserved for the
analysis of the series of photographic images under the light of the information
provided in the sections related to the production processes and the audience profile.
4.1 Production and Audience
In the context of this study, the production of architectural photographs is accepted
as a complex process in which the photographer as well as the staff of the periodicals
are involved and which spans a variety of actions taken by them including ordering
of the images, shooting them, selecting the ones to be published and the specific
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ways they are presented in the pages of the periodicals. Therefore, we must look at
the characteristics of the two main groups of actors in the production process; the
periodicals and the photographers who work with them. The photographic images
that will be analyzed are chosen from the issues of three French periodicals, which
are published between 1923 and 1935. In the following paragraphs, both the reasons
for choosing these periodicals and this time frame will be explained as well as the
processes of production and presentation of villa photographs within this specific
context.
4.1.1 Three French periodicals
4.1.1.1 The French context
There comes into mind two basic questions concerning the decision about chosing
the case study photographs from three French periodicals published between 1923
and 1935: Why French periodicals and why this period? The answer to these
questions is a synthesis of reasons related to architectural, editorial and photographic
activities going on in interwar France. In the following paragraphs this synthesis of
reasons will be explained through an account of the milieu of professional
architectural periodicals in France in the 20s and 30s, in reference to a basic source
by Hélène Jannière (Jannière, 2002).
In her book titled Politiques Éditoriales et Architecture «Moderne»: L’Émergence de
Nouvelles Revues en France et en Italie (1923-1939) (Editorial Policies and Modern
Architecture: Emergence of New Periodicals in France and Italy 1923-1939), Hélène
Jannière discusses the editorial attitudes of French and Italian architectural
periodicals of the 20s and 30s in relation to the presentation of Modern architecture.
She focuses on those periodicals that are associated with and devoted to the
promotion of the new and contemporary tendencies in architecture. It is necessary to
go through some basic arguments Jannière puts forward in her book both to
understand the general milieu of French architectural periodicals of the 20s and 30s
and to emphasize certain characteristics of theirs that make them a relevant group of
sources for this thesis topic. Jannière argues that there is a noticeable change in the
attitude of the French architectural periodicals in the second half of the 20s and this
change becomes clear in both the content and the format of these publications. She
explains that while there were many avant-garde architectural periodicals during the
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first half of the 20s, the second half of the same decade gave rise to the emergence of
professional periodicals associated with the Modern movement. For Jannière, the
basic difference between these two types of periodicals is that the first group
presented the reader with manifestoes, ideals and utopian projects while the second
was devoted to the documentation of the built examples of Modern architecture and
convincing the reader that this new architecture was widely accepted and executed.
These professional French periodicals, including L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui,
L’Architecte and L’Architecture Vivante frequently used the term “Modern” for the
works they published, which Jannière believes “masked profound differences”. The
term “Modern” (sometimes replaced by “new”) was used almost as the opposite of
avant-garde and carried a much more down-to-earth and optimistic tone. All of these
periodicals wrote about the “necessity of making Modern architecture” and presented
examples of it but the term remained “ambiguous” and too general. Auguste Perret’s
rationalism and Le Corbusier’s purism was put under the same category next to
different examples from France and abroad. Periodicals were concentrated on
making as much documentation of the “Modern” architecture as possible, providing
international examples that created the impression that the new architecture was
everywhere. Editors often collaborated with practicing architects and experts from
disciplines associated with building construction to put further emphasis on the
serious and concrete existence of the new architecture.
At this point, it may be appropriate to make a connection between Jannière’s
argument and the intensity of Modern villa production in France in the 20s, which we
discussed in the second chapter. We may go back and remember the criticism by
Giedion about the attitude of France towards the problem of housing and domestic
architecture in general. Giedion draws attention to the fact that the French
government does not pay enough attention the mass housing problem as do the
German and Dutch governments, and most of what is being built in terms of
domestic architecture in France are luxurious individual houses. Other writers who
are referred to in the first chapter about the “problem” of the Modern villa also
mention the privileged place of the individual house in the development of the
Modern Movement in France. Bringing together Jannière’s argument and the
remarks of these authors we may come to a conclusion that the new generation of
professional periodicals of the 20s were publishing numerous villa projects as a proof
of the execution of the Modern architecture. Jannière herself makes comments that
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support this conclusion. She underlines the fact that French periodicals like
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecte, which were
trying to give priority to housing projects -a privileged field for Modern
Architecture-, were having hard time when it came to giving examples from France.
Jannière says that, apart from a bunch of unimportant HBM (Habitation Bon Marche)
projects, all domestic examples of Modern Architecture published in these major
periodicals were either “villas, individual houses or immeubles de raport” (Jannière,
2002). She also makes comparative comments referring to the contrasting attitude of
the German periodicals of the time, which put emphasis on the works of the
architects who are involved in the production of urban policies and massive housing
projects (Jannière, 2002). It must be clear by the words of Jannière that domestic
architecture was widely published in the French periodicals of the period and most of
the examples of domestic architecture were individual houses. As explained in the
previous chapter by numeric data from Alberto Sartoris’ photographic collection,
single family houses dominated the content of French periodicals during the interwar
years, in contrast to the German and Dutch ones that give priority to housing projects
(Baudin, 2005). This is a natural result of the amount of private house construction in
France and the lack of importance given to housing policies in the 20s and 30s,
mentioned by Giedion and discussed in the first chapter. This characteristic of the
French periodicals is the main reason for chosing Case Study material among them
for this thesis study.
4.1.1.2 The specific time frame
The second question “why this specific time frame” is related to the choice of the
three specific periodicals and their inner dynamics influenced by the general political
and social atmosphere of interwar Europe. To be able to discuss this, it is necessary
to clarify which three periodicals will be consulted exactly. As mentioned in the
previous paragraph, Jannière frequently names three periodicals -L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecte (new series)- as the most
significant examples in the new generation of professional periodicals devoted to the
promotion of Modern architecture. Her explanations combined with a scanning work
done at Avery Library among the issues of five French periodicals -L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architecture Vivante, L’Architecte (new series), La Construction
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Moderne and Cahier d’Arts- published during the 20s and 30s lead to the decision of
focusing on the first three, within the context of this study. It is observed that the first
three periodicals present the richest and most intensive form of villa photographs of
the specific interwar period. Each one of them has different characteristics that will
be discussed in more detail in the following sub-section yet they all provide rich
visual material related to our subject of study and similar attitudes in the way they
promote Modern architecture.
Going back to the issue of the selection of the specific time frame, it can be said that
the main reason for the selection of 1923-1935 period is what Jannière explains in
her argument about the timing of the emergence of professional periodicals that
document the examples of the Modern Movement in architecture. She roughly places
their emergence in the second half of the 20s and we specify it as 1923 when the first
issue of L’Architecture Vivante was published (Figure 4.1). The other two,
L’Architecte (the new series) and L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui start publication in
1924 and 1930 respectively.
As a matter of fact, the second half of the 20s is significant in relation to this study
for a number reasons as already discussed in the second chapter. The first Modern
villas of the French architects like Le Corbusier, André Lurçat and Gabriel
Guévrékian are being built and their photographic images start to circulate
internationally as the representatives of the new architecture. A number of important
exhibitions are being held and they present the public and the professionals a number
of striking examples of the models of individual houses. Le Corbusier’s Pavillion de
L’Esprit Nouveau built for the 1925 Paris Exposition is one of the most renown of
these models which not only introduce new ways of Modern domestic living but also
stand as the stylistic icons of the new architecture. It is discussed by Lisa Schlansker
Kolosek in her book on photographer Thérèse Bonney, The Invention of the Chic,
that the 1925 Exposition had an enormous impact abroad and especially in the US
and lead to “the media’s fascination with Paris” (Kolosek, 2002).
1935 marks the end of the period that is focused in this study. This date is chosen as
a limit both because two of the magazines’ publishing lives ended by then
(L’Architecte ends in 1935 and L’Architecture Vivante in 1933) and the only one
that continued being published; L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui started getting
influenced by the political tension and the nationalist atmosphere rising throughout
Europe, like most other printed media did. This influence of the political tension
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gradually suppressed the discourse on international and anonymous aspects of the
new architecture. In the issues of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui from 1935 one
comes across articles with titles such as “National Character in Architecture” which
never appeared previously. Hélène Jannière also draws attention to the changes
occurring in the editorial tendencies of architectural periodicals towards mid-30s
parallel to the political developments in Europe. She explains that editors tend to
emphasize national and classical values in architecture and in some extreme cases
“xenophopic” reactions start to appear towards Modern architecture and its discourse
on international values. Examples from other European countries also got scarce in
the French architectural periodicals during this period and they tended to publish
examples from Nazi Germany or Fascist Italy if they had to. Jannière focuses on the
example of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui and notes the important changes that took
place in the editorial strategies of the periodical in 1934. These changes will be
discussed in detail in the section reserved for the description of this periodical yet
here it must be noted that from 1934 onwards, with the participation of Albert
Laprade in the “comité de patronage”, L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui shifted its
interest from the promotion of the Modern Movement towards highlighting issues
like tradition, national cultural history and classicism and the types of architectural
production that can be related to them (Jannière, 2002).
This change in the attitude of the periodicals due to political influences can not be
directly related to the presentation of domestic projects yet it is possible to comment
that the anonymous language of the Modern villa freed from place and idiosyncratic
aspects does not have as much emphasis in the 30s as it had in the second half of the
20s. The immigration of some of the important Modernist architects from Europe to
other places in the mid-30s and the stagnation of the design activities and production
of those who stayed also had an impact on the number and variety of villa projects.
Other reasons can be listed, as well, like the effects of the 1929 New York stock
market crash on the amount of luxury design goods and production in France
(Kolosek, 2002), which may have direct or indirect relationships with the intensity of
the production and publishing of individual houses.
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4.1.1.3 Three “new” periodicals
In addition to the general information about the identifying aspects of the French
periodicals of the interwar period and the processes of photographic production and
presentation they are involved in, it is necessary to discuss the specific characteristics
of the three professional periodicals that are utilized as sources of visual material in
this chapter. In the following paragraphs, the attitudes of each periodical in the
promotion of Modern architecture, presentation of villa projects and the use
photographic images will be focused on separately. The aim is to show the
similarities among them, which makes it meaningful to group these periodicals as
sources for Case Study, while at the same time mentioning the differences that give
them their individual characters.
Before passing onto the separate accounts of the three periodicals, it is worth
remembering Jannière’s comments on the general identity of the new generation of
French architectural periodicals that emerged during mid-20s, which L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecte also form part of. In
contrast to the avant-garde periodicals of the former period, this new generation of
periodicals has the tendency to deal with the practical problems and the concrete
results of the new architecture rather than manifestoes and doctrinal debates. As a
result of this tendency they give priority to the photographic images of the built work
over theoretical texts or projects. Majority of the texts in these magazines are
descriptions of the built work already represented by the photographic image and
thus the text becomes a supplement to the photograph.
They address professional readers and they themselves are also professional ventures
with committees of patronage and editing. Most of them have an international
dimension as a result of their editors’ collaborations with architects and periodicals
from other countries and the foreign projects they publish. These professional
periodicals have hybrid tones in terms of their discourses and the choice of projects
to be published, unlike the avant-garde periodicals that were associated with a single
movement and its followers. They publish a wide range of projects that can be
grouped under the term “Modern” or “new” regardless of their stylistic and
contextual differences. Historic buildings or themes almost never exist in the pages
of these three periodicals unless they bear Modern aspects or images. The vernacular
Ibiza house published in a 1935 issue of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui is a good
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example of this (Figure 4.3.), which would attract the Modernist architects with its
minimal style and simple geometric masses. Aside from architectural themes,
vehicles of transportation, sculpture and big structures like bridges and dams are also
among the favorite subjects discussed and visualized in the three periodicals. The
isolated Modern object, especially when set before a natural background is
apparently a perfect image to adorn their pages, preferred by all of them (Figure 4.1).
The editorial texts in the periodicals of the new generation, define very general and
pragmatic aims. Jannière distinguishes L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architecture
Vivante and L’Architecte as the well-known representatives of this generation and
quotes their intentions of publishing as presenting “the best contemporary
realizations” for L’Architecture Vivante; “Modern architecture itself” for
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui and “a selection of works of the Modern spirit” for
L’Architecte (Jannière, 2002).

Figure 4.1: “Mediterranean House” in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui (1935).
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Figure 4.2:

Images of a car, an aeroplane, a viaduct (by Gustave Eiffel) and an
ocean liner published in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui in 1935.

L’Architecture Vivante (AV)
L’Architecture Vivante is one of the most significant French periodicals that
promoted Modern Architecture during interwar years and it is extraordinary and
unique because of its radical stance and the quality of its visual materials and graphic
layout. The periodical was published for ten years between 1923 and 1933 by the
well-known publisher of architecture books Albert Morancé and directed by the
Romanian origined French architect Jean Badovici, with whom it has been identified
with. During these ten years, Badovici collaborated with most of the active architects
of interwar Modernism as well as the influential critics, theoreticians and editors of
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the time. Among the architects and critics who contributed to the periodical with
texts and projects are August Perret –who wrote the opening text for the first issue-,
Sigfried Giedion, Tony Garnier, Peter Behrens, J.J.P. Oud, Ernst May, MalletStevens, Gabriel Guévrékian, Pierre Chareau, Josef Frank, Ludwig Hilberseimer,
Hans Poelzig, Henry Sauvage, Mart Stam, Theo van Doesburg, C. van Eesteren and
Le Corbusier can be mentioned.
The periodical was published twice a year as Spring-Summer and Autumn-Winter
issues and in fascicule (booklet) format rather than monthly issues. Each fascicule
was composed of two distinct parts, the first of which was reserved for the texts on
theoretical or technical subjects with small illustrations in them and the second for
planches; full-page drawings or photographs. This format was consistently applied to
all of the 21 issues published during ten years with almost the same minimalist
graphics and without admitting any material -like commercial adds or
announcements-, which would contaminate the controlled atmosphere of the
periodical. The content of the periodical was also extremely consistent, formed out of
art works, buildings of small and large scale, city planning projects, high-tech
structures like bridges and viaducts, which would all obviously be categorized as
Modern. In addition to built work and projects of artists and architects, images of
airplanes and ships and aerial photos of metropolitan centers like New York
frequently appeared in the pages of L’Architecture Vivante as well. Villa projects
always occupied a certain portion of the content, with differing intensities according
to the period or the theme of the issue.
The issues published between 1923 and 1927 start with the editorial texts of Jean
Badovici, which were titled Entretiens, and in which Badovici discussed a
contemporary subject on architecture. Badovici’s editorial texts were usually
accompanied by a couple of other writings from well known architects and artists of
time like F.Léger, A.Ozenfant, P.Mondrian, H.van de Velde, A.Loos etc. In 1927 an
important change occured in L’Architecture Vivante and although Badovici
continued to be the chief editor, another name with equal editorial power started
appearing on the former pages of the periodical. Le Corbusier, having stopped
publishing L’Esprit Nouveau in 1925, started writing editorial texts in L’Architecture
Vivante next to Badovici and had apparent influence on its content, from 1927
onwards.
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Figure 4.3 : Auguste Perret’s opening text published in the first issue of
L’Architecture Vivante in 1923 and the same text in his handwriting.
Especially in issues published during 1927 and 1931 he both published his
manifesto-like texts and his recent projects, occupying big part of the periodical. By
then, Le Corbusier’s portfolio was made out of private houses majorly and therefore
the pages of L’Architecture Vivante were filled with numerous drawings and
photographs of his early villas, during these years. Even the construction
photographs of certain houses like Villa Stein and Villa Savoye were published and
the drawings of these houses are used to illustrate his theories and ideas on general
issues in the editorial texts Le Corbusier wrote for the periodical. There are some
other issues of L’Architecture Vivante which are also dominanted by villa projects,
but not with those of Le Corbusier. One of these is the Spring-Summer issue of 1930,
devoted to the work of Frank Lloyd Wright and another to Tony Garnier’s published
in 1932. The Autumn-Winter issue of 1932 is almost exclusively reserved for a
single villa project; Eileen Gray’s house at Roquebrune, designed by herself and
Badovici.
As mentioned before, L’Architecture Vivante was unique in terms of the quality of
the visual material it presented and its graphic design. The periodical continued to
serve as one of the primary sources of photographs and drawings of early Modern
buildings, for decades after it was closed. The quality of its photographs is especially
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outstanding when compared with the standards of contemporary periodicals.
However, there is a curious fact that none of the photographs published in
L’Architecture Vivante during ten years is credited, with the only exception of a
number of aerial photos of the city of Algiers provided from “Compagnie Aérienne
Française”, published in Autumn-Winter 1932 issue. Other than this, there is no sign
of any evidence on the pages of the periodical, of a possible collaboration between a
photographer and Badovici.
A research realized at the archive of Getty Research Institute in summer 2009 for this
thesis study, partly clarified the procedure about the supply of photographs for
L’Architecture Vivante by Badovici. Among the “Badovici Papers” at the archive,
there are numerous letters written between Jean Badovici and contemporary
architects, critics and editors, to ask for photographs of specific buildings from each
other. Letters written to or by Guévrékian, Behrens, Frank, Hilberseimer, Giedion,
Poelzig, Ozenfant, Stam and Albert Lévy are some of them and they reveal the fact
that it was mainly architects and editors of other periodicals, who provided
architectural photographs for Badovici, rather than photographers themselves. Some
architects write in their letters that the copywright of the photographs of their
buildings belong to certain publishers and tell Badovici to contact them, like in the
case of Akademische Verlag who owned the rights of the photographs of buildings at
Weissenhof Siedlung in Stuttgart. The only three photographers of whom there is
evidence among the holdings of the archive are Chevojon Agency, Albin Salaün and
M. van Ojen, in the form of stamps behind some original prints (Figure 4.4).
Ironically, the stamp of Salaün has a note “Mention Obligatoire”; meaning his name
has to be credited, which was apparently not taken seriously by Badovici.

Figure 4.4 : Albin Salaün’s stamp behind an original print.
Nevertheless, L’Architecture Vivante was an extraordinary periodical that gave
utmost importance to the presentation of photographic images at least by good
quality printing and approporiate complementary graphics, if not through crediting. It
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may have not published as many villa projects as L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui
because of its bi-annual frequency and shorter life but it definitely presented the
international audience the most extraordinary images of Modern villas for a decade.
The villa images taken from this periodical form a significant part of the Case Study
material of this thesis, in both number and quality.
L’Architecte: New series (LA)
The monthly periodical L’Architecte was originally founded in 1906 and published
until 1914 by photographer, editor and publisher Albert Lévy in Paris. A “New
Series” of the periodical was published under the same title by Éditions Albert Lévy
between 1924-1935. The focus of this study is on the “New Series” that was devoted
to the presentation and promotion of Modern architecture with a similar approach as
L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui. The radical shift from the
Old Series –a conventional periodical in format and content- to the New is made
explicit in the editorial written for the first issue, signed as “the editor” who was
presumed to be Pol Abraham (Jannière, 2002). Other architects who had
administrative roles in the magazine were Jean Porcher (redacteur en chef) and
Michel Roux-Spitz (conseiller technique).
The format and content of the periodical is similar to that of L’Architecture Vivante
as each issue is organized with a two-part structure formed out of texts and planches
basically. The index displays the clear division of these two parts first of which
contains texts by acknowledged architects, artists and theoreticians of the period and
the second, of drawings and photographs of contemporary architecture, art and urban
projects (Figure 4.5). The difference of L’Architecte when compared to the other two
French magazines discussed above is that the periodical is focused on work produced
in France rather than international projects as it was supported by the “Société des
Architectes Diplômés par le Gouvernement”. Similarly the texts published in the first
part of each issue are primarily from French architects and artists like Jean Porcher,
Henry Sauvage, Michel Roux-Spitz, Pol Abraham and Le Corbusier. Similarly,
projects presented in the planches were mainly by French architects like Perret,
Garnier, Mallet-Stevens, Laprade, Roux-Spitz etc. who could be categorized as
Modern. However, each year a couple of projects or urban images were published
from abroad, from within the Modern repertoire of architectural and urban works.
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L’Architecte presented a wider range of projects stylistically, than the two other
periodicals, and defined the identity of this range as a “selection of works with
Modern spirit” (Jannière, 2002). Jannière finds the criteria for the “Modern spirit”
too general, which is explained in the first editorial text of the New Series as
“expression through structure, simplicity, universal quality and the suppression of all
pastiche and decoration”. Rather than clarifying a better defined frame for the
Modern, the aim of the periodical was displaying “professionalism” and “innovation”
in a more general sense. Like the two other French periodicals discussed before,
L’Architecte mainly presented built work that served as proof for the execution of
Modern architecture.

Figure 4.5 : The contents page of an issue of L’Architecte from 1931.
When compared to L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui an L’Architecture Vivante, the
number of projects published each year in L’Architecte is a lot less and
proportionately, the villa projects are fewer also. A total of 45 villas were presented
in the 12 year life-span of the periodical and most of them were houses built in
France, with the exception of a few from abroad like, a villa in Los Angeles designed
by Neutra and a couple of Modern private houses from Britain, Sweden and
Hungary. Like many contemporary architectural periodicals, L’Architecte reserved
room for images of vehicles, machines, industrial buildings and structures or scenes
of metropolitan life and environments, in addition to architectural texts and projects.
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In Figure 4.6 there are some examples of photographs of this sort published in the
various issues.

Figure 4.6 : Upper left: A night view from Kharkov, Ukraine (1929); upper right:
Automobile testing ground in Turin (1925); lower left: Hangar in Orly
(1924), lower right: a “silo” (1924).
The graphic layout of the periodical is simple and neat and the quality of visual
materials is almost as fine as in L’Architecture Vivante. L’Architecte had a much
more sensitive approach towards photo-crediting than L’Architecture Vivante and
majority of the photographs had the name of the photographer or agency, noted with
small fonts on one corner. Among these photographers and agencies Chevojon,
Duquenne, Boissonnas, Fairchild Aerial Survey, Vaux, Salaün, Lossen, Thiriet,
Collas, Newbery and Gravot were mentioned. Air views of Manhattan were provided
from Fairchild Aerial Survey, photographs of Le Corbusier’s buildings from Collas
and Gravot, images of all the buildings in Weissenhof Siedlung from Lossen and
those of buildings by Mallet-Stevens, Guévrékian and Lurçat from Vaux and Salaün.
S.W.Newbery is mentioned under the photographs of Modern buildings from Britain.
This emphasis given to photo-credits may be a natural result of the involvement of
Albert Lévy -editor and publisher of the magazine-, with the practice of photography
himself. He might have provided photographs from a network of photographers
unlike Badovici who was receiving images from architects and editors of other
periodicals, as observed through the letters in “Badovici Papers” at Getty Research
Institute.
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L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui:1930-1935 (AA)
The periodical L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui was founded by engineer and sculptor
André Bloc in 1930 and lasted until today with two intermissions during the Second
World War (1940-1945) and the years between 2007 and 2009. From the beginning,
the periodical had a professional and international tone, listing its “Comité de
patronage” and international correspondents on the first page (Figure 4.7). The
patronage committee included Frantz Jourdain, Auguste Perret, Henri Sauvage, Rob
Mallet-Stevens, André Lurçat and Gabriel Guévrékian whose works were frequently
published in the first years of the periodical. André Bloc was both the founder and
the director of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui and from 1932 onwards Pierre Vago
became its chief editor.

Figure 4.7 : Contents page of the first number of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui.
The periodical had a fairly rich content and flexibly arranged structure -in the issues
published during interwar years- that included many different topics alternately
appearing in different issues. These topics included; éditorial, bibliographie,
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l’architecture en France (architecture in France), l’architecture a l’étranger
(architecture abroad), urbanisme, édute technique (technical study), décoration, revue
des revues (review of other periodicals), etc. A wide range of “Modern” projects and
subjects were presented under these topics that directly addressed professionals of
architecture and urbanism. Despite the typological variety of the published projects,
domestic architecture in general was given priority, as Jannière also notes (Jannière,
2002), and it appeared in the form of worker’s class housing projects and individual
houses. The examples of the latter group appeared under diverse topics aside from
being presented for themselves, and were used to discuss and exemplify various
issues about Modern architecture in general. Some of the ways individual houses
were given place in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui were as such:
As examples of Modern individual houses,
to exemplify Modern architecture from abroad,
to discuss general issues related to Modern architecture,
as experimentation objects for the application of new technologies and
materials,
to introduce an architect.
The first category includes projects of villas and individual houses presented for
themselves as examples of Modern domestic architecture. This kind of presentation
appeared in almost all issues except for the thematic ones reserved for a single type
of building (ie.Schools, Hospitals, Industrial Buildings etc.). In 1933, the thematic
issues started to appear and from 1934 onwards the first issue of each year presented
individual houses only, from France and abroad. This shows the emphasis
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui gives to this type of building. Villas continued
appearing in the rest of the issues throughout the year and sometimes they were
given extraordinarily large spaces as in the case of Villa Cavrois by Rob MalletStevens, published in No.8 of 1932. The photographs of almost every room of the
house, including the service spaces were published in this issue.
The second category is where villas were utilized very frequently. Whenever a
foreign country was introduced in terms of its Modern architecture, most of the
buildings presented were villas, almost as a rule. Examples of this were found in
many issues like No.3 where Modern Architecture from England was published or
No.1 of 1932 where Czechoslovakian architecture was introduced.
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Villas or individual houses were also frequently utilized as objects over which
general issues about architecture could be discussed. In these cases the houses were
disengaged from their domestic programs and seen as neutral architectural structures.
Good examples of these are the discussions on the issues of “window”, “ornament”
and “roof terrace”, the first published in No.3 of 1931 and the last two in No.1 of
1932 and discussed over examples of villas with accompanying photographic
representations of the buildings (Figure 4.8). Similarly, the use of new technologies
or materials were also frequently presented through their application on either built
individual houses, hypothetical villa projects or model houses built for expositions.
The individual house appeared as an ideal model on which all kinds of architectural
experiments could be done (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). Other than these categories
that exemplify the use of individual houses, the portfolios of Modernist architects
almost never appeared without villas as one can guess.

Figure 4.8 : Issues like “Window” and “Ornament” discussed on examples of villas.
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Figure 4.9: Example of a house that can be dismantled and a house with wooden
structure published in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui in 1932.

Figure 4.10: Examples of individual houses in different settings, published
in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui in 1932 (The ones on the left
are Expo structures and the ones on the right are photographic
collages of models).
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Graphic design and the use of photographic images are two important and
interrelated issues that must be discussed, within the framework of the identity of any
periodical. L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui has a fairly conventional approach towards
both issues at first sight. Jannière claims that the periodical has no aesthetic concern
and the photographic images published in the French architectural periodicals in
general bear no influence of the contemporary avant-garde experiments going on in
Germany and Russia. It is a fact that both the graphic design of L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui and its use of visual materials including photographs and drawings do
not present an identifiable style or design that can be associated with the magazine.
There was a multitude of typographic elements and styles, a constantly changing
graphic layout and a variety of formats of photographic images and drawings in the
issues published during the interwar years. However, there are two important points
that may escape one’s attention if the observations about the visual language of the
periodical are not taken one step further. The first point is that, although there seems
to be a lack of a consistent visual language throughout the issues of the periodical,
there is a strong Modernist aesthetic underlying all sorts of visual elements that are
included its pages. Unlike other popular magazines of the period like La
Construction Moderne, almost no photograph, drawing or typographic element
appear in the pages of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, which betrays the Modernist
taste of its editors or readers. The selection of images that were brought together
(specific building types, transport vehicles and Modern pieces of sculpture) in the
periodical enhance each others effect and the exclusion of all sorts of historic images
was probably a conscious decision. The second point is related to the effect of the
multitude and variety of the visual material in the periodical. In fact, the strong side
of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui is the intensity of the images that it presents to the
reader. It almost makes a bombardment of Modernist images of a variety of contents
and formats and the effects of this bombardment are far-reaching when the
international popularity of this monthly periodical is concerned. The issues reserved
for individual houses at the beginning of each publishing year after 1934 are
impressive in terms of the number and the variety of places they were built. They
give the impression that the Modernist houses were everywhere and expanding.
Jannière also writes about the amplifying effect of photography through the massreproduced images in the periodicals (Jannière, 2002) and we may add that
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L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui is one of the publications which creates this effect
most extensively.
When we focus on the processes of production and selection of the photographic
images in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, we may say the images are provided from a
variety of sources including architects, other periodicals, photographers and
photographic agencies. The variety in the format and quality of the photographs and
the photo-credits confirm this assumption. In the issues from the first couple of years,
most of the photographs are presented without crediting the photographer and photocredits gradually increase towards mid-30s. Photographs taken from other periodicals
and foreign sources are exceptions and information is almost always provided in
these cases. French photographers and agencies who worked with L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui and which were credited are among the well-known architectural
photographers of the period and they had consistent styles probably created through
working with architects and editors. The sources of the villa photographs published
between years 1930-1935 in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui are listed below in order
to demonstrate their variety.
Table 4.1:

Sources of photographs published in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui
between 1930-1935.

French photographers and
agencies

Albin Salaün, Jean Collas, Photo Sonia, Marc Vaux, Photo
Buffotot, Photos Jarach, Photos Jyska, Chevojon, Prasaens,
Léo Neveu, Besougly, Studio Kacska

French press services

Mon. des Travaux Publics Photo Service Cinématographique
d'Indo-Chine, Photo Industrielle du Sud-Ouest

German photographers

Ernst Sheel, Arthur Köster, Emil Leitner , Paucaldi, Schede,
Spreng, Kerling, E.Koch , Wolf-Bender, Göllner, Lunte

Austrian photographers

Schiller, Schister, Scherb, Weiss, Reissenstein

Czech photographers

Ilek & Paul

British photographers

Arthur Gill, H.Felton, F.S.Lincoln

Dutch photographers

Kamman, Zvat

Periodicals

Der Baumeister, Architectural Record, La Casa Bella,
Moderne Bauformen, Sinkentiku (Japan)
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4.1.2 Audience
The difference between the architectural periodicals that emerged in France in mid
1920s and the earlier avant-garde periodicals that promoted Modern architecture is
already discussed with reference to Hélène Jannière’s arguments. The “new
generation” of French periodicals, like the three discussed above, addressed a
professional audience who was interested in the concrete examples of the Modern
Style and therefore had an obviously different attitude when compared with the
preceeding avant-garde periodicals that focused on manifestoes, theories and idealist
projects. Periodicals that emerged around mid 1920s and the beginning of 1930s, like
L’Architecte, L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecture D’Aujourd’Hui, directly
focused on the presentation of built work, the discussion of technical and practical
issues and the promotion of the new style, materials and technologies in architecture.
Even the periodicals of interior design published in the 1920s and 1930s assumed to
have a professional audience who followed them with the motive of easily grasping
the essential features of Modern spaces through their specific format based on visual
material. In “Designing the Reader’s Interior”, Francesca Berry discusses the
audience profile of the interior design magazines of the 1920s and 1930s and says
that “the reader is implicitly positioned as a fellow professional or interested
amateur, a member of a closed network of specialist knowledge” (Berry, 2005).
The audience profile of the three periodicals discussed above is primarily shaped by
the group of practicing architects involved in Modern architecture and the
architectural critics, artists and designers who are interested in the new movement.
This deduction is based on both the comments of scholars like Jannière and Berry
and also on the evidences in the pages of each periodical in relation to the group of
readers it addresses. Despite their similarity in terms of audience profile, the three
French periodicals demonstrate certain differences in the configuration of the
specific groups they focus on.
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui is probably the one that has the largests and most
varied group of readers among the three, addressing an international audience from
the beginning. On the index page of the first issue of the periodical, the rates of
subscription are announced both for France and foreign countries and the message is
given to the reader that L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui will have an international
scope in its distribution. The second issue already gives a small list of correspondants
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abroad, for “Central Europe, United States, Poland and Russia” specifically. This list
gets enlarged in each issue, taking in separate correspondants for Great Britain,
Austria, Germany, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Portugal, Hungary, Turkey,
Argentina and Brazil, until 1935 (Figure 4.11). In the ninth issue of the periodical,
centers in Brussels, Budapest and Bucharest are named as distributors abroad, which
increase in number in the issues that follow as well.
The international orientation of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui manifests itself in two
distinct ways; first with its effective distribution abroad and second with the
inclusion of numerous foreign projects and works in its content. There are
architectural projects and buildings from abroad in almost every issue and
furthermore, news is given from other countries, related to technical innovations,
architectural events and organizations. Therefore, the periodical provides the French
reader extensive information about the recent architectural accomplishments from all
over the world while at the same time introducing French works and projects to its
audience abroad. The international audience of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui is
reflected in its versatile format and diversified content and thus determines its
character to great extent.

Figure 4.11 : The foreign correspondants of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui
presented on the index page of December 1935 issue.
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L’Architecture Vivante also includes projects and works from abroad and is an
internationally acknowledged periodical of the interwar era, however, its format and
the choice of texts and projects published in it demonstrate that it has a more
exclusive group of readers interested in the most revolutionary works of Modern
architecture. The audience profile of the periodical is definitely shaped by
professionals from the fields of architecture, planning and design, who would enjoy
and benefit from the theoretical and technical texts, detailed drawings and good
quality photographs of buildings, construction processes, urban centers etc. There is
no evidence in the pages of L’Architecture Vivante of any attempt at popularizing
the periodical, like advertisements, news or attractive visual data. On the contrary, its
book-like format with minimal graphics and exclusive content can be associated with
a very focused reader group.
L’Architecte as discussed before, addresses and represents French architects
specifically as a result of being published under the patronage of the “Society of
Architects with State Diplomas”. Their reader group can be assumed as French
architects and planners majorly yet however, the terms of subscription from abroad
and the list of foreign consultants in the former pages of the issues prove that it is a
periodical followed internationally by those who are interested in the major
achievements of Modern Architecture in France and abroad (Figure 4.12). The
countries from which subscriptions can be required are listed as England (and
colonies), Denmark, United States, Holland (and colonies), Italy, Norway, Palestine
and Sweden, in an issue published in 1931. In terms of popular graphics and
language L’Architecte can be placed somewhere in between the two other French
magazines discussed above, reserving space for news and announcements about
technical innovations, new materials and recently published books, in line with the
expectations and interests of its professional audience.

Figure 4.12 : Countries and prices for substription of L’Architecte from abroad.
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Despite the slight differences in their audience profiles, all three of the periodicals
discussed in this thesis primarily address practicing professionals in the fields of
architecture, planning and design and critics and scholars who are active in the same
fields. This brings along certain similarities in the ways they choose and present
materials, which are as well determined by their common aim of promoting Modern
architecture. All three periodicals focus on the presentation of striking visual images
of built work with the motive of portraying the essential features of the new style.
Therefore, the photographs of Modern buildings, supplemented by texts and
technical drawings, play the most important role in these periodicals. This is very
typical of the interwar periodicals of architecture in Europe and puts the difference
between them and their post-war successors that address a much more diverse
audience, with a more populist tone that emphasizes the Modern life-style rather than
the vocabulary of an architectural language.
4.2 The Image
4.2.1 Research methodology and methods of analysis
The main target of this Case Study research is to demonstrate the standardized image
of the Modern villa created through a series of photographs published intensively in
architectural periodicals of the interwar period. It is the hypothesis of this dissertation
that the mentioned series of villa/individual house images create an effect of likeness
and standardization between houses differing in scale, context and style in reality
through the repetition of certain elements and patterns in their photographic
representations. Therefore the research question that helps to test the hypothesis is:
What sorts of repetitive visual elements, patterns and structures lead to this effect? In
order to answer this question and to trace the repetition and continuity of these
elements and patterns it is necessary to have as numerous and various examples of
Modern villa photographs as possible and therefore, as explained in the former
section, a group of French periodicals are chosen as sources of images for the large
variety and number they provide.
At this point it is necessary to explain how the photographs are selected and gathered
from these periodicals for the case study research that is conducted to test the
hypothesis. As stated in the former section, the issues of three magazines
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecte published
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between years 1923 and 1935 are thoroughly scanned and photographs of all villas
and individual houses are copied and filed for analysis. It was important to include as
many and diverse examples presented under the general titles “villa” or “individual
house” as possible, both to show the frequency and intensity of their publication and
to be able to assess correctly the effects of the repetitive elements and patterns in
them. It is important to underline once more that these photographs collected for case
study are examined as a group or a series and the hypothesis of this study is related to
their meanings and effects when perceived as a whole and thus they must be tested
by the analysis of the characteristics of the series and not the single image.
From within this big group of images –902 in number-, which include all the
individual house photographs published in the three periodicals between the years
mentioned, a shorter list is formed out of the executed houses and sample houses
built for expositions, leaving out the models. Even the shorter list included many
repetitions (same house published in different periodicals) and in some cases too
many photographs of the same house. These repetitive and excessive images are also
eliminated and 460 images are selected to form the final image set. In the following
sections factual data about the content of the final list of photographs will be given
regarding their architects, places of execution and dates of publication.
The next step after finalizing the list of the photographs to be analyzed was to find
the right method or combination of methods of analysis. Gillian Rose’s Visual
Methodologies (Rose, 2001), as previously mentioned, has acted as a key source in
the selection of the appropriate method for the analysis of a series of photographs
among which continuities and similarities are traced. Rose describes a number of
methods of analysis that can be used separately or in combinations in the
interpretation of visual materials. Content Analysis is one of the methods she
explains and which she defines as an appropriate method in “handling large numbers
of images” and discovering the common patterns they share (Rose, 2001). Rose gives
a short history of Content Analysis mentioning its origin as a method used for the
qualitative analysis of texts during the interwar period. She explains its initial use as
such:
“Content analysis was concerned to analyze cultural texts in accordance with ‘the ideals of
quantification and natural science methodology’. It was first developed in the interwar period
by social scientists wanting to measure the ‘accuracy’ of the new mass media, and was given
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a further boost during World War II, when its methods were elaborated in order to detect
implicit messages from German domestic broadcast.” (Rose,

2001)

Content Analysis became a more widely used method in time, which is employed in
the identification of “replicable and valid” patterns –or codes as named by the
researchers using this method-, among any consistent group of data. An example
Rose gives of a research study on 600 photographs published in National Geographic
over three decades, is a good example of the way Content Analysis method is used
for the discovery of the repetitive patterns among visual materials. The researchers
Catherine Lutz and Jane Collins (Rose, 2001) searched for the repetitive elements
and patterns in photographs related to “non-Western” contexts, which they believed,
influenced the way “Americans” visualized the “non-Western” world. Rose describes
four steps in the application of Content Analysis on visual materials:
Finding your images
Devising your categories for coding
Coding the images
Analyzing the results
The first step is forming a set of relevant images appropriate for the study of the
research question. The set, as Rose explains, must include all the relevant images
taken from valid sources even though the researcher does not have to analyze every
single one of them. Especially when a large number of images are concerned, it is
possible to make “samplings” out of representative examples using one of the
sampling strategies she lists as “random, stratified, systematic or cluster”. About the
case of this specific study, the criteria for the selection of the group of images are
already discussed in the former sections. The sampling among the images are made
by a stratified strategy, creating three sub-groups of photographs as “exterior views,
interior views and terrace views” of the houses and taking a single image from each
group for each of the houses. Certain exceptions are made and more than one
photograph is taken from a sub-group if the images present distinct aspects in
relation to the research question. For instance, numerous interior views of a single
house are sometimes put in the image set, if they show distinct spaces. All the
photographs selected for the case study analysis are presented as thumbnail images
organized under three categories in the Album in Appendix A.
Rose defines the second step as “devising your categories for coding” and explains
the meaning of “coding” as “attaching a set of descriptive labels to the images”. The
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coding categories must be formed in relation to the research question and must be
“exhaustive, exclusive and enlightening”. For this specific study, the coding
categories are interpreted as the main groups of elements or patterns that create the
effect of standardization and similarity among the distinct houses labeled as Modern.
The repetitive elements and patterns that are observed in the images of Modern villas
can be grouped under three main categories. The first one is related to the content of
the images and includes architectural elements, natural elements, furniture and
accessories, human figures etc.. The second category is related to the photographic
composition of the images and the third one to photographic techniques and effects
that form repetitive patterns among them. The approach here, in this study, is to
include photographic composition strategies and techniques of photography as
categories of coding that must be analyzed as repetitive patterns equally important as
the elements in the content of images. The detailed lists of titles are given in
Appendix E and the significance of each code in terms of the sub-group of
photographs it relates to, is discussed in the relevant sections of the analysis of
images.
It must be noted here that, there are two different ways the mechanisms of repetition
operate in the group of photographs studied in this thesis. The first one is that
repetition itself, as a phenomenon, creates a sense of standardization and masks the
differences between the houses and their contexts. The second, on the other hand, is
related to the specific meaning and effects of the repeating elements and patterns. In
most cases the repeating element -or the repetitive absence of an element- in the
photographs of Modern villas help to create a sense of standardization, anonymity
and an ambiguity of place, time and culture. An example of this is the standard types
of Modern furniture used in most of the interior views. Therefore the issue of
repetition has to be dealt with on two different levels first of which is purely
quantitative while the second is largely qualitative.
The third step in Content Analysis is “coding the images” which indicates a process
through which “each image must be carefully examined and all the relevant codes
attached to it” (Rose, 2001). This means, for this specific study, that every
photograph must be analyzed in terms of each element or pattern defined for the subgroup it belongs to and both the presence and absence of these elements must be
noted down.
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The final and most important step of Content Analysis method is the interpretation of
the results that are provided from the coding process. Generally, the results are
counted down and “quantitative accounts” and “cross-tabulations and correlations”
are made through charts and tables. At this point Rose criticizes the approaches that
over-emphasize the quantitative aspects of the results and not dwell on their
qualitative interpretations in relation to the wider context they belong to. She praises
the studies that are able to develop discussions on the qualitative aspects of the
results of analysis.
What is tried to be demonstrated in this study, through the interpretation of the
results of analysis, is not a scientific proof of certain observations by numbers and
charts but rather the analysis and portrayal of the atmosphere created by the possible
effects of some forms of visual continuity and repetition within a specific milieu of
architectural representation. Therefore, other than providing some main numerical
results that give a sense of the frequency and intensity of the repetition of mentioned
elements and patterns, quantitative data is not of much importance in this study.
Instead, data about the frequency and intensity of repetition of certain elements and
patterns will serve as a base for the interpretation of the possible effects they had on
the perception of the “problem” of the Modern villa.
There are some drawbacks of the method of Content Analysis, which one has to be
aware of while utilizing it. Rose interprets them as the problems arising from the
difficulty of “approaching visual meaning through quantitative techniques” (Rose,
2001). Below are listed some of these drawbacks:
CA assumes that the frequent is more important and that the rare and the
absent is totally out of discussion,
CA does not “discriminate between the occurrences of a code”; which means
it can not deal with the different meanings a code gains in different images,
CA divides the images into fragments or components and leaves aside the
compositional significance of these fragments when perceived together.
Therefore it has an inability for grasping the “expressive content” or the
“mood” of the image.
CA does not take into account the context, production process and audience
of the images and focuses too much on the quantitative aspects of its visual
content.
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It is a fact that Content Analysis offers practical strategies in dealing with a large
number of images and analyzing them in “a consistent manner”. However, the
criticism above is valid and the analysis strategies of this Content Analysis have to
be developed including compositional information and information on techniques
and effects of photography within the process of analysis. Moreover, the result
interpretation stage has to be released from the restraints of quantitative evaluations
and the results should be interpreted more conceptually drawing connections with the
physical, social and political contexts they belong to. The overall effects of repetitive
elements in the images must be discussed keeping in mind that consistently absent or
implicit elements may equally be effective as consistently present ones.
The field of Semiology offers strategies that may help to compensate the drawbacks
of Content Analysis method and may be employed in the final stage concerning the
interpretation of the results of analysis. Semiological methods, similar to those of
Content Analysis, focus on the image itself and its inherent structure yet they have
the advantage of relating the codes of the image to wider social and ideological
systems of meaning. In addition to that, they tend to prioritize the interpretation of
the effects of images rather than the mechanical analysis of quantitative data. A
specific source from the field of Semiology will be referred to in this study, which
offers a clear set of relevant strategies for the interpretation of photographic images
and which can be combined with the strategies of Content Analysis. Roland Barthes,
in his essay “The Photographic Message” (Barthes, 1977), talks about the different
forms of message photographs convey and he specifically focuses on press
photographs, which makes his arguments especially relevant for this study. He
defines two basic types of messages which he believes all products of imitative arts
bear; denoted message and connoted message. Denoted message refers to the basic
“analogical reproduction of reality” whereas the connoted message is the name he
gives to the category of secondary meanings produced by the style and techniques of
reproduction and by the “culture of the society receiving the message” (Barthes,
1977). Barthes mentions the general belief that photographic images –and especially
press photographs- do not bear connoted messages and the practice of photography is
thought of as a “mechanical analogue of reality”. He criticizes this view and explains
his contrasting arguments as such:
“This purely ‘denotative status of the photograph, the perfection and plenitude of its analogy,
in short its ‘objectivity’ has every chance of being mythical (these are the characteristics that
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common sense attributes to the photograph). In actual fact, there is a strong probability (and
this will be a working hypothesis) that the photographic message too –at least in the press- is
connoted. Connotation is not necessarily immediately graspable at the level of the message
itself (it is one could say, at once invisible and active, clear and implicit) but it can already be
inferred from certain phenomena which occur at the levels of production and reception of the
message: on the one hand the press photograph is an object that has been worked on, chosen,
composed, constructed, treated according to professional, aesthetic or ideological norms
which are so many factors of connotation; while on the other, this same photograph is not
only perceived, received, it is read, connected more or less consciously by the public that
consumes it to a traditional stock of signs.”

(Barthes, 1977).

After drawing attention to the “connotative status” of press photographs, Barthes
lists the connotative procedures that are in operation in press photographs and have
to be taken into account in order to decipher the secondary meanings they produce.
The six procedures he discusses are listed below:
Trick effects: The actual treatment of photographs manipulating reality.
Pose: “Stereotyped attitudes which form

ready-made elements

of

signification”.
Objects: The choice of objects arranged in front of the camera.
Photogenia: Techniques of “lighting, exposure and printing”.
Aestheticism: Consciously employed compositional techniques.
Syntax: The effect of a sequence of photographs perceived together.
One last procedure Barthes discusses in addition to the ones above is the relationship
of the photographs with the texts surrounding it. Barthes does not include this last
procedure in the list above as he believes it is of secondary importance and defines
the text accompanying the press photograph –caption, headline or article- as a
“parasitic message designed to connote the image”.
Some of these procedures are relevant within the context of this study, while some
other are not applicable to the case study material at hand. The concept of pose, for
instance is quite relevant when interpreted as framing of a photograph and will be
discussed in detail for all sub-groups in the Case study. Photogenia and aestheticism
are also procedures that are definitely apparent in the photographs of Modern villas,
which are produced very consistently in terms of photographic and compositional
techniques. However, trick effects may not be as relevant as the procedure mentioned
above as not many of the photographs seem to bear traces of tricks effects. Synax is a
procedure that is extremely important within the framework of this study as the main
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focus here is the effect produced by the series of villa photographs and not just one
or two of them. The effect of texts on the perception of photographic images is also
an important issue related to the specific body of villa photographs and the specific
patterns of repetition and variation in them will be discussed in a separate subsection. Further sub-titles of photographic procedures will be offered in the analysis
of Case Study photographs, which fall within the general categories by Barthes, yet
relate to their characteristics more specifically.
To sum up, strategies of Content Analysis are brought together with those proposed
by Barthes to achieve a hybrid method of analysis that would enable the
interpretation of both quantitative and qualitative aspects of the phenomenon of early
Modern villa photographs. Content Analysis helps detecting the apparently frequent
elements and patterns existing in the photographs and their relationship with each
other in terms of the ratios and places of frequency. Semiological tools serve to
interpret these elements and patterns as denoted or/and connoted messages and
relating them with the current ideologies and discources of early Modern
architecture. Through this second process, possible connotations and meanings of the
repetitive elements are expected to be revealed and their possible effects on their
audiences presumed. While these elements and patterns will be analyzed -both
quantitatively and qualitatively-, as singular phenomena, their possible ways of
interaction in the formation of a photographic atmosphere will be discussed as well.
The aim here is to analytically portray the “expressive content” or character of this
specific body of photographs by combining quantitative and qualitative methods and
to establish a balance between the emphasis put on factual data, visual analysis and
contextual interpretation with the final aim of reaching convincing knowledge that
will support the hypothesis of this study.
4.2.2 Image categories and factual data
In order to constitute the set of images which will be put through Content Analysis,
three important French periodicals are scanned in search of photographs of villas and
all sorts of single family dwellings. All published projects that can be listed under the
general category of single family houses –except those which are units of social
housing projects- are taken into consideration and a “data set” (Rose, 2001) is
constituted from which the selected set of photographic images is later sampled for
analysis. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 present information about the “data set” published in
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the three periodicals between the years mentioned in the former section. After
providing information about the “data set”, the sampling method and the profile of
the “image set” will be described. For the sake of further clarification, definitions of
the “data set” and the “image set” may briefly be repeated as such:
Data set = Visual and written documents of all the villa / single family house projects
published in the three magazines between the years 1923-1935
Image set = The group of photographic images of the specific projects selected from
within the “data set” for case study analysis
Below is a table that demonstrates the basic information about the number of villas
or single family houses that each periodical published during the time periods
chosen.
Table 4.2: Total number of villa projects published.
1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

AA
AV
LA

2

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

total

8

29

68

18

52

22

197

9

14

15

21

3

5

14

5

11

1

2

0

3

5

3

3

7

4

4

5

100
4

2

42

The “data set” and thus the numbers in Table 4.2 include projects that appeared in
different formats; for instance as built work designed by an architect for a specific
client, as real-scale prototypes built for expositions, or as models or drawings of
theoretical projects. As can be seen in Table 4.1 L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui
published a lot more projects in five years than the other two periodicals did in
approximately ten years. The variety of countries from which the projects come from
and the architects they belong to are also incomparably richer in L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui when compared to L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architect. Tables
4.2 and 4.3 show this range of variation for each periodical:
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1

2

2

4

1

4

4

3

1
3

1
1

1
1

2

1

Japan

2

USA

5

Tunisia

4

Spain

1

3
3
1
7

Switzerland

2

6
9
3
2
3
5

Sweden

1

Romania

9

Poland

Egypte

2

Italy

England

1
0

Hungary

Denmark

4

Holland

Checkosl.

1
1

Germany

Belgium

3

France

Austria

A
A
A
V
L
A

Argentina

Table 4.3: List of the countries from which the periodicals published villa projects.

5

1
5

1
2

6

1

Table 4.4: List of architects whose projects are published.
AA

Abraham, Ahren, Baehler, Barbier Bouvet, Barret, Behrens, Bens, Berst, Betourne,

Beugnet, Bourgeois, Brelet, Breuer, Brinkmann & Van der Vlugt, Brukalski, Burnet & Tait,
Bustillo, Byers, Cantacuzène, Chareau, Checkley, Chitty & Tecton, Debré, De Los Campo,
Duesberg, Elkouken, Eierman, Favier, Fischer, Frankel, Furiet, Gellhorn, Ginsberg, Gladky,
Gray, Groupe 5, Guerin, Guévrékian, Gutkind, Hardel, Hoervick, Hoffmann, Horiguti, Howe &
Lescaze, Ischiura, Janco, Jourdain, Judtmann, Karplus, Kloos, Koerte, Kohler, Koninck, Konrad,
Kozma, Kretschmer, Kroha, Krueger, Kume, Kurata, Lauterbach, Le Corbusier & Pierre
Jeanneret, Le Meme, Libera, Linhart, Loos, Lubinsky, Luckhart, Lurçat, Mallet-Stevens,
Machon, Maillard, Margold, Markelius, Marston & Maybury, Mendelsohn, Menkes, Moreux,
Moser, Nakamishi,Nanquette, Neutra, Nicolas, Novello, Pacon, Perret, Pingusson, Plischke,
Raymond (A), Raymond (E), Richter, Riha, Rosenauer, Rosenthal, Sabatou, Salvisberg,
Sauvage, Sato, Scharoun, Schlamensee, Schlegel, Schumacher, Segal, Siclis & Robain, Skinner
& Tecton, Stephensen, Taniguti, Taut (M), Taut (B), Theiss & Jaksch, Thurin, Tourasse,
Tsiuchiura, Ueno, Vago, Van Der Borght, Van den Broeck, Van der Rohe (M), Vaquero, Vilar,
Von der Muhl, Wagner, Weinwurm, Weiser, Welz, Wiedemeyer, Wiesner, Wood, Yamada, Zac,
Zielensky.
AV

Bailly, Brinkman & Van der Vlugt, Byvoet & Duiker, Dudok, Garnier, Gocar, Gray &

Badovici, Gropius & Meyer, Janco, Jirasek, Korn, Kotera, Le Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret,
Loos, Luckhardt, Mallet-Stevens, Mendelsohn, Muche, Niedermoser, Oud, Perret, Rasch,
Raymond (A), Rietvelt, Süe, Van Doesburg, Van Eesteren, Van der Rohe, Van de Velde,
Wiesner, Wormser, Wright.
LA

Abraham, Bassompierre, Beaudoin & Lods, Bourgeois, Debré, Fraenkel, Furiet,

Garnier, Guévrékian, Hoffmann, Kohn & Lavergne, Kozma, Lacourrège & Cartron, Le
Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret, Letrosne, Lurçat, Mallet-Stevens, Markelius, Moreux, NanquetteFlorent, Neutra, Patout, Perret, Sauvage, Siclis, Steens, Süe, Tait & Burnet, Veissière.
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The sampling strategy used in creating the “image set” from within the “data set” is
closest to the one Rose calls “Stratified sampling” and explains as sampling from
sub-groups that already exist in the data set and choosing an image from each subgroup (Rose, 2001). In the data set of this specific study each different project is
accepted as a sub-group and therefore at least a single photographic image of every
villa or single family house is included in the “image set”. Those projects that did not
have photographic images or had images with very poor quality are naturally left out
and those that were published more than once in different magazines are represented
in the “image set” with the images that had the best quality.
Three more general sub-groups are defined among the whole range of photographs of
the villas which can be listed as:
Exterior views (EV)
Interior views (IV)
Views of terraces, balconies etc. (TV)
At least a single image from each of these sub-groups is included in the image set for
each villa if provided in the periodicals. More than a single image from a sub-group
is taken if they present different spaces (different rooms, terraces etc.) of the building
or different photographic aspects. The final “image set” is called an “Album” and
presented as Appendix A. The Album contains a total of 457 images subdivided as
246 Exterior Views (EV), 156 Interior Views (IV) and 55 Terrace Views (TV). Each
building is given a specific number and the images belonging to that building are
indicated with specific codes that bear this number preceeded by one of the letters E,
I or T to specify the type of image. Appendix A presents the full list of the buildings
included in the “Album” and their photographic images that are analyzed in the
following section.
4.2.3 Analysis of codes: Repetitive elements and patterns
The analysis of the photographs in the image set is based on a simple generic matrix
given in Table 4.5, in which codes of analysis categorized under three titles;
Composition Content and Techniques & Effects are matched with the images sorted
as Exterior, Interior and Terrace Views. Specific codes of analysis will be
determined for each image group in relation to the dominant characteristics they
display, based on the general structure of the matrix. While determining the codes,
site-specificity, idiosyncrasy and luxury are the guiding concepts and those codes
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which reveal information about different modes of their manifestations in these
images are put to analysis. Not each code may be relevant for each image set and
therefore in the course of the analytical study three different matrices will be derived
from this generic one. What is aimed to be achieved is a mapping of the frequency of
appearance of each code in the relevant image group, which is expected to reveal
data about the dominant repetitive patterns and elements that contribute to the
“fabricated homogeneity” of the Image Set. Besides, the different matrices formed
for Exterior, Interior and Terrace views will also be compared in terms of the
intensity of repetitive elements in each. The data gathered from this analysis will be
elaborated through interpretations and discussions on the denoted and connoted
messages they bear, with reference to relevant literature and finally their cumulative
effects in the creation of a standardized image and thus on the “problem” of the
Modern villa will be discussed in the conclusive sub-section of this chapter.
Table 4.5: Draft Matrix for coding categories: Repetitive elements and patterns.

Composition

Code 1
Code 2
Code 3
Code 4
...

Content

Code 1
Code 2
Code 3
Code 4
Code 5
...

Techniques
& Effects

Coding Categories: Repetitive Elements and Patterns

Code 1
Code 2
Code 3
...

Exterior Views

Interior Views

Terrace Views

Dominant
Feature

Dominant
Feature

Dominant
Feature

Exception(s)
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Exception(s)

Exception(s)

4.2.3.1 Exterior Views
There is a large number of images within the exterior views in the “image set” that
create a similar visual effect due to the presence of certain repetitive elements and
patterns among them. This effect can be roughly defined as an image with an isolated
and plain architectural object that dominates the frame of the photograph, whose
physical context -whether it be a natural landscape or a vicinity of other houses-,
appears as a vague background. In the following sub-sections, the repetitive patterns
that create this visual kinship among the larger portion of “exterior views” are
analyzed under different categories related to composition, context and technical
qualities for the sake of mapping the dominant characteristics in each of them as well
as exceptions. Therefore, for each category of analysis dominant cases and
exceptions will be defined and their ways of contributing to the general visual effect
defined above will be discussed. Both the dominant cases and exceptions will be
exemplified visually with relative data about their frequency of apparition and the
relative sizes of different cases will be provided.
EV / Composition / framing
The most consistent element that repeatedly appears in the “exterior view” images is
a type of framing that puts the villa in the center of the visual field and excludes any
other building or man-made object from the frame of the image. The rest of the
visual field left from the villa generally displays an indistinct fragment of landscape
or built environment that gives little or no clue about the geographic location, urban
area or even the atmosphere of the close-by surroundings of the building. This type
of framing works most effectively in those villas which are hidden back inside their
own plots surrounded by a natural vacuum yet alternative techniques like tight
framing (leaving little or no space between the subject and the frame of the
photograph) or masking -with present natural elements like trees- are utilized to
make it work for those cases in which neighboring or adjacent buildings exist nearby,
as well. This dominant type of framing is exemplified in Appendix D / Figure D.1
with the number of images that have it.
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Within the Exterior Views group, there are images of villa models, which can be
associated with this dominant type of framing and which probably present the
strongest effect of isolation as the models are generally photographed before an
abstract monochromatic (generally black) background as though floating in space
(Figure 4.13). Some villa prototypes built for Expos or exhibitions in the Exterior
Views have similar images produced by special framing and lighting effects. These
photographs of models and prototypes remind one of the experiments of avant-garde
photographers of the 20s and 30s, discussed in the former chapter, in which objects
or fragments of objects are intentionally detached from their contexts in order to
achieve alternative modes of perception. Here it is possible to comment that the
intention of the architectural photographer is to put full emphasis on the formal
qualities of the architectural object, avoiding any sort of visual contamination that
may be caused by a foreign object entering the frame of the photograph. There are a
couple of exceptions in which the models or prototypes are placed within natural
surroundings by methods of photographic montage but the majority of model images
are presented before an abstract dark background.

Figure 4.13: Views of private house models (Appendix A/ 1E, 5E, 16E, 98E).
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It is possible to talk about two exception groups in “exterior views” in terms of
framing. First one is the group of photographs, in which the natural surroundings of
the villa is given a considerable space (Appendix D / Figure D.2) and thus the
context of the building is perceivable but there are almost no examples that provide
the view of neighboring buildings within the photographic frame except from a few
like the images of the houses in Weissenhoff Siedlung in Stuttgart and Rue Mallet
Stevens, Paris (Figure 4.14). And this is interesting because, the neighboring
buildings in these photographs are also designed by Modernist architects and
therefore are allowed to enter the frame of the image. The second exception group
consists of cropped views of buildings which generally display a two dimensional
graphic effect of one of the façades and almost no information about their
surroundings (Appendix D / Fig B.3).

Figure 4.14: Houses in urban environments (Appendix A/ 52E, 102E).
EV / Composition / viewing angle
Apart from framing, another common aspect of the dominant group of exterior views
is that most of them are shot at an oblique angle with respect to the front façade of
the building (Appendix D / Figure D.1). This enables the viewer to perceive both the
primary façade of the building and also the three dimensional qualities of its mass
like size, proportions and form. It is often discussed that photographers of Modern
architecture were fond of these oblique views for a number of reasons, one of which
is the desire to show the simplicity and the tectonic continuity of the mass of
Modernist buildings (Haus, 1997). Photographs of pre-Modernist buildings required
frontal views in order to provide an undistorted representation of their decorated and
usually symmetrical facades and almost as a rule, “cast shadows, oblique lighting
and diagonal views” were avoided. However with Modernist buildings, what was
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striking and thus had to be reflected in their photographic images was the form of
their masses -or combination of masses-, rather that the frontal effect of their façades.
This was even more so with villas as they stood out independently, detached from
other buildings, perceivable on all sides and therefore consciously designed in terms
of the three dimensional effect of their masses. Photographs of Bauhaus buildings
taken by Moholy-Nagy and Lucia Moholy at unusually oblique views from below or
above contributed a great deal in the popularization of these types of images as well.
The villa photographs analyzed in this study do not reflect such experimental
approaches but they surely present a consistent preference of the “oblique view”
while depicting the exterior aspects of villas. And it may be commented that these
types of photographs taken at an angle enhance the “isolated object” effect as the
buildings gain a complete visual integrity and independence by revealing the size,
limits and form of their masses.
The only exception to the “oblique view” employed in the exterior photographs of
villas is the “frontal view” seen in a small number of images with cropped framings.
The photograph of Frank Lloyd Wright’s house in Taliesin shown from above is a
unique case in terms of viewing angle and the emphasis is put on the relationship
between the horizontal roofscape and the flat lands of the prairie seen at a distance
(Fig 4.15).

Figure 4.15: 52E Frank Lloyd Wright’s house at Taliesin (Appendix A/ 79E).
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EV / Content / architectural style
It is a complex task to decide to what extent architectural style contributes to
establishing a visual kinship between the villa photographs, as it would require a
precise definition of the elements that are considered Modernist. In fact, it must be
kept in mind that all the photographs included in the “image set” are taken from three
periodicals devoted to the presentation of “Modern Architecture” and thus
categorized as “Modern”, even though the term appears as a vague concept as
explained by Hélène Jannière and discussed in the former sections of this chapter.
However it is obvious from the photographs that this general category accommodates
significantly different examples in terms of architectural style and ideological
approach to issues like building-context relationship, imposed life style etc.
Despite the presence of this variety, it is possible to distinguish a dominant group of
photographs from within the “Exterior views” that portray villas with relatively
similar architectural features (Appendix D / Fig B.1). These features can be listed as
simplicity of form and geometry of both primary and secondary elements, absence of
ornament, having monochromatic surfaces and compactness of masses. In other
words, they can be described as Alison and Peter Smithson does while defining the
style of the “Heroic Period of Modern Architecture”:
“Essentially a “Modern” Architecture was:
cubic, or appeared to be carved out of cubes.
geometrically organized and highly abstract in its interpretation of human activities.
a complete thing in itself.
was poised, not rooted to its site.
was usually white or brightly coloured, or made of shiny materials.
natural materials, when used, appear to be substitutes for artificial materials not yet
invented.”

(Smithson, 1981).

It may be discussed that each of these features are handled differently in different
villas and put together to form distinct entities that can be associated with different
“plastic systems” in Smithsons’ words, yet however, in terms of basic visual effects,
they work similarly to enhance the sense of a well defined object with a simple yet
strong character that boldly differentiates it from its environment. What is also
common in the images in this large group is that none of these architectural features
takes its reference from the surrounding, i.e. it is not possible to trace the effect of a
landscape element, the topography, an existing man-made object or environment on
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the form or organization of these buildings. All architectural features forming these
villas give the impression of an abstract self-referential system that makes them look
like toy blocks left on the ground by an invisible hand. And the simplicity of the
architectural language generates a sense of similarity at first sight.
Besides this dominant group, there are other smaller ones which can be less easily
associated with the standard formal characteristics and the visual effects listed above.
These smaller groups of different architectural styles which may be regarded as
exceptions are briefly explained below:
There is a group of villas that combine the general principles of Modern style defined
above with certain traditional, local and relatively more conventional elements like
high pitched roofs, overhanging eaves, cornices and brick, stone or wooden cladding
on the façades. In general the villas in this group are more conventional in terms of
the composition of their masses and façades as well (Appendix D / Figure D.4).
This second group consists of villas that have their roots in an earlier phase of
Modern architecture with a more classical touch and which do not match with 20s
international Modernism stylistically. Besides houses by Auguste Perret and Peter
Behrens which truly present a classic Modernism, villas by French architects who
randomly and eclectically used classical elements like arcades, arched windows and
cornices on symmetrically arranged façades are included in this group (Appendix D /
Figure D.5). Third group is comprised of unique experiments which cannot be
categorized (Appendix D / Figure D.6). The villas in this group belong to well
known Modernist architects but they represent their experiments or research, which
again fall outside the more homogeneous corpus of houses with a mainstream
Modernist style. These include, later houses of Le Corbusier like Villa Mandrot and
Maison de Weekend in which he used local elements and materials and
expressionistic designs by Erich Mendelsohn and Hans Scharoun (Appendix D /
Figure D.7). Frank Lloyd Wright’s villas constitute a completely different and
original group stylistically (Appendix D / Figure D.8).
These bold categories related to architectural styles are exemplified in Appendix D
Figures B.4-B.8 and the numbers of the villas representing these groups are given in
Appendix E Table E.1 in order to show their relative sizes within the “exterior
views”.
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EV / Composition / materials and texture
The different ways and degrees of manifestation of materials and texture in the
exterior views of the villas in the Image Set is an interesting issue that reveals how
characteristics of Modern Architecture get combined with photographic techniques
and strategies to build up a dominant visual effect. A specific section of the book
International Style by Henry-Russel Hitchcock and Philip Johnson (Hitchcock &
Johnson, 1932), titled “Surfacing Material” consists of arguments that help a great
deal in analyzing the data about the appearance of materials and texture in exterior
views. Therefore, the analysis is given in relation to Hitchcock and Johnson’s
comments in the following lines.
The dominant case in the exterior views in relation to materials and texture is
represented by the big group of photographs formed out of those buildings that have
only stucco and glass on their exterior surfaces (metal fixtures and roof tiles that
appear in certain images are neglected) (Table E.1). In the images of this group of
villas, stucco usually appears with a smooth finishing except for a couple of
exceptions and some models with rough texture. Windows are usually placed flush
with the surface of the building mass and the glass appears as single large plates in
most of them. Therefore all surfaces of the building mass display a strong sense of
continuity and homogeneity while at the same time possesing an abstract language as
light colored stucco -which looks white in black & white photography- reveals
minimum information about its material qualities and make the exterior surfaces look
like abstract folding planes. This is an effect Hitchcock and Johnson strongly admire
about the “International Style” buildings and discuss in detail how it can be achieved
through selection and application of different surfacing materials:
“The character of structure of volume is not expressed merely by the general design of a
modern building: the actual materials of the surface itself are of the utmost importance. The
ubiquitous stucco, which still serves as the hall-mark of the contemporary style has the
aesthetic advantage of forming a continuous even covering. But if the stucco is rough, the
sharpness of the design, which facilitates the apprehension of the building’s volume, is
blunted.”

(Hitchcock & Johnson, 1932).

The dominant group of exterior views that display buildings with stucco finishing
perfectly fit the description of Hitchcock and Johnson and most of them even satisfy
a secondary condition that the authors discuss. They draw attention to the fact that
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the size and type of windows are also important in achieving continuous surfaces and
a contemporary look in the buildings:
“The massiveness of the walls of the past was emphasized by the contrast between the wall
surfaces and the windows. The walls appeared the more solid for being visibly penetrated by
infrequent holes. Today the general consistency of the design and the sense of continuous
surface is emphasized by reducing the contrast between the transparent and the opaque
sections of the bounding walls. Windows should be independent in character but not a breach
in the general coherence of the surface.” (Hitchcock

& Johnson, 1932).

Architectural style itself guarantees the type of window openings recommended by
Hitchcock and Johnson in most buildings in this dominant group but in addition to
that, there is a photographic trick applied to reduce the “contrast” between window
and wall surfaces in a big number of exterior views, which is noticed when examined
carefully. In many exterior photographs of the villas in the image set, the curtains are
drawn fully or partially in order to eliminate the harsh contrast that would occur
between glass surfaces and the rest of the building. In photographs with no curtains,
the windows appear as black spots or strips that break the continuity of the generally
light colored facades of the Modern villas. When curtains are drawn, the glass planes
appear in almost the same color as the wall surfaces and the “contrast” effect that
recalls the “architecture of the past” is eliminated (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16: The difference between façade views with and without the curtains
drawns (Appendix A/ 112E, 196E).
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After clarifying the priority of stucco as the proper material for surfacing
contemporary buildings, Hitchcock and Johnson mention its technical shortcomings
–like “cracking and streaking”- as well and go on discussing other materials and their
respective capacities in achieving continuous and even surfaces. Modular materials
like brick and stone are approached critically by the authors as they recall the “mass
and the dead weight” of the masonry architecture of the past unless used in special
ways that “emphasize the continuity of the surface”. Hitchcock and Johnson suggest
that if brick is to be used as a surfacing material, evenly colored and textured units
should be selected and mortar should be the same color as the bricks to guarantee the
homogeneity of the surface color. If stone is the material selected for surfacing, units
should be sized in such a way that they reveal their planar character as a surfacing
material and be related to the dimensions of the glass surfaces.
The second category of images under this analysis code is comprised of exterior
views of buildings finished with materials other than stucco, including brick and
stone. This group forms 15% of the exterior views and it displays a variety in terms
of the effects of continuity and evenness on the façade. Villas with brick finishing on
the façade are usually those in Holland, England and Germany and they usually
display an artful combination of the material with the language of contemporary
architecture. Majority of the photographs of buildings with brick finishing again
suffer from exposure failures and the material is hardly recognizable. Exterior view
of Mendelsohn’s villa is an exception that portrays expressive use of brick, which
divides the façade into horizontal strips of black and white (Appendix A/150E). Of
the 5 buildings finished with stone cladding 3 is Le Corbusier’s villas; Villa
Mandrot, Maison de Weekend and villa in Mathes. In these buildings, stone is
combined with stucco and glass surfaces (in plates and tiles) and they clearly
represent a phase of the architect’s career in which he seeks alternatives to the
canonical language of the Modern style. Other than these, there are photographs of
buildings with wood, metal panels and pre-cast concrete units as finishing materials,
in this third category of exterior views in relation to materials and texture.
In addition to these two groups concerning the expression of materials and texture in
exterior views there is a second smaller group which creates a similar effect in terms
of continuity and evenness of façade surfaces. This group of 23 images, consists of
exterior views of villas which do not provide accurate visual information about the
material and texture of the building façades, generally due to failures in photographic
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techniques like over-exposure, or low printing quality. In any case, most of the villas
these photographs also portray have homogeneously textured and colored surfaces
even though the type of finishing material of their façades is not clear.
When these three categories are evaluated together, it is possible to say that there is a
dominant effect of continuity and homogeneity created by the photographs of
buildings with stucco finishing and this effect is strengthened by a large number of
images from the other two, which display homogeneous tones on their exterior
surfaces even though they are not smooth stucco finishing. And this creates a neutral
and dull image as a result of the suppression of real material qualities of the façades
and turn them into abstract folding planes. There are exceptions like the images of
villas by Perret and Wright, which do not have this homogeneous effect and on the
contrary display relief-like patterns on their façades made out of distinct materials
(Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.17: Textured façades by Perret and Wright (Appendix A/ 106E, 76E).
However when the dominant effect is concerned, the neutrality of the majority of
façades in terms of materials and texture have certain connotations. First of all they
enhance the feeling of similarity between the villas as most of them look the same
color and material. The idiosyncrasies of each house are masked by this pale layer of
coating on their exterior surfaces. Secondly, the buildings achieve a strong sense of
unity through the continuous and even surfaces that bound their masses and appear as
isolated and singular objects. A third connotation would be related to the issue of
luxury as even the most expensive and largw houses look relatively modest when
finished with simple stucco instead of luxury stone plates or exclusive brickwork.
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Part of this effect is created by the architecture itself and part is a result of the
photographic and printing techniques as explained above. One last connotation
resulting from the neutrality of exterior surfaces is the weakening of the clues about
place, geography and culture to which the buildings belong.
EV / Composition / elements of nature & landscape
“Composed of the expanse and the gradations of the ground, of sheets of water and of
vegetation, of rock formation and the sky covered with stretches or with tufts of green,
opening to perspectives, enclosed by the horizon, the site is the nourishment offered by our
eyes to our senses, to our intelligence, to our hearts. The site is the base of the architectural
composition. I learned this during the course of a long trip I made, in 1911, knapsack on my
back from Prague as far as Greece and Asia Minor. I discovered architecture related to its
natural site.” Le Corbusier,

1961 (Le Corbusier, 1999).

Natural elements in architectural photographs, like trees, plants, water, topography or
designed landscape not only provide information about the atmosphere of the
physical environment of the building but also give a sense of the type of climate and
geography in which it exists. Therefore elements of nature are extremely important in
contextualizing a building, especially in the case of the villa type as it is an
architectural manifestation of the way man gets in contact with nature.
When the exterior views in the image set are analyzed in terms of the appearance of
natural elements three basic categories emerge: The first one is the dominant
category representing 131 exterior views (53%) and it is composed of those images
that contain indistinct pieces of landscape or nature that do not help to deduce any
information from the photograph, related to the natural context of the building (Table
E.1). Nature, in these photographs, appears in the form of grey patches that frame the
building or form an abstract background to it. It is not possible to identify the type of
trees or plants that surround the villa or get a notion of the type of topography or
geographical conditions it is placed in. These types of photographs remind one of the
discussions on the complicated relationship of Modern architecture with nature while
on the one hand praising it as a vital source of reference of abstract systems and on
the other, staying distant as a result of the prevailing “notion of the building as
preferably a free standing object” (Rowe, 1983). In Collage City, Colin Rowe talks
about the fascination of the Moderns with the dream of an “unadulterated” and
idealized nature in which the buildings would be inserted (Rowe, 1983). According
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to Rowe, what fascinated them about this vision of nature was that it would take the
place of the existing context of the cities or settlements, “which has been, typically,
envisaged as a contaminant, as something both morally and hygienically leprous”
and provide a homogeneous and fresh background for their Modern objects. It is
possible to comment on the reflection of a similar mind-set in the exterior views in
this category as the nature only acts as a passive element that helps accentuating the
autonomous expression of the building.
The second category of exterior views concerning the manifestation of natural
elements is the formed out of those photographs in which identifiable forms of nature
and topography exist and play role in the perception of the building. Most of the
exterior views of Le Corbusier’s villas in the Image Set fall into this category and
present views of the surrounding natural elements like the slender trees around the
Maison de Week-end, the lake near the villa he built for his parents or the large
meadow over which Villa Savoye rises (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18: Natural surrounding of villas by Le Corbusier (App. A/ 10E, 257E).
It is no surprise that Le Corbusier’s images contain expressive natural forms as his
attachment to nature is an explicit fact discussed by many scholars who wrote on his
work. Sarah Menin and Flora Samuel present a profound study of the place of nature
in the lives and works of two leading Modernist architects in their book titled Nature
and Space: Aalto and Le Corbusier (Menin, 2003). They draw attention to the
parallelism between the close contact that the two figures had with nature in the early
and late stages of their lives. Both Aalto and Le Corbusier were raised in small towns
surrounded by impressive natural landscapes and spent the last years of their lives in
self-designed cottages in the wilderness. Le Corbusier’s words about his childhood
reveal the roots of his deep attachment to nature:
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“Our childhood was illuminated by miracles of nature. Our hours of study were spent
hunched over a thousand flowers and insects. Trees, clouds and birds were the field of our
research; we tried to understand their life-curve, and concluded that only nature was beautiful
and that we could be no more than humble imitators of her forms and her wonderful
materials.”

(Menin, 2003).

Tim Benton, similarly, points to the distinct ways nature existed in the life and work
of Le Corbusier and other Modernist architects and designers in his article
“Modernism and Nature”. He writes about a variety of works at different scales
ranging from chairs to urban planning projects, which are shaped by the value given
to natural forms and materials by the Modernists. One of the projects he specifically
discusses is the Lovell House of Richard Neutra in Los Angeles, which is presented
by a series of photographs in the Image Set and falls into the second category of
exterior views described above. The exterior view of the Lovell House (Figure 4.19)
portrays the dramatically sloping topography surrounding the house and enables the
viewer imagine the atmosphere of the spaces within shaped by the impressive view.
It is as if the photograph reveals the significance of the specific landscape and
topography in the design of the house, as described by Benton:
“The house that Neutra designed for Dr.Lovell was specifically intended to incorporate a
health programme. Lovell was a naturopath who believed in the beneficial properties of
sunbathing and sleeping in the open air. Neutra’s plan was to build the house on as wild and
undomesticated a site as possible, and to make minimal changes to the landscape. The house
was therefore prefabricated in steel sections and assembled on a steep site high up a ravine in
Los Angeles. The balconies were supported by cables from the floor beams. The walls were
composed of liquid concrete sprayed onto steel mesh. All this technological wizardry,
reported in the international architectural press, gave Neutra a reputation as a hardline
structural functionalist. But his motivation was as much to place his client in direct relation
with nature as to experiment with structural innovation.”

(Benton, 2006).

Among other examples that can be listed under this category are the exterior views of
Frank Lloyd Wright’s villas like that of his house at Taliesin –which was formerly
discussed under “viewpoint” and given in Fig 4.15-, houses in Japan and Scandinavia
where people are used to live in close contact with nature. An interesting group of
exterior views that portray identifiable elements of nature belong to those houses
built for expos or to the photographic collages of models. There is a group of three
photographs published in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui in 1932 which present
images of house models placed among clusters of trees by techniques of
photographic collage (Appendix A/ 127E, 128E, 129E). The tall and slender bulks of
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the trees create a stylistic effect through forming contrast with the low and horizontal
masses of the houses; a visual effect that also exists in the photographs of Maison de
Week-end of Le Corbusier or of the teachers’ houses at Bauhaus designed by
Gropius. Other than these, there are images of prototypes at Expos which are
presented with plots of artificial landscape surrounding them and therefore can be
included in this second category. These artificial elements of nature usually
determine the design themes of the houses like; “Maison sur le lac” (House on the
lake) or “Maison dans les bois” (House in the woods) (Appendix A/ 131E, 132E,
133E). In overall, the total number of exterior views that have identifiable natural
elements in them is 86 counting for 35% of the whole group.

Figure 4.19: Lovell house by Neutra (Appendix A/ 105E).
The third and last category of images consists of those with no natural elements in
them at all and they are 30 in number (12%). They are usually cropped views of
villas, which avoid demonstrating any aspect of the existing context. In terms of the
effect they create, they have a strong kinship with the images in the first category as
both lack the traces of an identifiable natural environment. Therefore it may be
concluded that majority of the exterior views (65%) do not contain natural elements
and fail to reveal any possible mode of communication between the villa and the
nature surrounding it while at the same time there is a considerable number of
images that portray dramatic views of the way natural elements and the villas come
together as exemplified in the paragraphs above.
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EV / Techniques and Effects / light
Light is considered as one of the main elements of composition and the most
important technical issue in photography. According to the way it is handled it has
the power to illustrate, transform or conceal the basic physical characteristics of the
subject. Especially in architectural photography, it is a crucial task for the
photographer to decide about the lighting conditions under which he/she will produce
his/her images and as daylight is not a controllable light source, the photographer
may have to wait for the right time of the day or even the right season to photograph
a building in an expressive way. Light, in architectural photography, gives
information about the orientation of the building, its materials and texture, its form
and three dimensional aspects like depth (Duygun, 2010). Therefore it is important to
have the right amount and quality of daylight coming from the right direction to
achieve a realistic picture of the building.
In the exterior views of the villas that are studied here, there are two conditions of
lighting that appear almost in equal frequency; the images with normal daylight
conditions and those that have a shadow-less diffused light. Other than these, there is
a small group of images with extremely contrast light conditions. The images that
have normal daylight conditions portray the buildings in a relatively more
informative way even though in most of them there is the problem of overexposure
or of developing or printing that causes loss of details and visual data about materials
and texture. In images with diffused light, which constitute almost half of the exterior
views, the lack of information about material qualities persist in addition to loss of a
sense of orientation -i.e. the positioning of the building with respect to the sun-, of
the season and even of geographic location. It may again be interpreted as a
deficiency of reflecting contextual information in relation to other codes that have
similar effects. However, it must be underlined that the specific light conditions that
appear in these images may be caused by the limits of the photographic techniques or
publishing methods of the period while they may as well be the conscious preference
of the photographer.
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The majority of the exterior views that are taken under both normal daylight and
diffused light conditions lack information about the materials and texture of the
buildings. This is also related to the fact that most villas are finished with lightcolored stucco without much texture and when combined with the lighting effects
described above, the expression of material qualities completely disappear.
There are few examples of exterior views that display effects of texture and this is
often possible because they are clad with materials like stone or brick or either they
are models which are photographed under controllable light conditions (Appendix A/
172E, 256E). The list and number of images with day-light, diffused light and overcontrasting are presented in Appendix E Table E.1.

Figure 4.20: Exterior views with a hint of the texture of buildings (Appendix A/
172E, 256E).
4.2.3.2 Interior views
IV / Composition / framing
Interior Views, in general, show a greater degree of variety when compared to
Exterior Views, in terms of the effect they create at first sight as a result of the
differentiating function of the plan type, details, furniture etc. However when viewed
analytically there are important repetitive aspects of composition that create a
common visual structure among the majority of the images. One of them is a
dominant type of framing that may be called “cropped framing” or which can be
named as “open composition” in photographic terminology (Appendix D/ Fig B.9). It
signifies a type of composition based on the depiction of a certain fragment of the
space that is photographed within the frame of the image, which implies its
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continuation outside the limits of the visual field. In these types of compositions,
certain physical elements like the edges of walls, ceiling and floor –especially
horizontal ones- or architectural elements like openings, fixtures, fixed furniture etc.
or any object inside the space is purposefully cropped and a fragmented view is
provided to the viewer. This leads to a number of consequences like for instance an
ambiguity about the size and proportions of space, a feeling of spatial continuity usually favored by the Modernist architects-, or an emphasis on the horizontal
dimensions of both architectural elements and furniture. The vertical elements like
columns and edges of walls or objects are usually placed towards the center of the
image -subdividing the visual field asymmetrically-, and not so close to the limits in
order to avoid their framing effect. Especially when vertical components of
architectural elements and object are excluded from the visual field they lose their
three dimensional effect and are perceived as two dimensional planes or lines
diverging towards the limits of the image and create an abstract geometric language.
Interior views of villas by Le Corbusier, have open compositions as described above,
almost without exception and with maximum effects of spatial continuity and
horizontality. Continuity of interior space towards outdoors –terraces and balconiesis especially emphasized in the photographs of Le Corbusier’s interiors and it seems
as if demonstrating this sense of continuity –and that of horizontality- is given more
priority than providing a more comprehensive view of a single space (Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21: Interior views of Le Corbusier’s villas with cropped framings
(Appendix A/ 42I-1,60I-1).
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Some of the interior views with open compositions are so poor in expressing the
qualities of the space they present that they give a feeling of being designed for
graphic purposes only, and with a taste probably inspired by abstract paintings of the
period. They also remind one of the fragmented aerial view photographs discussed in
the previous chapter in terms of the abstract effect they create. These photographs
demonstrate that fragmentation was one important tool utilized both by experimental
and architectural photographers of the interwar period as it helped a great deal in
determining the content of the image while at the same time arranging the
relationship of the elements of the content with respect to the frame for achieving a
desired graphic effect. These images with a strong and stylistic graphic effect can be
observed among the examples in Appendix D/ Fig B.9.
There are two exception groups in Interior Views with different framings than those
described above. The first group consists of images with more conventional
framings, in which limits of the space is legible and a fairly complete view of the
space is provided, which gives a sense of proportion to the viewer. Proportionally,
these spaces look less horizontal as they are usually framed with vertical elements
close to the edges. Besides, there are more symmetrical arrangements in number in
the images with this type of “closed composition” when compared to cropped
framings. In other words they probably look less photogenic from the Modernist
point of view. See Appendix D/ Fig B.10 for the images with “closed compositions”.
The second exception group is formed out of images that focus on specific
architectural elements like stairs, fireplaces, openings, special wall claddings, fixture
and furniture. Some of these images are very tightly framed and they can be
interpreted as object photographs rather than interior views yet some others include a
portion of the space around the element that is focused. Naturally, the objects or
architectural elements presented in these types of images have something special
either like an extraordinary craftsmanship as is the case in Oud’s villa in Rotterdam
(7I) and in the villa by Gropius near Berlin (39I) or a stylistic Modern design or
language that deserves some emphasis. Examples of this second exception group are
given in Appendix D/ Fig B.11.
When the numeric data about the interior views falling into each group is considered,
it becomes apparent that the cropped framings (112 images) are definitely
dominating the group whereas the exception groups with alternative framings (45
images in sum) constitute only about one third of the total (Table E.2). This means
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that majority of the interior photographs do not present a complete view of the spaces
they represent, lacking in information about the proportions and dimensions as well.
The result also shows that there is a unifying graphic language among the majority of
the interior views based on asymmetrically arranged abstract and simple geometric
figures and an emphasis on the horizontal dimension of the visual elements within
the frame.
IV / Content / glazed openings
An important repetitive element within the content of the interior views is the
window or glazed openings, in general, of various sorts. The dominant or most
frequent case is an image with a large glazed opening occupying a large portion of
the visual field or one that is directly the focus of attention and framed accordingly.
In majority of this type of images, the window or opening appears either as a ribbon
window or a large glazing from floor to ceiling and has a strong horizontal effect.
This reminds one of the discussion between Auguste Perret and Le Corbusier about
the correct orientation of windows, in which the former defends the vertical window
as he thinks it “reproduces an impression of complete space” and the latter is for the
horizontal one as he believes it illuminates better while at the same time is more in
line with the movement of the human eye (Colomina, 1987). Curiously, despite his
position in this polemic, some of the windows in the interior views of Perret’s houses
in the Image set are horizontal ones (Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22: Horizontal openings in a Perret interior (Appendix A/ 107I).
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In images of Le Corbusier’s interiors the glazed openings are really striking as they
span large distances and display unusual proportions demonstrating both his ideas
about free façade and also his stylistic architectural grammar. At the same time the
transparency of the glazings are technically well handled in these photographs,
making it possible to perceive the visual and physical continuity between interior
spaces and outdoors (Appendix A/ 96I). And it can be commented that Le
Corbusier’s position was adopted –and not Perrret’s-, by most Modernist architects
when the frequency of large horizontal openings in the Interior Views is considered.
In certain images within this group the window or openings is the sole focus of
attention and special types like corner windows, or wall-to-wall strip windows,
typical of Modern architecture are displayed as a visual manifestation of skeletal
structures. The view is also striking in some of these images whereas in some others
the transparency of the window is either lost as a result of light conditions or because
the glazing is not transparent as is the case in Japanese villas or in Maison de Verre
by Pierre Chareau (Fig 4.23). When transparency is lost the window gains the
expression of a slightly abstract figure appreciated for its proportions, partitioning
and details.

Figure 4.23: Interior views of a Japanese villa and Maison de Verre (Appendix A/
87I, 259I).
Other than the interior views with large horizontal glazed openings it is possible to
define two other categories of exception. The first one includes images of interior
with more conventionally sized and designed openings or those in which the shape
and size of the openings is not clearly legible. The second exception group is the
images in which there are no openings or windows at all. The number of images
belonging to each group is given Appendix E Table E.2 and the frequency pattern
shows that the dominant group covers more than half of the total number of interior
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views and the second biggest group is the images without openings in them. This
means that, in fact, the images with large horizontal openings account for nearly 75%
of the images with openings in them and that this code is a very consistent one,
which plays a significant role in creating a homogeneous atmosphere among the
interior views.
IV / Content / “design palette”: materials and finishes
As a rule, interiors of buildings present a wider and richer range of materials, finishes
and colors when compared to their exterior facades and this is true even for the plain
interior spaces of the Modern villas, manifested in the photographs in interior views
category. However, despite the relative richness of the expression of materials and
finishes in interior views, there is still minimal variety and certain preferences exist
in the type and form of materials to be demonstrated in the photographs. Before
going into more detailed discussion of the analysis, it is necessary to mention some
key concepts and tendencies in the formation of the “design palettes” of Modern
domestic interiors, referring to an article by William W. Braham.
In “Walls of Books: The Gender of Natural Colors in Modern Architecture” Braham
discusses the specific place and meaning of bookshelves and cabinets in the Modern
domestic interiors that are otherwise deprived of applied materials and colors
(Braham, 1999). In order to make clear the unique place of the “wall of books” he
gives a brief historical account of the rejection of applied decoration, ornamentation
and color in Modern architecture, starting with the English reformist thinkers like
William Morris and John Ruskin, going through German aesthetic theory and ending
with the concrete examples of the 1920s. What Braham emphasizes in this account is
the gradual simplification of the “design palette” of Modern domestic interiors, due
to the exclusion of all sorts of artifice and the admiration of natural materials and
colors. “Design palette”, as used in the article, is a term that signifies “the specific
combination of materials, finishes, colors and other elements by which a decorative
convention is conveyed”. Braham claims that this combination, in Modern houses, is
dominated by “the authority of natural finishes like wood, metal and stone”, which
he later on links to gender discussions and the distinction between professions of
architecture and interior design.
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The author draws attention to the fact that in Modern domestic interiors –from
especially 1920s-, most of which are framed by white walls, the only element that
provides color and material expression is the “wall of books” formed by rows of
bookshelves or cabinets, which existed in 19th century interiors as well. Braham links
the continuous presence of books in domestic interiors to various issues like utility,
the image of the Modern educated family or the masculine tone the bookcases
emanate.
“It is striking that, despite their colorful variety, books seem almost universally to pass the
scrutinizing test of the white wall. Because of their status as items of use and refinement,
books are deemed honest, tasteful and true… in picture after picture of spare modern
interiors stripped of any ornamental feature, the wall or cabinet of books appears as one of
the only visually complex elements to remain.”

(Braham, 1999).

The analysis of the interior views, in terms of their “design palette”, is based on
similar categories discussed by Braham like architectural materials and finishes and
secondary elements, which appear repetitively like walls of books, carpets or
curtains. Color is excluded from the discussion both because it is discussed in a latter
sub-section in detail and also because the photographs are all black and white. Three
main categories emerge when the images are analyzed in terms of the variety of
materials and finishes they display, both architecturally and decoratively. The first
and dominant category is formed out of images which display interiors with white (or
light colored) walls, probably finished by plaster and paint and glass surfaces within
them. The floors in these images are usually some kind of a grey tone which does not
indicate a specific finishing material. In certain examples the grid of the tiles or the
parallel lines of the parquet floor provide information about the finishing material. In
other words, the images in this dominant category –40% of all interior views-,
display a combination of three visual elements related to their “design palette”: white
seamless walls and ceilings, large glass surfaces inside or in between them and grey
toned floors. Some of the images placed under this category lack information about
finishing materials because of low photographic or printing qualities. Conditions of
over or under-exposure is frequently seen in the images in interior views and lead to
the illegibility of material characteristics and tones. Therefore, content and technique
work together in the elimination of the visual manifestations of distinct finishing
materials in these photographs.
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The second category consists of images of interiors, which demonstrate distinct
architectural materials and finishes that can be perceived clearly from the
photographs (30% of all interior views). The most frequent materials displayed in
these images are wood, brick and natural stone applied in different forms. In most of
these images, in which materials and finishes are clearly expressed, the modes of
application are quite simple and modest. Very few of the examples, like the interiors
of Frank Lloyd Wright villas, or those of Mallet-Stevens and the Sommerfeld house
by Gropius give the impression of an articulate craftsmanship that may be associated
with the notion of luxury (Figure 4.24).

Figure 4.24: Interior of Sommerfeld house by Gropius (Appendix A/ 39I).
The images in the last category express material qualities not through architectural
elements and finishes but secondary elements like furniture, domestic textiles, art
works and specific pieces like bookshelves or cabinets, as discussed by Braham. In
almost one third of the interior views (28%), there are different combinations of
these secondary elements and in 23 images there are bookshelves or walls of books
(Appendix A/ 138I, 145I, 174-2I, 220I, 238I). Some of these images portray natural
settings of domestic life belonging to a specific person or family while others give
the impression of a consciously set scene by the designer or the photographer. The
interior views of the villas by Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe are of this latter
sort and the selection of textile items, furniture and art works are consciously made
either for complementing architectural features or for balancing the neutral
atmosphere of the space through contrast. Frank Lloyd Wright’s interiors are unique
in this aspect, as in all others, and they present extremely rich and vivid
combinations of distinct materials through both architectural finishes and decorative
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items. The interior view of his house at Taliesin is a descriptive example of this
(Figure 4.25).

Figure 4.25: Interior of Frank Lloyd Wright’s house at Taliesin (Appendix A/ 79I).
One last comment may be made about the interior view of Eileen Gray’s house at
Roquebrune (Figure 4.26), in relation to the manifestation of the “design palette”
through secondary elements. This image is the only interior view in color among the
image set and color is applied on it artificially to emphasize the secondary items like
carpets, the curtain, the bed sheet and some panels on the walls. The image is
probably manipulated in order to express a specific color and/or material scheme
designed by the architect as part of the “design palette”. Even though the applied
colors are extremely artificial and therefore does not provide a realistic effect about
the design idea, they nevertheless draw attention to some sort of a relationship
between different items attained through color and texture. It is curious that the only
image that puts emphasis on the idea behind the “design palette” of an interior, is by
a female architect. This makes one recall William Braham’s words on the issue of
gender related to the distinction of the practices of architecture and interior design:
“Although interior design constitutes one of the many divisions of labor within the modern
building trades, the distinction is a highly gendered one, in which the activities and
individuals engaged in it are implicitly assumed to be feminine. The gender connotation
derives partly from the fact that women dominate the profession of interior design, a situation
conditioned by the removal of men and their work from the home in the nineteenth -and
twentieth- centuries.” (Braham,

1999).

As a result, the analysis proves the initial assumption that the manifestation of
different materials, finishes and tones is far richer in interior views than exterior
images of the villas. In exterior views, only 15% of the buildings have legible
manifestations of materials other than mortar and glass on their façades, while in
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interior views this figure rises up to 60%. However, it has to be kept in mind that
almost half of these interior views present different materials and tones by the help of
secondary decorative elements and not architectural ones. If only architectural
materials and finishes are considered, only 30% of the interior views display a
variety of materials and color tones other than the typical combination of white
walls, glass surfaces and grey toned floors. Therefore, the results may be interpreted
as such that the interiors in the photographs are still quite plain in terms of the variety
of architectural materials and colors, yet enriched through the introduction of
secondary elements of different color and texture qualities.

Figure 4.26: Color montage on an interior view of Eileen Gray’s villa in
Roquebrune (App. A/ 56I-2).
IV / Composition / furniture and personal items
Furniture is an important issue in interior photographs as it gives identity and scale to
spaces and determines their atmosphere. It is important also because it reflects the
aesthetic and stylistic preferences of the photographer –or of the architect if he is the
one in charge-, as it can be arranged and re-arranged in order to the create the desired
mise-en-scène for a specific frame.
The interior views in the Image Set can be divided into four groups in terms of the
appearance of furniture in them:
1 The dominant group formed out of images with Modern design furniture and
setting,
2 Images with no furniture or personal items in them,
3 Images with plain furniture that can be named Modern, yet classically and often
symmetrically arranged,
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4 The smallest group that contains images of interiors with specially designed
furniture that have a different language than Modern objects in the first group.
More than half of the images (91 in total and 60%) fall into the first category of
interior views with Modern design furniture and objects in them. While some of
these images display furniture that seems to belong to the inhabitants of the villa,
some others look like they are specially set to be photographed. Photographs of Le
Corbusier’s interiors are the extreme examples of the stage-set type with recurring
elements that represent the architect, like a hat, a coat and a book (or sketchbook)
and in some cases even more unusual items like a dead fish or a half-loaf of bread
placed on the kitchen counter (Figure 4.27). Beatriz Colomina talks about these items
and their connotations in Privacy and Publicity:
“…in Le Corbusier’s (interiors) the impression is that somebody was just there, leaving as
traces a coat and a hat lying on the table by the entrance of Villa Savoye or some bread and
jug on the kitchen table … or a raw fish in the kitchen of Garches… And even once we have
reached the highest point of the house, as in the terrace of Villa Savoye on the sill of the
window that frames the landscape, the culminating point of the promenade, here also we find
a hat, a pair of sunglasses, a little package (cigarettes?) and a lighter, and now, where did the
gentlemen go?... We are following somebody, the traces of his existence presented to us in
the form of a series of photographs of the interior. The look into these photographs is a
forbidden look. The look of a detective. A voyeuristic look.” (Colomina,

1996).

Figure 4.27: Kitchen views of Villa Stein and Villa Savoye (Appendix A/
60I-3, 96I-2).
As the content of the photographs of Le Corbusier’s interiors are carefully designed
by the architect with a radical and at the same time humoristic manner, they are often
subject of discussion in terms of their “uncanny” atmosphere. However when the
interiors in the Image Set are viewed carefully, it becomes apparent that there are
many images –of houses designed by other architects-, which portray extremely anti-
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domestic and absurd decorations made out of a combination from the range of
“Modern” furniture and fittings. In fact this range is quite limited and the pieces that
are considered “Modern” repeatedly appear in different houses almost as a trademark
of Modernity and contribute to the “homogeneity” of their atmospheres. Examples of
them are given in Figure 4.28.
A significant piece among the Modern furniture consistently demonstrated in the
interior views is the chaise-longue; a highly fashionable and favored domestic object
in the 20s and 30s. Margaret Campbell provides a thorough historical account of the
evolution of this specific type of furniture in her article named “From Cure to Chair
to ‘Chaise Longue’: Medical Treatment and the Form of the Modern Recliner”,
revealing its relationship with the medical practices that were based on open-air
resting treatment of tuberculosis which was a widespread disease in 19th and early
20th centuries. The part of the article where she discusses the evolution of the chaiselongue in the 1920s and 1930s by the designs of the leading Modernist architects and
designers is especially of interest within the framework of this study. Campbell
emphasizes the importance given by the Modern architects to the issues of healthy
living and hygiene and their fascination with light-weight simple furniture that
“could easily be moved for house cleaning and also be used in various locations in
the house” (Campbell, 1999). Chaise-longue was among the most attractive pieces of
furniture for Modernist designers as it was believed to have a direct contribution to
“good health” through “good posture”. Campbell reminds the reader of all different
types of reclining chairs or chaise-longues designed by Modernist architects and
designers including Charlotte Perriand’s “chaise longue à relage continue” of 1928 –
produced first for Villa Church and then for Villa La Roche in 1928-, Mies van der
Rohe’s design of 1931, Luckhardt Brothers’ ‘Siesta Medizinal’ of 1936, Marcel
Breuer’s ‘Long Chair’ of 1935 and Alvar Aalto’s ‘Scroll Chair’ of 1933 (Figure
4.29) and described how the interest of the Modernists in designing reclining chairs
ended by 1950s in close relation with the development of chemotherapeutic
treatments for tuberculosis and the disappearance of the “need for recliner seat as a
‘cure’ chair”.
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Figure 4.28: Examples of furniture that appear in interior views (Appendix A/
First row: 11I, 27I-1, 27I-1, 56I-3, second row: 67I, 90I, 96I,
third row: 141I, 166I-1, 125I-1, 174I-3, fourth row: 143I, 146I,
187I, 196I-2, fifth row: 214I, 223I, 226I, 253I-1, 260I, sixth row:
263I, 178I, 83I-1).
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Figure 4.29: Chaise-longue designs by Breuer, Aalto, Le Corbusier and
Mies van der Rohe.
Chaise-longues appear in 32 of the photographs in the image set; 15 of them in
Exterior Views, 7 in Interior Views and 10 in Terrace Views. They are placed both in
interior spaces and outdoors and sometimes the same chaise-longue appears in
different views of the same house, which shows that it was moved to different spaces
as a photogenic object. Images of Le Corbuiser’s interiors have chaise-longues
almost without exception and in some cases the orientation of a chair is slightly
changed to get a side view that portrays best its curvilinear profile (See 67I and 67I1). A similar case exists in the interior views of Eileen Gray’s house (See 56I-2, 56I3), in which a Modern chaise-longue appears in the photographs of different spaces.
The repetitive appearance of the reclining chairs in the images of Modern houses,
with their stylish designs, makes one think of the real factor that attracted their
designers: Health of its user or aesthetics of the object itself?
The rest of the Modern furniture that appear in interior views and terrace views, other
than chaise-longues, have very similar designs and most of them are light chairs and
tables with metal structures. In addition to Modern furniture, artworks, carpets and
curtains exist in certain images. Interiors of Mies van der Rohe usually have
domestic textiles that form contrast with the sleek materials he uses like steel and
glass and also probably as a natural consequence of his close collaboration with Lily
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Reich who was a textile designer in addition to her studies in other fields, and his
relationship with the important figures of the textile industry in Germany in general
(Figure 4.30). Another characteristic of Mies van der Rohe’s interiors is that all the
built-in and movable furniture is designed by the architect himself, as it is the case in
some of the houses of Robert Mallet-Stevens. In Villa Croix designed by MalletStevens even the patterns on the curtains and the textile of the armchairs seem to
belong to the architect, and they match those of the floor tiles; a sterile image of an
obsessive form of “Gesamtkunstwerk” (Figure 4.31).

Figure 4.30: Interior view of Villa Tugendhat with carpets (Appendix A/ 103I-1).
Other than those photographs with Modern furniture and fixtures in (91 images)
there are 44 interior views with no furniture at all, 17 with relatively more
conventional or classical-looking ones and 4 that cannot be categorized as they have
unique designs that are outside the range of Modern furniture or decoration, like in
Frank Lloyd Wright’s interiors and those of some chalets with rustic styles (See
Appendix E Table E.1 for details). Therefore it becomes obvious that the image of
Modern design furniture dominates the interior views giving them a standardized
look as a result of the repetitive use of the same or similar pieces. However it must
be underlined once more that most views with Modern furniture seem to have been
set to pose for the photographs and do not look as if they belong to the inhabitants of
the house. Therefore, when combined with the effect of the unfurnished interiors, a
strong feeling of uninhabited space emanates from the photographs of interior views
of the villas.
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Figure 4.31: Interior views of Villa Croix showing designed furniture and
fabric (Appendix A/ 146I-2, 146I-6).
IV / Techniques and Effects / depth of field
“Depth of field” is a photographic term that defines the distance range between the
elements in sharp focus that are nearest and farthest to the camera. In other words, it
is the maximum distance of space that can be perceived clearly in a photographic
image. Depth of field is essentially a technical term related to the aperture diameter
of the camera and alters the effect of three-dimensionality of space and the emphasis
put on the subject. It is especially important in photographs of interiors to decide
about the correct depth of field as it determines largely the atmosphere of the space
as presented in the image and its relationship to adjacent indoor and outdoor spaces.
Here in this study, in addition to its technical definition, depth of field is considered
as a concept that signifies the range of different consecutive indoor and outdoor
spaces included within the frame of the photograph, with an acceptable visual
quality.
The analysis is based on this expanded definition and two basic categories emerge in
terms of the multiplicity of different spaces appearing in the interior views. The first
and dominant category (60%) consists of those photographs in which more than one
space –indoor or outdoor- exist and all are perceivable with a certain level of quality
of light and sharpness. The second category is formed out of interior views that only
portray a single space or focus on a specific element or part of it (Table E.2). The
significant category is the first one, which will be discussed in the following
paragraphs, as it reveals an interesting aspect of the interior views, which comply
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with certain basic agenda of Modern architecture while contradicting with the
general character of the villa photographs in terms of the depiction of context.
In majority of the interior views, there is a phenomenon that may be named as
“spatial stratification” meaning that a sequence of different spaces are perceived one
after another or simultaneously. One frequent case that represents this phenomenon
is the type of photograph that depicts an interior space on the foreground and an
outdoor space in the background, seen through an opening, within a single frame.
This type of interior view is taken from within the interior space towards a window
or a glazed door in order to be able to depict both scenes in the photograph. This is in
fact a challenging selection of viewpoint as there is usually a radical difference in the
intensity of light indoors and outdoors and it is a difficult task to catch an optimum
level of brightness and make both spaces visible. Despite this difficulty, there are
many photographs of this sort with quite a degree of technical success, which portray
impressive views of the natural surroundings of the villas. Almost all interior views
of the villas by Le Corbusier are of this sort and photographs of interiors by Mies and
Neutra also contain uninterrupted views of far reaching landscapes (Appendix A/ 103
105I-1). Beatriz Colomina comments on this emphasis on the windows in
photographs of Le Corbusier’s interiors and underlines certain basic tendencies
present in most Modern buildings, about the relationship of the inhabitant with the
exterior space:
“In the houses of Le Corbusier the reverse condition of Loos’s interiors may be observed. In
photographs windows are never covered with curtains, neither is access to them prevented by
means of hampering objects. On the contrary, everything in these houses seems to be
disposed in a way that continuously throws the subject toward the periphery of the house.
The look is directed to the exterior in such a deliberate manner as to suggest the reading of
these houses as frames for a view.” (Colomina, 1996).

Other types of spatial stratification in interior views are found either in the form of a
sequence of views of an interior space (foreground), an intermediary space -like a
balcony or a terrace- (middle ground) and an outdoor space at a distance
(background) or a series of interior spaces displayed one after another (Figure 4.32).
In both types of photographs, as well as the type described formerly, what becomes
evident is the desire to demonstrate and emphasize the concept of spatial –or at least
visual- continuity, which is a central theme in Modern architecture. They also remind
one of the concept of transparency in the sense articulated by Colin Rowe and Robert
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Slutzky in their well-known article titled “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal”
(Rowe & Slutzky, 1964).

Rowe and Slutzky discuss two different types of

transparency: “literal and phenomenal” through two different art forms: “painting
and architecture”. It may be said -in a very simplified manner- that, literal
transparency signifies a direct form of depicting or creating a sense of visual depth,
either through laws of perspective (in painting) or transparency of glass (in
architecture) while phenomenal transparency suggests the construction of an indirect
or implied sense of depth through the employment of methods of Cubist painting (by
Léger) or Modern Architecture (by Le Corbusier).

Figure 4.32: Interior views with visual stratification (Appendix A/ 138I, 221I).
In this respect, the photographs of interiors may be seen as both forms of architecture
and two-dimensional representations –like Cubist paintings- and their analysis in
terms of the type of transparency gets quite complex. As is the basic attitude in this
study, they may as well be seen as hybrid pieces of art that are shaped by both
architecture and photography. In any case, most of the photographs that display a sort
of spatial stratification or continuity, would probably be categorized by Rowe and
Slutzky as having “literal transparency” as the visual relationship between the
different spaces is quite direct both architecturally and photographically. However,
there is a group of interior views that give the feeling of a sort of “phenomenal
transparency”, as instead of portraying a direct form of spatial and visual continuity,
they are constructed in a way to imply the way spaces come one after another, by
providing a sequence of their partial views. An interior view of Eileen Gray’s villa
and another of André Lurçat’s -which are in fact surprisingly similar- exemplify best
the type of photographs that demonstrate an implied form of depth of space and
vision with a high technical quality (Figure 4.33).
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Figure 4.33: Interior views with implied visual and spatial continuity (Appendix A/
56I-2, 145I).
An interesting effect created by the dominant group of interior views that display
spatial continuity, is that the context of the subject is displayed within the
photograph. That is, the interior space is portrayed in relation to the spaces adjacent
to it or even those that are far away but linked to it visually. This is usually not the
case in photographs of Modern villas, as discussed in former sub-sections, and the
subject of the photograph is usually demonstrated as an isolated unit. However, in
interior views, for the sake of emphasizing spatial an visual continuity in Modern
houses, this general tendency is replaced by a contrasting attitude and the context of
both the interior space and the house itself is provided within the photographs. Very
curiously, the surroundings of most of the houses are visible not in their exterior
views, but through the openings portrayed in photographs of their interiors.
Ironically, the physical context of the villa is perceived as part of its interior space
rather than a surrounding exterior realm. In any way, interior views provide an
opportunity to have an idea about the environment in which the villa exists, even
though the specific view of this environment is carefully selected to include a pure
natural landscape and nothing else.
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4.2.3.3 Terrace Views
TV / Composition / framing
The image group named as Terrace Views, which include all sorts of outdoors spaces
like balconies, garden pavilions and patios is the smallest in number among the three
major parts of the Image Set, with 56 images included in it. When the group is
analyzed in terms of compositional features, framing appears as an important code of
analysis that displays certain repetitive patterns, like it does in the other two; Exterior
and Interior Views. However in the case of the Terrace Views, different from the
others, two frequent types of framing are detected with similar numbers of
appearance, instead of a dominant one, and besides these there is a very small
exception group. Below are brief explanations of each different framing type.
One of the frequent types of framing that appears most is the one which emphasizes
the relationship of the outdoor terrace with the main body of building it is attached
to. Therefore the visual field is divided so as to include both the outdoor space and a
part of the building or interior space in order to show their ways of defining each
other’s character. In certain examples like the photographs of Villa Savoye or the
villa in Budapest by Kozma, the indoors-outdoors integration is exceptionally
depicted by the artful selection of framing, point of view and light condition (Figure
4.34). In this group of images, the outdoor space either appears as a natural
continuation of interior space or a prosthetic element attached to the main building
like a balcony or a porch.
The second frequent type in terms of framing is the sort of image in which the terrace
or outdoor space alone appears in and dominates the frame and it is perceived as an
autonomous entity which gains its character through the elements defining it. These
elements are usually simple vertical and horizontal planes –of the same color and
texture- and small masses in geometric shapes representing chimneys, staircases etc.,
which create an abstract architectural language and a sense of floating in the air or in
the middle of a natural environment. In some of these images the outdoor space is
viewed from a higher point and the abstract geometric composition of the horizontal
planes gets even more expressive. The terrace photograph of the villa designed by
Gabriel Guévrékian at Neuilly-Sur-Seine is a good example of this sort (Figure 4.35).
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Figure 4.34: Terrace views showing spatial continuity between indoors and
outdoors continuity (Appendix A/ 96T-1, 138T).

Figure 4.35: Terrace design by Gabriel Guévrékian (Appendix A/ 57T-1).
Images with both of the two frequent types of framing have the common
characteristic of not portraying a specific form of relationship about the way the
house relates itself to the natural environment surrounding it. There is almost no
information about the character of the natural surroundings either, as a result of the
way images are cropped leaving no space for the depiction of the physical context.
The only exception group that can be discussed under this code of analysis is a sum
of few photographs that reserve enough space within the frame for the demonstration
of the natural environment of the house. In this group there are outdoor spaces which
have close physical or at least visual relationships with the surrounding landscape.
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For instance, the photograph of the terrace of a villa in Prague portrays the way its
design was shaped by the horizontal vista of the surrounding lands (See 178 T).
However, as mentioned, these are is just exceptions and the dominant effect of
framing in terrace views are determined by the two frequent types that ignore the
natural environment of the house and the way the outdoor spaces relate themselves to
it.
TV / Content / secondary elements: grid of floor tiles, tubular metal railings &
modern and light furniture
There is a group of secondary elements that appear frequently in the terrace views
and create a Modern outdoor atmosphere through their combined effect. These
elements that can be listed as floor tiles, tubular metal railings and light Modern
furniture are discussed together in this subsection as they are the only group of
secondary entities in terrace views apart from natural elements and they appear in
majority of the images in different combinations. Before commenting on their
combined effect, each element is briefly discussed in the following paragraphs, in
terms of the modes of its appearance and its connotations.
Terrace views, contrary to photographs of interior spaces, are quite poor in the
manifestation of different architectural and decorative materials. In almost all images
within this category, the only two recognizable materials are the stucco covering the
walls and the tiles used as floor finishing. Stucco, in these photographs, does not
have a strong effect of texture or color and therefore walls are usually perceived as
abstract planes, as discussed in the relevant subsection about exterior views. Floor
tiles are the only architectural elements that present information about their material
characteristics. The grid pattern of their layout gives information about the material,
its dimensions and the scale of the space. However at the same time, this grid gives
the feeling of an abstract Cartesian plane that regulates rest of the objects placed on
and around it. The reason for the emergence of this abstract image is that in fact the
material qualities (texture, color etc) of the tiles are not legible due to the technical
quality of the photographs, and only the grid pattern formed by their joints is
perceived. Thus, the effect of this dominant abstract grid when repeated in majority
of the terrace views, forms a common graphic language.
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There is another secondary architectural element in terrace views, which appears
frequently and helps creating a common atmosphere among them: the metal tubular
railing. In more than half of the photographs, the terraces and balconies are
surrounded by horizontal thin metal railings in tubular section, which may easily be
associated with the railings on the decks of the ocean-liners that fascinated Modern
architects with their Modern aesthetics. Le Corbusier is the best known of these
architects and it is no surprise that almost all his villas built in the 20s have these
white painted horizontal railings (Figure 4.36). In his book Toward an Architecture,
Le Corbusier makes clear in the caption he put under the photograph of transatlantic
Lamoricière, what fascinates him about the aesthetic of the ocean-liner:
“…To architects: New architectural forms, elements on a human scale that are vast and
intimate, liberation from the suffocating styles, contrast between solids and voids, between
strong masses and slender elements…” (Le Corbusier,

1928).

Figure 4.36: Le Corbusier’s terraces with metal railings (Appendix A/ 59T, 60T).
The slender elements Le Corbusier admires definitely include the thin metal railings
on the decks that he and many other Modernist architects frequently adopted to the
outdoor spaces in their buildings. Even though Le Corbusier stopped using these
types of railings in his later villas, it seems that he kept in mind the general spatial
character of the deck of an ocean-liner, which he describes as “…a volume that is
satisfying and interesting; unity of materials, beautiful arrangement of the structural
elements, soundly set out and combined into a unity”. A comparison of a deck
photograph used in Toward and Architecture and the image of the balcony of Le
Corbusier’s villa in Mathes, makes one think about the persistence of this link in his
villas of the 30s (Figure 4.37).
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Figure 4.37: Deck of ocean liner Aquitania and balcony of Le Corbusier’s villa in
Mathes (Appendix C / 256).
The third element is the light Modern outdoor furniture that frequently appears in
terrace views, in combination with the two former architectural elements. There is
furniture in almost half of the terrace views and all of them are wooden or metal light
frame furniture in the form of chairs, chaise-longues and tables. There are a few
types that are most used and which are demonstrated in Appendix D/ Figure D.12.
There is no need to go into a detailed discussion about furniture here, as it is already
done in former subsections, yet it is necessary to underline the fact that all outdoor
furniture present in terrace views have a strong effect of lightness and transparency.
No pillows or textile covers that could alter this effect and give them an opaque
quality are allowed. Wire-framed chairs and tables made of sleek metal planes stand
on the grid of the floor tiles as weightless Modern objects.
All three elements, the floor tiles, the tubular railings and the light furniture together
form an atmosphere that emphasizes lightness and transparency – and horizontality
in certain cases-, which are favored spatial qualities by Modernist architects.
Graphically, they are all made up of linear elements that imply virtual planes; i.e. the
grid implies the otherwise indistinct floor plane, the wireframe of the chairs imply
their surfaces and the railings imply the virtual vertical plane that limits the outdoor
space. Therefore, the combination of these three groups of secondary elements
establishes both a common graphic language based on linear elements and a spatial
atmosphere that embodies significant characteristics of a Modern space, which are
present in the architecture the deck of an ocean-liner described by Le Corbusier: “An
architecture that is pure, crisp, clear, clean, sound.” (Le Corbusier, 1928).
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TV / Content / nature
The frequency and forms of appearance of natural elements is previously discussed
in relation to exterior views and here, in this subsection, certain additional comments
are made through a further analysis on terrace views in the Image Set. The same
three categories are utilized while analyzing terrace views in terms of the way natural
elements appear in them; 1) images with natural elements as insignificant and
abstract forms, 2) images with significant and identifiable natural elements and 3)
images with no natural elements at all. And the numeric results related to the
frequency of each category proved that Terrace Views contain proportionally more
images (44%) with identifiable natural elements than Exterior Views (Table E1).
This result is predictable as terraces and outdoor spaces have a more direct
relationship with the nature or landscape around them and they usually gain
important aspects of their spatial atmospheres through this relationship. Any
photographer would focus on the way the outdoor space relates itself to its natural
surroundings, whenever there is a meaningful relationship to be demonstrated.
Among the images of this sort, there are the photographs of terraces of Luckhardt’s
villa in Berlin (Figure 4.38), that of Lurçat’s in Bagneux, Paris (Appendix A/ 61T)
and Schumacher’s in Cologne (Figure 4.38). All three images display terraces with
similar atmosphere surrounded by trees and decorated lively with plants in pots.
Again similarly, all three give the feeling of a warm climate that allows outdoor
living even though the villas are located in Northern European cities. The terrace
view of Luckhardt’s villa in Berlin portrays the image of a Mediterranean rooftop,
with tropical plants in pots and Schumacher’s terrace view radiates a similar sense
with the view of a lady reclining on a chaise-longue under the bright sunlight and
surrounded by lavish greenery. Therefore the natural elements in these terrace views
serve to represent an idealized outdoor atmosphere probably envisioned by their
architects rather than giving an idea about the nature of the existing flora of the
environment. A list of the plants seen in the photograph of Luckhardt’s villa is given
in Figure 4.38 based on the comments of landscape designer Öykü Ağdemir
Kocaman and it is interesting to see that almost all annotated species are natives of
geographic areas with warm or hot climates.
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Figure 4.38: The plants at the terrace of Luckhardt’s villa in Berlin (99T): 1) Yucca
elephantipes 2) Araucaria araucana or Araucaria branches
3) Sansevieria trifasciata 4) Yucca elephantipes or Dracaena fragrans
5) Ficus benjamina 6) Araucaria excelsa 7) Schefflera arboricola
8) Sansevieria trifasciata (Appendix A/ 256).

Figure 4.39: Terrace of the villa designed by Schumacher in Cologne (Appendix A/
167T).
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Another example for terrace views with noticeable forms of natural elements is the
one that demonstrates the landscape design by Gabriel Guévrékian applied at the
terrace of a villa in Neuilly-sur-Seine near Paris. Guévrékian is known for a number
of garden designs he made in the 20s, which became emblematic of Modernist
landscape design and this specific example can be considered as a modest application
of his principles (Fig 4.40). In “Modernism and American Landscape Architecture”,
Catherine Howett writes about his garden designs and underlines their self-referential
character which makes them typically Modernist:
“The first response to those questions (about function, simplicity and abstract geometry),
among European architects, is best illustrated by the garden of Water and Light designed for
the 1925 Exposition des Arts Décoratifs in Paris by the Armenian architect Gabriel
Guévrékian and by his later similar garden at the villa of the vicomte de Noailles on the Côte
d’Azur. Guévrékian’s intention in both of these designs was to create a garden that could be
experienced as an autonomous art object, one in which the visual impact of formal
relationships among the geometric planting beds arranged within the triangle formed by the
walls was dominant… They are also rigorously self-referential and objectified; the materials
of the landscape –water, plants, and such architectural elements as the walls and raised bedsare treated as the material for art-making in the way that the inert materials for any art or
craft are transformed into an art object.” (Howett,

1992)

In a similar fashion, at the terrace of the villa in Neuilly-sur-Seine, Guévrékian
created an abstract composition of geometric patterns formed out of different level
slabs, pavements on them, flower beds, a pool, seating and lighting units. What is
equally interesting as the design of the outdoor space is the framing and the viewing
angle of the photograph, which highlights the artistic idea behind it. The photograph
is shot at an oblique angle from the highest point of the series of overlapping slabs
that form the outdoor space, giving them a two-dimensional effect as if they were
depthless surfaces juxtaposed on each other within a certain system of visual
relationships created through their forms and patterns. The highly favored oblique
angle of the time allows the photographer integrate the existing trees in front of the
terrace as an abstract grey triangular patch within the geometric composition of the
visual field, as well.
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Figure 4.40: Garden designs by Gabriel Guévrékian: Left: Garden of Water and
Light (1925); right: Triangular garden at Villa Noailles (1927).
The small garden of a villa in Tokyo displays a similarly intense and intricately
designed combination of natural and landscaping elements in a terrace view in the
Image Set (Figure 4.41). The tiny insignificant verandah opens up to a small yet
dense garden that is bordered by tall local trees and bushes and houses a crowd of
elements like a winding route of bricks laid in grass, a metal arch to grow climber
plants on, an outdoor sink and a spotlight over the garden wall in addition to two
chaise-longues which are the inevitable decors of Modern outdoor spaces. The
photograph of this tiny Japanese garden is an exceptional case that gives the sense of
a fusion of the Modernist language with a traditional understanding of landscape
design specific to this culture.
There are many other terrace views in the Image Set, which display the relationship
of the outdoor space with its existing natural environment like for instance those that
belong to Frank Lloyd Wright’s villas. However it must be kept in mind that even in
terrace views, more than half of the images do not have identifiable natural elements
in them. They are focused on terraces as self-centered outdoor spaces and give no
reference to their possible forms of physical and visual relationship with the nature
around them. Therefore the terrace views should be considered to have formed out of
two types of photographs that do or do not display natural elements, with more or
less the same quantities.
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Figure 4.41: Garden of a villa in Japan (Appendix A/ 240T).
TV / Techniques and Effects / light
The issue of light has already been discussed in detail in the section about exterior
views and therefore here in this sub-section only some specific results concerning the
analysis of terrace views are mentioned. Similar to exterior views, photographs taken
under direct sunlight are more in number than those with diffused light conditions.
However, within terrace views, the bright sunlight photographs are a majority
consisting of 71% of the images (Table E.3). This may be interpreted as a result of
the stronger connection between the outdoor spaces and the obsession of health and
hygiene in Modern life. Terraces and balconies are mainly designed to enable the
contact of the Modern man with fresh clean air and sunlight and equipped with
secondary elements like chaise-longues that would serve this purpose. It is
interesting to see that even some villas that have their exterior views shot under
diffused light conditions, have terrace views with bright sunlight. This shows that
there was special attention paid by the photographer to capture outdoor spaces under
sunlight.
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4.2.3.4 Common elements and phenomena in all photographs in the “image” set
Absence of human beings
It is not always the repetitive presence of an element that constitutes a link between
the photographs in the “image set” but sometimes contrarily, the constant absence of
it creates a homogenous air. Before going into a discussion about the absent elements
in the photographs of Modern villas it is worth mentioning Linda Nochlin’s
arguments about absent elements in 19th century Orientalist paintings, in her article
“The Imaginary Orient” (Nochlin, 1989) to have a notion about the effect of
“absence” in an art work in general. Nochlin writes about the absence of history,
Westerners and art and the motives behind them generated by the Orientalist mind
saying that the viewer is “haunted by certain absences in the painting”. She adds that,
“these absences are so conspicuous that, once we become aware of them, they begin
to function as presences, in fact, as signs of a certain kind of conceptual deprivation”.
Nochlin’s discussion is extremely relevant for this study, as the absence of certain
elements –which is taken for granted at first sight-, play a significant role in the
definition of the atmosphere of the photographs in the “image set”.

The most

obvious and strong absence is that of human beings in the images, in almost all
photographs in both exterior, interior and terrace views, with the exception of a small
number of images. Of the 246 exterior views, only 6; of the 156 interior views only 2
and of the 55 terrace views only 9 of the photographs contain people in them and in 3
of these images it is Le Corbusier himself who appears as the human figure (Some
examples with human figures are given in Appendix D / B.13). Proportionately, the
terrace views contain the biggest number of images with people in them, and very
curiously 5 of these 9 photographs have sun-bathing figures reclined on chaiselongues (Appendix D / B.12). It is as if these photographic scenes are arranged so as
to educate the viewer about a new, healthy and Modern way of using the outdoor
spaces in a house. Promoting of healthy living in well illuminated, hygienic spaces,
through various sorts of visual media was common practice in the early decades of
the 20th century and Modern houses served as excellent stages for this like in the case
of Man Ray’s 1929 movie The Mysteries of the Chateau de Dé shot at Villa Noailles
designed by Rob Mallet-Stevens.
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There are other elements absent in the photographs in the “image set” which are not
independent of the absence of human beings. For instance, there are almost no
personal items or items of natural domestic scenes in the photographs and only
Modern furniture is allowed in the interior and terrace views. In a few of the exterior
views there are cars, probably placed there for the purpose of emphasizing the
technological aesthetics of the period that goes well with the image of the Modern
house. The interior views of Le Corbusier’s houses contain strange objects like dead
fish and wooden mannequins or books, coats and hats that seem to belong to the
architect (Appendix A/ 96I-3). Beatriz Colomina discusses this situation in the
photographs of Le Corbusier’s domestic interiors in Privacy and Publicity,
emphasizing the fact that the architect’s items places the real inhabitants’ which
makes “the subject… estranged and displaced from his/her own home” (Colomina,
1996). There are a small number of photographs among interior views that contain
personal items and furniture of the inhabitants, especially in Frank Lloyd Wright’s
houses –some of which are luxuriously decorated- but majority of the interior views
either contain minimal Modern furniture or they are completely empty.
The reason for the absence of human beings and their personal items in the villa
photographs can be related to two basic intentions, one architectural and the other
photographic. It is often discussed that Modern buildings were photographed before
the inhabitants moved in i.e., “at a specific moment in time-in principle, between the
end of construction and the arrival of the users” as Antione Baudin expresses it
(Baudin, 2005). This was probably the preference of the architect in most cases, who
was after capturing the neutral and universal image of the Modern house he
designed, uncontaminated by the idiosyncrasies of its specific users. This way, the
house would look appropriate for any Modern family anywhere around the world, in
line with the Modernist ideology about the universal character of human beings. The
photographic intention behind the absence of human beings and their personal items
is related to the “documentary” and “objective” tendency coupled with the aesthetics
of the “abstract” images dominating the field at that period. Andreas Haus, in
“Photogenic Architecture”, explains this photographic intention through a
comparison of 19th and early 20th century practices:
“The photography of 19th century strove to show buildings –even those photographed only
shortly after their completion- as ‘alive’ and shrouded in history. Since the turn of the
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century, however, photography has aimed to capture the new and untouched, the pure
planning concept, a tendency intensified by the Neues Bauen.” (Haus,

1997).

It is a fact that photographers of Modern buildings, like their architects, preferred to
document them without people and life, in order to put full concentration on the pure formal
aspects of their architecture. And the words of Ezra Stoller who was an architectural
photographer who started practicing by the end of 1930s provide proof for this view:
“To use people or not to use people?... For one thing, a picture that contains people is a
picture of people. They are the first thing that you see in looking at a photograph. You
always see the people first and not the architecture… If it takes getting people in to give the
architecture interest, what sort of architecture is it?”

(Naegele, 1998).

Absence of color: black & white photography
“ ‘A modern city’; the flat-roofed buildings shine white and immaculate. The endless rows of
projecting balconies throw dark grey shadows down the smooth expanse of wall.
Everywhere, extended horizontal lines are repeated and where the structures are many stories
high, the regularly spaced window-openings produce a compelling grid-like rhythm. Each
surface is hard and clean, each silhouette swift and incisive… but this is a picture in black
and white -in light and half-tone only. Its forms –like those of a photograph- are clearcut but
colorless. One might think that the inventors of this magnificent idiom were colour-blind; for
the forms they employ are white, austere and for the most part, untextured; like those pebblepolished bones one discovers on the sea-shore.”

(Rothenstein, 1946).

The sarcastic description of the “Modern city” written by Michael Rothenstein in
1946 is a criticism of the way Modern architecture ignored the element of color,
probably as a consequence of its close interaction with the practice of photography.
Rothenstein claims that the Modern architect was over-influenced by the images
created through the eye of the camera, which sees in black-and-white and became
obsessed with the plain walls “deficient in chromatic values”. It is a significant fact
that not all Modern buildings were colorless, on the contrary, color was an integral
and dominant element in the design of certain Modern masterpieces, like Schroeder
House for instance. However, black and white photography created the illusion that
all Modern architecture was being produced in white or at most in tones of grey or
any other light and neutral color.
Rothenstein approaches the issue of color from within the British context and points
to the fact that architects in Britain are in a greater danger of making a mistake of
reading the new “idiom” as a colorless one, as a result of their “dependence on the
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camera’s interpretation”. He believes that monochromatic plain walls are not suitable
for the grey light of England and do not create the same effects that exist in the
photographs taken under clear sunlight casting shadows that animate the
“monotonous” surfaces of Modern buildings. Rothenstein’s criticism and warning is
quite relevant for the discussion generated in this study as one of the main concerns
here is the possible combination of effects created by a series of photographs of
buildings that are otherwise inaccessible to the viewer. As black and white
photography is the most consistent and powerful aspect of the images included in the
Image Set, it is worth discussing their influence on the way Modern villas are
perceived.
The absence of color creates distinct effects in exterior, interior and terrace views in
addition to certain common ones. Most Modern villas are monochromatic in light
colors on the exterior façades and through black and white photography they are
perceived as either white or light grey. Information about the materials and texture of
the surfaces is generally lost if they are not too obvious as in the case of façades with
wood or stone claddings. As color, light and texture are interconnected factors in
photography they determine each other’s degree of manifestation and in exterior
views, the absence of color leads to various effects in relation to different light
condition and the texture of the materials. Two frequent light conditions were
discussed about the exterior views in the former sub-sections of this chapter; that of
sunlight and diffused light. In those images produced under normal daylight
conditions the monochromatic façades appear as white and in a certain group of them
the whiteness is even more exaggerated as a result of overexposure. This causes a
specific form of contrast in exterior views based on the dichotomy of a white, manmade object versus a grey background of natural surroundings, and enhances the
sense of separation of the building from its context, previously described under
different topics. And in certain images the grey-white dichotomy appears in the form
of horizontal strips dividing the visual plane into parallel fields (Figure 4.42). The
caricaturized form of this phenomenon of two-color abstraction appears in some of
the model photographs as well, in which the contrast is carried to an extreme point
by the arrangement of color, light conditions and background tone.
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Figure 4.42: White strips on grey background (Appendix A/ 103E, 105E).
In interior views, the loss of information is greater as there is far more variety in the
colors and textures of materials belonging to both architectural elements, furniture
and domestic textile products. There are certain interiors like those of Schroeder
House or Villa La Roche, whose atmosphere is determined by the use of color to a
great extent and their black and white photographs are quite deceiving in that sense
(Figure 4.43). However, the richness of materials and colors in interior views finds a
certain kind of expression through the expansion of the scale of grey tones. For
instance the interiors of Frank Lloyd Wright’s villas portray a variety of forms and
tones that almost compensate for the deficiency of color in the photographs (Figure
4.25). The question here is that how many of the photographs of interiors contain
enough furniture and materials to create a sense of tonal and tactile variety and how
many portray empty spaces that tend to approach to a more abstract language,
facilitated by the elimination of color. The answer is partly given in the discussion
about the use of furniture in interior views (Table E.2). And it must also be noted that
the only colored photograph in the whole Image Set is the interior view of the villa
designed by Eileen Gray (Figure 4.24), which displays a photo-montage of artificial
colors applied on certain objects, which looks like an abstract coding of materials
rather then a realistic chromatic expression.
The striking effect created by black and white photography in terrace views –in
addition to the ones described above- is the neutralization of the natural elements
through the elimination of an expression that can be achieved through different tones
of green. Nature in all photographs appears as an average tone of grey deprived of all
specificities that may rise out of differences in geography and climate. Once more, an
aspect of the context is erased and a factor supporting the standardization of the
images takes its place.
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Figure 4.43: Black and white images of Schroeder House and Villa la Roche next
to color ones (Appendix A/ 15I, 27I).
4.2.3.5 A secondary coding: text and image
In “The Photographic Message”, Roland Barthes defines text as a “parasitic message
designed to connote the image” (Barthes, 1977). By using the concepts “parasititic”
and “connotation”, he draws attention to the secondary position of the text and the
way it affects the perception of the image. For Barthes, while in traditional modes of
illustration, the image used to illustrate the text, in contemporary ones it is just the
opposite. In contemporary media, the “principal message” is the image itself and the
text acts as a “secondary connotation procedure”. There are different ways the text
connotes the message, as Barthes puts it:
1 By amplifying the already existing message in the image,
2 By producing a totally new signified meaning, added up onto the image,
3 By contradicting the message of the denoted meaning in the image.
Barthes is writes about press photographs in this article and therefore he categorizes
the types of text as “captions, headlines and articles”, which interact with the image
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in the construction of its message. With a similar approach to Barthes’, the text is
evaluated as a secondary coding in this study, which effects the perception of the
villa photographs and discussed as such in the following paragraphs. However,
instead of analyzing separately the different categories of “captions, headlines and
articles” –which are more relevant in the study of newspaper photographs-, the
general nomenclature of the private houses embedded in all three will be focused on
as it reveals significant information in relation to the case study analyses.
There is a remarkable variety of terms used to indicate private or individual houses in
the three French periodicals. These terms listed in Table 4.6 usually reflect one
aspect of the house concerning its location, physical context, function, owners,
budget of construction, size etc. This is true for the names like “maison de
campagne” (country house), “maison de week-end” (weekend house), “maison
d’habitation avec atelier” (house with workshop) or “maison minimum” (minimum
house), which provide specific definitions. On the other hand, there are some other
terms that are too general and therefore do not correspond to specific characteristics
of the buildings they represent and their alternative uses cause ambiguities in the
categorization of the houses in one’s mind. These terms are “villa”, “maison” and
“hotel particulier” and they are the ones that are used most frequently in the three
French periodicals.
As demonstrated in Table 4.6 the term “villa” is the one that is used most in total in
the three periodicals and it is the general name given to private houses within a
natural setting. Even though it looks like an ordinary name for a country house, it
comes with all the historical connotations it bears relating it to concepts like nature,
pleasure, luxury, and wealth, discussed in the introductory chapter of the thesis. The
term “maison” is more abstract and general and simply signifies “house” or “home”,
without any reference to the physical context of the buildings or to their size or
budget etc. “Hôtel particulier” is usually used for detached urban houses, set in a
neighborhood or street of a town and usually with a garden around or at one side of
it. In some cases hôtel particuliers are not detached from the surrounding buildings,
and stand as inserted within a block. Given these three definitions, the terms villa and
hôtel particulier differ from each other in terms of physical context yet have similar
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connotations of belonging to wealthy people, and masion has a general, inclusive and
probably more modest tone.
Table 4.6: Terms used to present the single family houses in the three periodicals.
Chalet
Chateau
Habitation
Habitation bourgeoise
Hotel particulier
Maison / House / Haus
Maison de campagne
Maison d'habitation avec atelier
Maison individuelle
Maison isolée
Maison minimum
Maison/ Maisonette de weekend
Pavillion
Petite Maison
Résidence
Villa

Equivalent term in English
Chalet
Castle
Residence/ Dwelling/ Home
Bourgeois residence
Urban private house
House
Country house
House with workshop
Individual house
Detached house
Minimum house
Weekend house
Pavillion
Small house
Residence
Villa

AA
1
1
1
46
32
1
1
2
3
4
2

68

AV

LA

1
6

1

7
40
8

2
4
11
14

8
4
1
1

25

Even though the three terms have quite clear definitions in theory, the alternative
ways they are matched with the photographs of the private houses in the French
periodicals create certain ambiguities. A maison does not differ, in many cases, from
a “villa” in scale or context and sometimes the same house is named as a villa in an
issue and as a maison in another. Villa Savoye is a good example of this as it is
called “La Maison Savoye” in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui and L’Architecture
Vivante and, “Villa a Poissy” in L’Architecte. A very modest house is called a villa
and a luxury residence, a maison in certain cases, like in the examples of “Maison de
M.C. a Croix” and “Villa a Sceaux” both designed by Mallet-Stevens and published
in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui and L’Architecte respectively (Figure 4.44).
Furthermore, the photographic image of a villa that is supposed to be a country
house, and a hôtel particulier that stands for a town house, do not always necessarily
display the corresponding types of physical environments surrounding them. For
instance, the house designed by Behrens in Taunus, which is a large residence within
a natural setting is called an hôtel particulier in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui while
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the urban house designed by Le Corbusier in Rue Dr.Blanche in Paris is named as
“Villa La Roche” in L’Architecture Vivante and L’Architecte (Figure 4.45).

Figure 4.44: The terms “maison” and “villa” used in a puzzling way in two
different periodicals.

Figure 4.45: The ambiguous use of terms “hôtel particulier” and “villa”.
There are numerous examples of this sort of alternative use of terminology for
private houses in the three French periodicals studied, which may be interpreted as
an insignificant issue at first sight. However, when evaluated within the theoretical
framework of this study and in relation to its hypothesis, this ambiguity of
terminology may well be considered as an additional repetitive pattern that
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contributes to the homogeneity of the corpus of villa photographs. The consistent
change in the way the houses are named in the three periodicals not only suppress the
typological and contextual differences among them, but also blur the image of a
single house and its characteristics related to its context, size and economic aspects.
It is especially the physical context of the houses that are obscured most as it is
perceived under the influence of the combination of effects of both framing and
terminology. The sense of scale and level of luxury manifested in the photographs
are also subject to manipulation through nomenclature to a certain degree as well.
There is an obvious difference in the perception of a house named as “chateau” and
another as “maison” even if the two have similar sizes and budgets of construction.
Therefore, the issue about terminology is considered as an important supplementary
factor in the formation of the image of the Modern villa through its photographic
representation.
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5. CONCLUSION
The Case Study analysis is realized through two complementary procedures of
research, first of which is determining the elements and patterns that repetitively
appear in the photographs of Modern private houses and discuss their possible
connotations in relation to the “problem” of the Modern villa, as well as the
prevailing Modernist architectural discourse and practices of the period. In other
words, the first procedure is taking the repetitive elements as key concepts,
researching on and interpreting their possible connotations with reference to relevant
sources. The second procedure in making the analysis is mapping out the frequencies
of the repetition of these elements and patterns in order to be able to interpret the
meaning of their different intensities of apparition and the possible connotations of
this quantitative data. According to the methodology of this study, the discussion on
the very meaning of the repetitive phenomena in the photographs must be
complemented with the interpretation of the frequency of their repetition in order to
reach a comprehensible picture of the visual atmosphere they create.
These two procedures are carried out in combination throughout the analysis of
codes related to Exterior, Interior and Terrace views separately in the former subsections of this chapter. Here, in the final sub-section, some general results related to
the total picture of villa photographs will be discussed in order to synthesize the
separate analyses about different image groups and to underline the most significant
and prominent features of the “corpus”.
5.1 Conclusive Remarks on Case Study Analysis
5.1.1 Power of the exterior view
“External architecture seems to have absorbed avant-garde architects at the expense of the
interior. As if a house should be conceived for the pleasure of the eye more than for the well
being of its inhabitants” Eileen

Gray, 1929 (Constant, 1994).

When the tables showing the frequency patterns of the repetitive elements in all three
sub-groups of images; exterior, interior and terrace views are observed together, an
obvious fact catches one’s attention. Exterior views stand out as the most dominant
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group both because they are the biggest in number and also present the most
consistent patterns of repetition of dominant cases related to coding categories.
Whenever a private house is presented in one of the three periodicals, at least one
exterior view is always provided while interior views are not necessarily published in
each case. In the Image Set, only about one third of the villas are presented with
interior views and just one fifth of them have terrace views. This data alone shows
the priority given to the exterior image of Modern buildings, and houses specifically,
as they enable the perception of the building as an isolated object with a pure and
strong architectural language. However, interiors draw attention towards the spatial
characteristics of the houses and have the risk of reflecting more variety in terms of
architectural language, materials and finishings and decorative elements, especially if
inhabited at the time of photographing. Therefore, it is quite possible that interior
views go through a process of selection and some of them get eliminated due to the
reasons mentioned above.
Patterns of repetition demonstrated in the tables in Appendix E support the
assumption about the variety existing in interior views. Exterior views have an
apparently dominant case related to each code of repetition, i.e., there is a high level
of homogeneity in terms framing, viewpoint, architectural style, materials and texture
and certain absent features. On the other hand, interior views are less homogeneous
and show a greater degree of variety, especially among the codes related to content
like, forms of openings, design palette (materials, textures, color tones etc.) and
furniture. It is as if the interior view is a threat towards the consistent image created
by the attentively shaped outer masses of Modern houses and therefore necessary
precautions have to be taken either by photographing them empty or not publishing
interior views in most cases. The terrace views are fewer in number than interior
views, probably because a small number of the houses have terraces worth
displaying, and they have an even greater degree of variety in terms of compositional
elements and content. However, their simplicity of form and language and their
general harmony with the exterior appearance of the houses make them less
threatening than interior views.
In terms of the effects of these three different image groups on the “problem” of the
Modern villa, it may be said that the exterior views are most effective in obscuring it
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as they both present a highly standardized formal and visual language and at the
same time contain least information about the physical context, the specific
atmosphere and program of the house. On the other hand, interior views not only
present the idiosyncratic aspects of a house, interestingly enough, they give more
information about the physical environment of the house through transparent
openings, as well. Speaking with photographic terminology, the exterior view is a
closed composition, introverted and focused in character, and it draws all the
attention towards its subject isolating it from any reference outside itself. Interior
views are just the opposite: they are open compositions which direct one’s attention
towards the relationship of the subject with the world outside itself, even with spaces
or objects which are not present within the frame but implied to exist somewhere
outside. Terrace views differ in this respect according to the viewing angle: they may
turn into open or closed compositions in different cases. In short, the case study
analysis shows that the ideal photographic type in the achievement of a standardized
and neutral image of the Modern villa is the exterior view and the interior views and
terrace views need to be used very selectively in order to be able to complement this
image.
5.1.2 Concrete presence of absences
The main argument of this study and the whole research on Case Study photographs
are based on the assumption that there are certain repetitive elements and patterns
present among the Modern villa photographs that give them a similar character
despite their different aspects. In fact, the analysis on the types and frequency of
these repetitive elements shows that the character of the photographs in the Image
Set are determined more through the absence of certain phenomena, rather than their
presences. The most obvious and most frequent absences in all three groups of
photographs -exterior, interior and terrace views- are the absence of color and the
absence of the human figure. These repetitive codes are already categorized as
absences and evaluated as such, yet however, it is possible to think of most of the
remaining codes in terms of the absent phenomena they signify, as well.
The strongest form of absence, other than the two mentioned above, is the
environment of the Modern villa; its neighborhood, the landscape or the buildings
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surrounding it. Variety of materials, color tones, texture, natural elements, furniture
with different styles, personal items, ornaments and many other elements and
phenomena are missing in most of the photographs. These usually are all taken for
granted and not even noticed as the pure formal aspects of the images are very strong
and dominating. However, once absences are noticed they become concrete
presences, as discussed earlier with reference to Linda Nochlin’s article “The
Imaginary Orient”. Patterns of absence create the abstract language of the villa
photographs and emphasize their formal qualities, as abstraction is the very act of
eliminating the traces of specific conditions for the sake of emphasizing common or
universal aspects.
At this point it is important to be able to judge what is actually abstract in the content
of the photograph and what is further abstracted through the photographic
procedures. In other words, how does the denoted and connoted messages of the villa
photographs merge? What is content and what is composition? What is the degree of
influence of photographic techniques and printing quality on the message they
emanate? Is the Modern villa a soulless isolated object in reality or does it look that
way? Or in Barthes’ words: “how… can the photograph be at once ‘objective’ and
‘invested’, ‘natural’ and ‘cultural’? (Barthes, 1977). It is a challenging task to answer
these question concerning villa photographs, as the photographic process is only
partially comprehensible by the researcher. However, it is possible to say that they go
through a complex process through which their “natural” and photographic aspects
merge, with the singular yet interrelated interventions of the architect, photographer
and editor. To clarify this process of merging, re-evaluation of a photographic
concept is proposed in the following paragraphs.
5.1.3 “Cadrage” as a collective act
The French term “cadrage” -or “framing” in English- is a basic photographic term
that signifies the selection of the visual elements to be included within the frame of
the visual field, as mentioned earlier in the Case Study analyses. Although the major
act associated with framing is this selection, determining the vertical and horizontal
viewing angles and the general composition of the elements within the frame are also
part of the process. When the term is considered as a merely photographic procedure
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it belongs to the domain of the photographer and signifies his way of looking at his
subject or his general approach to the visual world around him. It is proposed here
that there is the necessity to expand the meaning of the term framing -or cadrage- in
order to be able to understand and conceptualize the complex mechanism that gave
the Modern villa photographs their identity.
Framing can be considered as a general act of selection and organization of elements
that may be applied at different stages of the formation of a visual language
presented in a photograph. For the “corpus” of the Modern villa photographs, it is
possible to think of three different forms of framing realized by the three main actors
discussed before: the architect, the photographer and the editor. If framing is simply
understood as the decision on what to include and what to leave out of the visual
field of an image, than it is possible to talk about a long process of inclusion and
exclusion, from the choices of the architect at the design stage to the decisions of the
editor about the final form of presentation. And when the compositional part of the
process –i.e. the decision about the way the included elements will come together- is
considered as well, framing acquires an even more complex character.
What we perceive visually within a villa photograph is first and foremost determined
by the highly selective mind-set of the Modernist architect who decides about the
limited range of architectural, natural and decorative elements that are allowed to
appear in and around the body of the house. This range extends from architectural
elements like materials, color tones, types of openings, form, geometry etc. to
decorative elements like furniture, carpets, curtains and ornaments. In addition to the
selection of the elements that can appear within the visual language of the house, the
architect also decides about the possible ways of their combinations that may be
acceptable. This procedure may be called “architectural framing”.
The second process is the photographer’s selection and combination of elements
from the already constructed image of the villa by its designer. So this is a second
layer of filtering, usually realized in collaboration with the architect, and with the
motive of highlighting the stronger features of the building while eliminating others
that betray Modernist aesthetics and principles. Apparently, this procedure has to be
named as “photographic framing”. Even though additional elements -like furniture,
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carpets, objects of daily life- are sometimes inserted within the visual frame of the
photograph for the sake of achieving certain effects, photographic framing of
Modern villas in the Image Set usually works reductively. Elements or phenomena
that exist in reality are usually removed or excluded from the frame of the
photograph, as discussed in the sub-sections of Case Study analysis. Photographic
and printing technologies of the period support this reductive process, as a result of
the impossibility of illustrating color or the poor manifestation of light in many
images.
The last layer of framing is the editorial one, which is the final process through
which the photographs are given their ultimate forms of appearance. “Editorial
framing” includes acts of selecting the photographs to be published, deciding about
their sizes and the ways various photographs will come together, determining the
texts and drawings that will accompany them etc. Even though this last editorial
stage of the framing act is not thoroughly discussed in this study, it is mentioned in
certain sub-sections and always kept in mind that it has a significant role in the
perception of the villa photographs. Even the seemingly minor acts like giving
priority to exterior views, not providing the name of its owner, its photographer or
the specific place it was built, calling it a “maison” or a “villa” or an “habitation”,
placing the photographs next to articles about “minimum housing” etc., all alter the
way they are perceived and shape the connoted message they give to the viewer. As
discussed in relevant chapters, the intention of the editor of professional periodicals
of the 1920s and early 30s, which promoted Modern architecture was primarily
providing visual proof for the dissemination of a coherent new style and so they were
emphasizing the common aspects of the Modern villas that were the most abundant
form of built work at their hands. This editorial act is also interpreted as an additional
layer of framing which indirectly includes or excludes information into or from the
“message” of the photograph.
It is more or less predictable to grasp the mechanisms of this triple framing process
yet it is a more difficult task to determine which of the three has more power in the
formation of the ultimate image of a Modern villa. The specific interpretation made
here in this study is that, in order to grasp the expressive identity of the “corpus” of
Modern villa photographs published between mid 1920s and mid 1930s, it is
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necessary to look into a number of factors that are active in its formation. These are
the specific traits of the villa type, the historic juxtaposition of architectural and
photographic revolutions during interwar years and the triple framing process
described above. All these factors are discussed separately in different chapters of
this study and attempted to be linked to each other through the analysis of the Case
Study photographs. And the critical thought underlying all these discussions
throughout the study has been that the “message” of a photograph –a body of
photographs in this case- is a complex phenomenon and there is the necessity to
approach it as an entity formed through the operation of a number of processes in
addition to the photographic one.
5.1.4 Frame versus context or frame as context
“context 1. The part of a text or statement that surrounds a particular word or
passage and determines its meaning. 2. The circumstances in which an event
occurs; a setting. (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, 2009).
The concept of context in architecture always occupied a central role in the formation
of the main arguments of this thesis study both because it is directly related to the
“problem” of the Modern villa and also appears as a problematic issue within the
discourse of Modern architecture in general. Here in the final part of the thesis, it is
necessary to review this concept under the light of the outcomes of this specific
research on Modern villa photographs and formulate its possible relationship with the
concept of framing. However, before going into these commentaries, it may be useful
to reflect some thoughts on the general meaning of the term and its use in
architecture.
Since the its original use in Latin (contextus, contexere) the term context primarily
belongs to the literary field and signifies the parts of a text that are immediately
before or after a specific word or phrase. This definition can be translated into other
fields as is done in architecture and functions similarly denoting the physical
surroundings of a specific subject or entity. The second meaning of the term quoted
above -as given in The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language-,
defines a larger and more general concept, referring to the totality of concrete and
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abstract conditions in which an event occurs. In fact, the comprehensive meaning of
the concept gets clearer when these two definitions are considered together and, both
the physical and non-physical circumstances surrounding an event or an entity are
viewed as a whole that shapes its content or form.
In the field of architecture, the term should as well be defined as a complex concept
that includes all the conditions in which a building or a project comes to existence,
which may be physical, economic, social, historical etc. Even the specific
requirements, preferences and character of the client are also parts of this complex
whole of circumstances. And the architect acts as a moderator who tries to set a
balanced hierarchy as to the degree of impact these various factors will have on the
design of the building, while at the same time trying to produce an original and
coherent argument of his. Here, it is important to be aware of the fact that not all of
the circumstances that shape a design are pre-existing and non-changeable facts and
some of them may be manipulated by the architect. Referring once more to the
definition quoted at the beginning of this sub-section: the “setting” of the event is
largely pre-existing yet may be partially shaped by the architect as well.
For the early Modern architects, the existing setting of their designs -with their
historical, economic and social aspects-, were usually dissatisfying and thus the
concept of context was profoundly problematic for them. Therefore, they either
totally rejected the existing setting and proposed ideal new settings or pretended to
ignore the conditions in which they inevitably had to adapt their work, as shown in
this thesis study in a specific way. In fact, when viewed from a larger perspective,
what the early Modern architects aimed was not just formulating a new language but
giving a whole new definition to the context in which building practice and human
settlements would exist. Thus, they not only wanted to act; they also wanted to set
the scene in which they would act.
At this point, it is possible to make certain comments about the way the framing
process described in the former sub-section helped setting the scene. While framing
may be considered as an act of concealing the actual context of a building, it may as
well be seen as an attempt at re-defining its context. Passing through the filter of
architectural, photographic and editorial processes of framing, the Modern villa –or
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any building-, gets isolated from the actual physical, geographic, social and
economic circumstances surrounding it. However, on the other hand, it acquires new
conditions that determine the way it is perceived and given meaning, and thus it
gains a new context. The elements of this context are a set of formal and theoretical
phenomena carefully selected and brought together by the three actors; the architect,
the photographer and the editor in the case of periodicals. It may as well be applied
to other media of representation prepared with a similar Modernist attitude; like
exhibitions, books or portfolios.
The Modern building is surrounded with images, texts (referring both to typographic
aspects and content) and graphics in the field of representation and these define its
actual context, its actual setting. The Modern building is intended to acquire its
meaning within this coherent context and not in the complex, confusing and
contradictory one that exists in real world. This artificial context produced by the
Modernist mindset in the field of representation was too coherent and consistent for
the conditions of the industrialized Western World at the beginning of the 20th
century and was probably the last attempt at achieving such an integrated world
view. And the process of framing was an active tool in achieving this view through
masking, re-defining and re-assembling contextual elements.
5.2 Comments on the Larger Picture
The power of photography as a tool of propaganda was well discovered since the
beginning of 20th century and this tool was actively utilized in various fields from art
to architecture and politics. The rising authoritative regimes in European countries
like Germany and Italy were able to make effective use of photography during 1920s
and 30s in dictating their political views to masses, as a result of technological
developments that enabled the mass-production and printing of images. As
underlined many times in the former chapters of the thesis, the power of
photographs, within this context, came mainly from a quantitative aspect: the fact
that they were many in number and circulated in massive amounts. Here, a final
comment will be made about the practice of publishing series of photographs typical
of the interwar era, and the far-reaching impact of the specific series of Modern villa
photographs on the image of the early phase of Modern architecture.
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In his article titled “The Face of Weimar Republic: Photography, Physiognomy and
Propaganda in Weimar Germany” (Uecker, 2007), Matthias Uecker writes about
some well-known photo-books made up of series of portrait photographs of German
people from various socio-economic and racial origins, including August Sander’s
Antlitz der Zeit (Face of Our Time) and the books edited by Ernst Jünger and
Edmund Schultz. Uecker draws attention to the ideological background of these
publications that seem to present objective and neutral visual documents at first sight,
and interprets the overall effects they create. Uecker’s claim is that no matter which
one of the two political poles –democratic left wing or authoritative right wing- the
authors of these books belonged, they nevertheless purposefully used these
publications for ideological propaganda. And their basic tool in doing this was to
present the photographs in series as they knew that a carefully selected “cluster” of
images produces an argument or a meaning that transcends the visual content and
characteristics of single images. For Uecker, the series in these books erased the
specific features and details of every single portrait and “reflected the disappearance
of true individuality in contemporary society”. He further explains this as such:
“Through their presentation as part of a series, the images of individual faces
and features are all supposed to coalesce into one new, virtual image which
represents no longer a concrete reality but –as the sum of all of its partssomething that is normally invisible.” (Uecker, 2007).
Uecker’s arguments are extremely relevant for the discussions developed in this
thesis as result of a number of similarities between the portrait books he mentions
and the series of Modern villa photographs, which further emphasize its certain
characteristics. Even though the Modern villa photographs in the periodicals are not
as intentionally and directly constructed as a series, they still have a very consistent
and intensive rhythm of publication, which makes them be perceived as such. Both
the portraits and the villa photographs are in fact representations of human
individuality and yet, ironically, are forced to act as parts of masses. Interestingly,
the subjects of both types of photographs –the human figures and the houses- are
presented as isolated objects without much contextual information. Therefore, as
explained previously for the villa photographs, the milieu of the publications, the
togetherness or repetition of the images become the actual context and thus produce
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meaning. The observer is forced to follow –or maybe construct- the web of
similarities and the traces of kinship between the images repeated in a similar format
and a consistent rhythm, rather than focusing on the specificities of each singular
subject. This leads to the creation of a “virtual image” or a “fabricated homogeneity”
that is artificially synthesized from the totality of all images within the series, which
in fact represent largely dissimilar individuals in reality.
The creation of a “virtual image” of Modern Architecture had certain consequences
in terms of its historiography and lead to the misinterpretation of its actual
characteristics by future generation of architects. The first and most obvious of these
consequences is that Modern Architecture is presented and perceived as a visual
construct with homogeneous features and obvious norms. This integrated and
consistent image led to both the masking of the immense variety among the
productions that fall into the category of Modern architecture and also to a lack of
understanding of the relationship between these productions and their social context.
In Architecture and Modernity, Hilda Heynen writes about Giedion’s Space, Time
and Architecture as one of the last and most influential efforts in concretizing a
unified image of Modern Architecture through establishing the canons of the “new
tradition” (Heynen, 1999). Heynen also refers to Giedion’s efforts to even draw a
coherent image of the contemporary society as a whole with a hidden “unity, a secret
synthesis” below the “seeming confusion” on the surface. Like Giedion, many
historians and critics of Modern Architecture vigorously worked to strengthen this
integrated picture at the expense of breaking bonds with reality and losing many
dimensions of the real practice.
The researchers of later generations coped with the challenging task of rediscovering
the immense variety within the production of Modern Architecture, trying to
understand the actual context of different productions and the specificities of various
forms of Modern Architecture at different geographies. The social ideals and
discourses behind these productions were also largely forgotten or ignored as a result
of the mesmerizing effect of the stylized canons that represented Modern
architecture. Similar comments and criticism about the historiography of Modern
Architecture are being made since long and today, the multi-track nature, the
varieties and conflicts present among the early phase of Modern Architecture are
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obvious to everyone dealing with this filed. This study aims to make a further
comment about how the unified image of Modern Architecture started to be
constructed within itself and emphasize the role of the mass-produced photographic
image in attaining this goal at an age of conspicuous ideological propaganda. It may
be meaningful to end this sub-section with the opening remarks of Sigfried Giedion’s
1928 book titled Building in France, Building in Iron, Building in Ferro-Concrete:
“Preliminary Remark: This book is written and designed so that it is possible
for the hurried reader to understand the developmental path from the
captioned illustrations; the text furnishes closer explication, the footnotes
provides more extensive references.” (Giedion, 1928).
5.3 Postscript
It is worth expressing a few last thoughts about the general meaning of making a
study like this one and the further questions or future channels of research it may
generate. In addition to deciphering the modus operandi of the intertwined forces in
the formation the visual image of the Modern villa, there is a more general outcome
of this study. It makes visible the immense variety among the production of the
Modernist architects of the “heroic period”, in terms of stylistic, contextual and
economic aspects, and curiously, this is realized through a material that especially
tries to veil this. Reflecting on this variety leads to the perception of the differences
between the singular approaches of architects, the specific conditions and priorities
of different countries or regions and the critical thresholds that sub-divide the
interwar Modernism into distinct periods. This form of reflection may as well turn
into a cyclical process –a meaningful one-, when one tries to find the common
aspects among all this variety and goes back to discovering more differences.
There are a number of topics that may be derived from this study for future research.
One of them may be a research on the way the photographs of Modern villas
appeared and functioned in different geographies during the interwar years.
Peripheral countries like Turkey may be a good context for conduction such a
research as they would probably present certain significant differences and contrasts
with the French example. This sort of a research would probably deal with both the
way the iconic images studied in this thesis travelled to and disseminated in different
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countries and also the way these peripheral locations produced and utilized their own
photographic corpus of Modern private houses. Again, Turkey would be a good case
for this study as the architects of the new republic were closely following the
products of the Modern movement in Europe and also because numerous single
family houses were being built in the 1930s and 40s and published extensively as
examples of Modern architecture and containers of the new life-style.
Another topic for future research may be about the image of the private house or the
“villa” after the Second World War, when architectural photography started to serve
the popular press, very differently than the interwar practice that “aimed almost
exclusively at a professional audience” (Naegele, 1995). As discussed in the third
chapter, photojournalism and the main photographic practices that served popular
media got transferred to the United States from Europe, while at the same time the
forms of propaganda about the Modern domestic environments started to be
determined by the American culture as well. Photographs of private houses also
evolved into numerous distinct forms. It is neither possible nor intended to give a
comprehensive picture of this evolution here yet Julius Schulmann’s photographs
may be mentioned to point to some significant differences between pre-war and postwar images of Modern villas. Some iconic frames of Schulmann shot at the Case
Study houses designed and built between 1945 and 1962 in the United Stated
demonstrate the difference of atmosphere in the post-war image of the private house.
The photographs not only emphasize the formal aspects of architecture but at the
same time display the life inside and around it, the way its inhabitants dwell in it and
the details of American domestic life, which are ready to be exported to the rest of
the world (Figure 5.1).
One last question that may be derived from this study is how the image of the
Modern villa has continued to be influential since interwar years until now, in other
words, what are the permanent marks it left on different channels of production
within the profession of architecture. These marks may be various, from the specific
formal language of architecture to methods of propaganda or the habit of perceiving
buildings as isolated objects. Having known and studied the Modern villa
photographs of the interwar era, one notices many familiar images or issues in
contemporary architectural media and discourse that bear the traces of their
influence. At the same time, new forms of representation of private houses in popular
and professional media makes one think about the different meanings and roles it
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currently holds. Today, the image of the “villa” continues to generate ideals,
questions and criticism as it has done for two thousand years.

Figure 5.1: Julius Schulmann’s famous photograph of Case Study House #22.
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APPENDIX A: IMAGE SET / EXTERIOR VIEWS

4E LA

1E AV / 1923 / Loos / Petite

2E AV / 1924 / Byvoet / La Haye

Maison / Model

/ Holland

/ 1924 / Hoffmann /
Brussels / Belgium

5E AV / 1924 / Mallet-Stevens /

6E AV / 1924 / Oud / Katwijk /

7E AV / 1924 / Oud / Rotterdam

Villa / Model

Holland

/ Holland

8E AV / 1924 / Perret / Paris /

9E AV / 1924 / Sue / Saint Cloud

10E AV / 1925 /

France

/ France

Le Corbusier /
Corseaux / Switzerland

11E AV / 1925 / Le Corbusier /

14E AV / 1925 / Raymond /

15E AV /

L’Esprit Nouveau / France

Tokyo / Japan
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1925 / Rietvelt /
Utrecht / Holland

18E AV / 1925 / Eesteren /

16E AV/ 1925/ Doesburg/

17E AV / 1925 / Doesburg /

Model

Model

Alblasserdam / Holland

19E AV / 1925 / Vant Hoff /

20E AV / 1926 / Dudok / La

21E AV / 1926 / Gropius / Irna /

Huisterheide / Holland

Haye / Holland

Germany

22E AV / 1926 / Korn / Berlin /

23E AV / 1926 / Korn / Berlin /

24E AV / 1926 / Korn / Berlin /

Germany

Germany

Germany

25E AV / 1926 / Korn / Berlin /

26E LA / 1926 / LeCorbusier /

27E AV / 1926 / LeCorbusier /

Germany

Voucresson / France
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La Roche / France

28E AV / 1925 / LeCorbusier /

29E LA / 1926 / Lurcat /

30E AV / 1926 / MalletStevens /

Ozenfant / France

Versailles / France

Ville d’Avray / France

31E AV / 1926 / Muche /

32E AV / 1926 / Raymond /

33E AV / 1926 / Raymond /

Weimar / Germany

Tokyo / Japan

Tokyo / Japan

34E AV / 1926 / Raymond /

35E AV / 1926 / Wormser /

36E LA / 1927 / Bourgeois /

Tokyo / Japan

Dunes / Holland

Saint Clair / France

37E AV / 1927 / Byvoet /

38E AV / 1927 / Gocar / Prag /

39E AV / 1927 / Gropius /

Meerpolder / Holland

Checkoslovakia

Berlin / Germany
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40E AV192 7/ Jirasek / Vienna /

41E AV / 1927 / Kotera / Prag /

42E AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier /

Model

Checkoslovakia

Boulogne / France

43E AV / 1927 / Mies /

44E AV / 1927 / Mallet Stevens

45E AV / 1927 / Mallet Stevens

CountryHouse / Model

/ Mezy / France

/ Mezy / France

46E AV / 1927 / Niedermoser /

47E AV / 1927 / Raymond /

49E AV / 1927 / Wiesner / Brno

Vienna / Austria

Tokyo / Japan

/ Checkoslovakia

50E LA / 1928 / Behrens /

51E LA / 1928 / Frank /

52E LA / 1928 / Hilberseimer /

Loyers / Germany

Stuttgart / Germany

Stuttgart / Germany
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53E AV / 1928 / Janco /

54E LA / 1928 / Poelzig /

55E LA / 1928 / Rading /

Bucharest / Romania

Stuttgart / Germany

Stuttgart / Germany

56E AV / 1929 / Gray /

57E LA / 1929 / Guevrekian /

58E AV / 1928 / Le Corbusier /

Roquebrune / France

Neuilly / France

Anvers / Holland

59E AV

/ 1929 / Le Corbusier /
Ville D’Avray / France

60E AV / 1929 / Le Corbusier /

61E LA / 1929 / Lurçat /

Stein / France

Bagneux / France

62E LA / 1930 / Abraham /

63E LA / 1930 / Abraham /

64E AA / 1930 / Brukalski /

Louveciennes / France

Voucresson / France

Warsaw / Poland
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65E AA / 1930 / Loos / Baller /

66E AV / 1930 / Le Corbusier /

68E AA / 1930 / Loos / Paris /

Model

Planeix / France

France

69E AA / 1930 / M.Van der

70E AA / 1930 / Pingusson / Ste

71E AV / 1930 / Wright /

Rohe / Guben / Germany

Maxime / Model

Coonley / USA

72E AV / 1930 / Wright / Evans

73E AV / 1930 / Wright / Heath

74E AV / 1930 / Wright /

/ USA

/ USA

Heurtley / USA

75E AV / 1930 / Wright /

76E AV / 1930 / Wright / Innes

77E AV / 1930 / Wright / Robie

Holyhock / USA

/ USA

/ USA
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78E AV / 1930 / Wright /

79E AV / 1930 / Wright /

80E AV / 1930 / Wright /

Stefens / USA

Taliesin / USA

Thomas / USA

82E AA / 1933 / Bens / Prague /

83E AV / 1931 / Breuer / Berlin

84E AA / 1931 / ... / Budapest /

Checkoslovakia

Expo / Germany

Hungary

85E AA / 1931 / Burnet & Tait /

86E AA / 1931 / Burnet & Tait /

88E AA / 1931 / Favier /

Essex / England

Essex (La Chateau) / England

Villennes sur Seine / France

89E AA / 1931 / Fischer /

91E AV / 1931 / Gropius /

92E AA / 1931 / Hoffmann /

Boulogne sur Seine / France

Dessau / Germany

Vienna / Austria

238

93E AA / 1931 / Karplus /

94E LA / 1931 / Kohn /

95E AA / 1931 / Lauterbach /

Vienna / Austria

Hautville / France

Breslau / Poland

96E AV / 1931 / Le Corbusier /

97E AA / 1931 / Loos / Vienna /

98E AV / 1931 / Luckhardt /

Savoye / France

Austria

Berlin (Expo) / Model

100E AA / 1931 / Mallet-

101E AA / 1931 / Mallet-

102E AA / 1931 / Mallet-

Stevens / Rue MS / France

Stevens / Rue MS / France

Stevens / Rue MS / France

103E AV / 1931 / M. van der

104E AV / 1931 / M. van der

105E LA / 1931 / Neutra / Los

Rohe / Tugendhat/ Checkoslovakia

Rohe / Berlin (Expo) / Germany

Angeles / USA
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106E AA / 1931 / Perret /

108E AA / 1931 / Sauvage / St

109E AA / 1931 / Schmalensee

Muter / France

Martin La Garenne / France

/ Stockholm / Sweden

110E AA / 1931 / Theiss /

111E LA / 1931 / Veissiere /

112E AA / 1931 / Welz /

Vienna / Austria

Garches / France

Maison Minimum / France

113E AA / 1931 / Wood /

114E AA / 1932 / Abraham /

115E AA / 1932 / Baehler /

Oversound / England

Clairiere / France

Ascona / Germany

116E LA / 1931 / Bassompierre

117E AA / 1932 / Berst /

118E AA / 1932 / Beugnet /

/ Meulan / France

Colmar / France

Ville d’Avray / France
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119E AA / 1932 / Brelet / Paris

120E AA / 1932 / Breuer /

122E AA / 1932 / De los

/ France

Wiesbaden / Germany

Campo / Buenos Aires / Argentina

123E AA / 1932 / Duesberg /

124E AA / 1932 / Fischer /

125E LA / 1934 / Furiet / Seine

Verviers / Belgium

Voucresson / France

Port / France

126E AA / 1934 / Thurin / Orly

127E AA / 1932 / Groupe 5 /

128E AA / 1932 / Groupe 5 /

/ France

Petite Maisons 1 / France

Petite Maisons 2 / France

129E AA / 1932 / Groupe 5 /

130E AA / 1932 / Guerin /

131E AA / 1932 / Gutkin /

Petite Maisons 3 / France

Expo AA / France

Maison sur le Lac (Berlin Expo) /
Germany
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132E AA / 1932 / Gutkin /

133E AA / 1932 / Gutkin /

134E AA / 1932 / Hardel /

Maison s dans le Bois/ Germany

Maison dans le Pres / Germany

Expo AA / France

135E AA / 1932 / Jourdain /

136E AA / 1932 / Kloos / ... /

138E AA / 1932 / Kozma /

Grandchamp 2 / France

Holland

Budapest / Hungary

139E AA / 1932 / Kretschmer /

140E AA / 1932 / Krueger /

141E AV / 1932 / Le Corbusier

... / Germany

Stuttgart / Germany

/ Mandrot / France

142E AA / 1932 / Le Meme /

143E AA / 1932 / Lubinsky /

144E AA / 1932 / Lurçat /

Haute Montagne / France

Warsaw / Poland

Boulogne sur Seine / France
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145E LA / 1928 / Lurçat /

146E AA / 1932 / Mallet-

147E LA / 1932 / Mallet-

Guggenbuhl / France

Stevens / Croix / France

Stevens / Sceaux / France

149E LA / 1932 / Markelius /

150E AV / 1932 / Mendelsohn /

151E AV / 1932 / Mendelsohn /

Nockeby / Sweden

Bejach / Germany

Berlin / Germany

152E AV / 1932 / Mendelsohn /

153E AA / 1932 / Moreux /

154E AA / 1932 / Nanquette /

Sternfeld / Germany

Paris / France

Yerres / France

156E AA / 1932 / Nicolas /

157E AA / 1932 / Perret / ... /

158E AA / 1932 / Perret / Parc

Paris / France

Egypte

Montsouris / France
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159E LA / 1932 / Perret /

160E AA / 1932 / Sabatou /

161E AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

Garches / France

Frette / France

Zurich / Switzerland

162E AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

163E AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

164E AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

Dr Charlton / Switzerland

Grunewald / Switzerland

Maison de Camp. / Switzerland

165E AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

166E AA / 1932 / Scharoun /

167E AA / 1932 / Schumacher /

Berlin / Germany

Gera / Germany

Cologne / Germany

168E AA / 1932 / Segal /

169E AV / 1925 / Van’t Hoff /

170E AA / 1932 / Stephensen /

Mallorca / Spain

Huisterheide / Holland

Copenhagen / Denmark
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171E AA / 1932 / Taut / W

172E AA / 1932 / Van den

173E AA / 1932 / Vilar /

Haus / Germany

Broeck / ... / Belgium

Buenos Aires / Argentina

174E AA / 1932 / Von der

175E AA / 1932 / Wagner / W

176E AA / 1932 / Wiedemeyer

Muhl / Bale / Germany

Haus / Germany

/ Ascona / Germany

177E AA / 1932 / Wood /

178E AA / 1932 / Zac / Prague

179E AA / 1933 / Barbier

Torquay / England

/ Checkoslovakia

Bouvet / Cotes des Maures / Fr.

180E AA / 1933 / Barret /

181E AV / 1933 / Brinkmann /

183E AA / 1933 / Burnet /

Cellule d’Habitation / Model

Rotterdam / Holland

Aldbourne / England
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184E LA / 1933 / Fraenkel /

185E AA / 1933 / Konrad /

186E AA / 1933 / Kroha / Brno

Riverside / Germany

Bratislava / Czeckoslovakia

/ Czeckoslovakia

187E AA / 1933 / Linhar /

188E AA / 1933 / Machon /

191E AA / 1933 / Neutra /

Prague / Czeckoslovakia

Yevanech /

Hollyridge2 / USA

192E AA / 1933 / Pacon /

193E AA / 1933 / Redard /

194E AA / 1933 / Rosenauer /

NeuillySurSeine / France

CoteDArgent / Model / France

SaintCloud2 / France

195E AA / 1933 / Rosenthal /

196E LA / 1933/ Steens /

197E AA / 1933 / Vaquero /

Berlin / Germany

RisOrangis / France

Ovideo / Spain
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198E AA / 1933 / Weinwurm /

199E AA / 1933 / Wiesner /

200E AA / 1933 / Wiesner /

Bratislava / Czeckoslovakia

Brno / Czeckoslovakia

Brno2 / Czeckoslovakia

201E AA / 1934 / Behrens /

202E AA / 1933 / Bourgeois /

205E AA / 1933 / LeM /

Taunus / Germany

WauthiesBraine / Belgium

Megeve2 / France

206E LA / 1934 / Caillet /

207E AA / 1934 / Cantacuzene

208E AA / 1934 / Debre / Paris

Alger / Algeria

/ MerNoire2 / Romania

/ France

209E AA / 1934 / Eraymond /

210E AA / 1933 / Furiet /

211E AA / 1934 / Ginsberg /

Massachusetts / USA

Villars / France

ExpoParis / Model2 / France
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212E AA / 1934 / Ginsberg /

213E AA / 1933 / Gladky /

214E LA / 1934 / Gross /

Viroflay / France

TunaKenari4 Germany

215E LA / 1934 / Guerineau /

216E AA / 1934 / Horiguti /

217E AA / 1934 / Howe /

Alger / Algeria

Tokyo / Japan

England

218E AA / 1934 / Janco /

219E AA / 1933 / Jourdain /

220E AA / 1933 / Judtmann /

Bucharest / Romania

PavLoiLoucheur2 / France

Ploetzleinsdorf2 / Austria

221E AA / 1933 / Judtmann /

222E AA / 1933 / Koerte /

223E AA / 1933 / Koninck /

Vienna / Austria

Stuttgart / Germany

Auderghem / Belgium

MaisonIndividuelle / Model /
France
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224E AA / 1933 / Kuehn /

225E AA / 1933 / Kuehn /

226E LA / 1934 / Lacourrege /

Westend / Germany

Zeuthen / Germany

Meulan4 / France

227E AA / 1933 / LeMeme /

228E AA / 1933 / Loos /

229E AA / 1934 /

Megeve / OwnHouse2 / France

Vienna / Austria

MdeWeekend / Expo / France

230E AA / 1934 /

231E AA / 1933 / Marston /

232E AA / 1933 / Moser /

MdeWeekend / Voucresson /
France

Pasadena / USA

Eierbrecht / Switzerland

233E AA / 1933 / Moser /

234E AA / 1934 / Neutra /

235E AA / 1934 / Novello /

Zurich3 / Switzerland

Altadona / USA

ExpoParis / France
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236E AA / 1933 / Plischke /

237E AA / 1934 / Raymond /

238E AA / 1933 / Richter /

Vienna2 / Austria

TokyoEv2-2 / Japan

Berlin / Germany

239E AA / 1933 / Riha / Prague

241E LA / 1934 / Siclis /

242E LA / 1934 / Sue /

/ Czeckoslovakia

Merignac / France

Ustarritz2 / France

243E AA / 1934 / Taniguti /

244E AA / 1934 / Thurin /

245E AA / 1934 / Vago /

Tokyo / Japan

Orly2 / France

MaisonMetaliqueExpoParis /
France

246E AA / 1933 /

247E AA / 1933 / Zielensky /

248E AA1935-Checley-

VanDerBorght / Watermael2 /
Holland

HP1

England2
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249E AA / 1935 / ChittyTecton

250E LA / 1935 / Furiet /

251E AA / 1935 / Horiguti /

/ England

Switzerland2

Japan

252E AA / 1935 / Ischiura /

253E LA / 1935 / Kozma /

254E AA / 1935 / Kume / Japan

Tokyo / Japan

Budapest3 / Hungary

255E AA / 1935 / Kurata /

256E AA / 1935 / LeCorbusier /

257E AA / 1935 / LeCorbusier

Japan

Mathes / France

/ MdeWeekend / France

258E AA / 1935 / Lurcat /

259E AA / 1935 / Nakamishi /

261E AA / 1934 / Schlegel /

VilleDAvray / France

Osaka / Japan

Copengahen / Denmark
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262E AA / 1935 /
SkinnerTecton / GideaPark /
England

263E AA / 1935 / Tsiuchiura /

264E AA / 1935 / Ueno / Japan

Japan

265E AA / 1935 / Ueno / Kyoto

266E AA / 1935 / Yamada /

267E AA / 1931 / Loos /

/ Japan

Japan

Vienna2 / Austria
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8I AV / 1924 / Perret / France

7I AV / 1924 / Oud / Rotterdam /

8I-1 AV / 1924 / Perret / Paris /

Holland

France

9I -1 AV / 1924 / Sue /

9I AV / 1924 / Sue / SaintCloud /

10I AV / 1925 / LeCorbusier /

SaintCloud / France

France

Corseaux / Switzerland

11I AV / 1925 / LeCorbusier /

12I-1 AV / 1925 / Oud /

12I AV / 1925 / Oud /

EspritNouveau / France

Noordwijkerhout / Holland

Noordwijkerhout / Holland

15I AV / 1925 / Rietvelt /

27I-1 AV / 1926 / LeCorbusier

27I-2 AV / 1926 / LeCorbusier

Utrecht / Holland

/ Roche / France

/ Roche / France
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27I AV / 1926 / LeCorbusier /

28I-1 AV / 1925 / LeCorbusier

28I AV / 1925 / LeCorbusier /

Roche / France

/ Ozanfant / France

Ozanfant

34I-1 AV / 1926 / Raymond /

34I AV / 1926 / Raymond /

38I-1 AV / 1927 / Gocar / Prag

Tokyo / Japan

Tokyo / Japan

/ Czeckoslovakia

38I AV / 1927 / Gocar / Prag /

39I AV / 1927 / Gropius / Berlin

42I-1 AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier

Czeckoslovakia

/ Germany

/ Boulogne / France

42I-2 AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier

42I-3 AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier

42I-4 AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier

/ Boulogne / France

/ Boulogne / France

/ Boulogne / France
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42I AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier /

48I AV / 1927 / Raymond /

53I AV / 1928 / Janco /

Boulogne / France

Tokyo / Japan

Bucharest / Romania

56I-1 AV / 1929 / Gray /

56I-2 AV / 1929 / Gray /

56I-3 AV / 1929 / Gray /

Roquebrune / France

Roquebrune / France

Roquebrune / France

56I-4 AV / 1929 / Gray /

56I AV / 1929 / Gray /

57I LA / 1929 / Guevrekian /

Roquebrune / France

Roquebrune / France

Neuilly / France

59I-1 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

59I AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier /

60I-1 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

/ Davray / France

Davray / France

/ Stein / France
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60I-2 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

60I-3 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

60I AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier /

/ Stein / France

/ Stein / France

Stein / France

66I-1 AV / 1930 / LeCorbusier

66I-2 AV / 1930 / LeCorbusier

66I AV / 1930 / LeCorbusier /

/ Planeix / France

/ Planeix / France

Planeix / France

67I-1 AV / 1930 / LeCorbusier

67I AV / 1930 / LeCorbusier /

75I AV / 1930 / FLW /

/ Mchurch / France

Mchurch / France

Holyhock / USA

79I AV / 1930 / FLW / Taliesin /

81I AV / 1930 / FLW /

82I AA / 1933 / Bens / Prague /

USA

RiverForest / USA

Czeckoslovakia
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83I-1 AV / 1931 / Breuer /

83I AV / 1931 / Breuer /

87I AA / 1931 / Chareau /

BerlinExpo / Germany

BerlinExpo / Germany

MdeVerre / France

89I AA / 1931 / Fischer /

90I AA / 1931 / Fischer / Paris /

92I AA / 1931 / Hoffmann /

BsurSeine / France

France

Vienna / Austria

96I-1 AV / 1931 / LeCorbusier

96I-2 AV / 1931 / LeCorbusier

96I-3 AV / 1931 / LeCorbusier

/ Savoye / France

/ Savoye / France

/ Savoye / France

96I AV / 1931 / LeCorbusier /

98I AV / 1931 / Luckhardt /

103I-1 AV / 1931 / Mies /

Savoye / France

BerlinExpo / Germany

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia
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103I-2 AV / 1931 / Mies /

103I-3 AV / 1931 / Mies /

103I AV / 1931 / Mies /

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia

104I-1 AV / 1931 / Mies /

104I AV / 1931 / Mies /

105I-1 LA / 1931 / Neutra /

BerlinExpo / Germany

BerlinExpo / Germany

LA / USA

105I-2 LA / 1931 / Neutra /

105I LA / 1931 / Neutra / LA /

106I AA / 1931 / Perret /

LA / USA

USA

MaisonMuter / France

107I AA / 1932 / Perret /

108I AA / 1931 / Sauvage /

109I-1 AA / 1931 /

Versailles / France

StMartinLaGarenne / France

Schlamensee / StockholmExpo /
Sweden
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109I AA / 1931 / Schmalensee /

111I LA / 1931 / Veissiere /

112I-1 AA / 1931 / Welz /

StockholmExpo / Sweden

Garches / France

MaisonMinimumParis / France

112I AA / 1931 / Welz /

120I AA / 1932 / Breuer /

124I AA / 1932 / Fischer /

MaisonMinimumParis / France

Wiesbaden / Wiesbaden

SaintCloud / France

125I-1 LA / 1934 / Furiet /

125I-2 LA / 1934 / Furiet /

125I LA / 1934 / Furiet /

SeinePort / France

SeinePort / France

SeinePort / France

130I AA / 1932 / Guerin /

132I AA / 1932 / Gutkind /

134I AA / 1932 / Hardel /

ExpoAA / France

BerlinExpo / Germany

ExpoAA / France
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135I-1 AA / 1932 / Jourdain /

135I AA / 1932 / Jourdain /

137I AA / 1932 / Kohler /

Grandchamp / France

Grandchamp / France

BerlinExpo / Germany

138I-1 AA / 1932 / Kozma /

138I AA / 1932 / Kozma /

140I AA / 1932 / Krueger /

Budapest / Hungary

Budapest / Hungary

Stuttgart / Germany

141I-1 AV / 1932 /

141I AV / 1932 / LeCorbusier /

143I AA / 1932 / Lubinsky /

LeCorbusier / Mandrot / France

Madrot / France

Warsaw / Poland

145I LA / 1928 / Lurcat / Paris /

146I-1 AA / 1932 /

146I-2 AA / 1932 /

France

MalletStevens / Croix / France

MalletStevens / Croix / France
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146I-3 AA / 1932 /

146I-4 AA / 1932 /

146I-5 AA / 1932 /

MalletStevens / Croix / France

MalletStevens / Croix / France

MalletStevens / Croix / France

146I-6 AA / 1932 /

146I AA / 1932 /

149I LA / 1932 / Markelius /

MalletStevens / Croix / France

MalletStevens / Croix / France

Nockeby / Sweden

151I-1 AV / 1932 /

151I AV / 1932 / Mendelsohn /

153I-1 AA / 1932 / Moreux /

Mendelsohn / Berlin / Germany

Berlin / Germany

Paris / France

153I-2 AA / 1932 / Moreux /

153I AA / 1932 / Moreux /

154I AA / 1932 / Nanquette /

Paris / France

Paris / France

Yerres / France
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160I AA / 1932 / Sabatou /

161I AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

162I AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

Frette / France

Zurich / Switzerland

DrCharlton / Switzerland

164I AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

166I-1 AA / 1932 / Scharoun /

166I AA / 1932 / Scharoun /

MdeCampagne / Switzerland

Gera / Germany

Gera / Germany

174I-1 AA / 1932 /

174I-2 AA / 1932 /

174I-3 AA / 1932 /

VonDerMuhl / Bale / Germany

VonDerMuhl / Bale / Germany

VonDerMuhl / Bale / Germany

174I AA / 1932 / VonDerMuhl /

178I AA / 1932 / Zac / Prague /

181I-1 AV / 1933 / Brinkman /

Bale / Germany

Czeckoslovakia

Rotterdam / Holland
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181I-2 AV / 1933 / Brinkman /

181I AV / 1933 / Brinkman /

187I-1 AA / 1933 / Linhart /

Rotterdam / Holland

Rotterdam / Holland

Prague / Czeckoslovakia

187I AA / 1933 / Linhart /

188I AA / 1933 / Machon /

192I-1 AA / 1933 / Pacon /

Prague / Czeckoslovakia

Yevanech /

NeuillySurSeine / France

192I AA / 1933 / Pacon /

196I-1 LA / 1933 / Steens /

196I-2 LA / 1933 / Steens /

NeuillySurSeine / France

RisOrangis / France

RisOrangis / France

196I LA / 1933 / Steens /

201I AA / 1934 / Behrens /

208I AA / 1934 / Debre / Paris /

RisOrangis / France

Taunus / Germany

France
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214I-1 LA / 1934 / Gross /

214I LA / 1934 / Gross /

216I AA / 1934 / Horiguti /

Riverside / Germany

Riverside / Germany

Tokyo / Japan

220I AA / 1933 / Judtmann /

222I AA / 1933 / Koerte /

223I-1 AA / 1933 / Koninck /

Ploetzleinsdorf / Austria

Stuttgart / Germany

Auderghem / Belgium

223I AA / 1933 / Koninck /

226I LA / 1934 / Lacourrege /

234I-1 AA / 1934 / Neutra /

Auderghem / Belgium

Meulan / France

Altadona / USA

234I AA / 1934 / Neutra /

235I AA / 1934 / Novello /

238I AA / 1933 / Richter /

Altadona / USA

ExpoParis / France

Berlin / Germany
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241I LA / 1934 / Siclis /

242I LA / 1934 / Sue / Ustarritz

246I AA / 1933 /

Merignac / France

/ France

VanDerBorght / Watermael /
Holland

247I AA / 1933 / Zielensky /

248I AA / 1935 / Checley /

253I-1 LA / 1935 / Kozma /

HP

England

Budapest / Hungary

253I-2 LA / 1935 / Kozma /

253I LA / 1935 / Kozma /

257I AA / 1935 / LeCorbusier /

Budapest / Hungary

Budapest / Hungary

MdeWeekend / France

259I AA / 1935 / Nakamishi /

260I AA / 1935 / Raymond /

263I AA / 1935 / Tsiuchiura /

Osaka / Japan

Tokyo / Japan

Japan
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APPENDIX C: IMAGE SET / TERRACE VIEWS

3T LA / 1924 / Garnier /

42T-1 AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier

42T AV / 1927 / LeCorbusier /

SaintRambert2 / France

/ Boulogne / France

Boulogne / France

56T AV / 1929 / Gray /

57T-1 LA / 1929 / Guevrekian

57T LA / 1929 / Guevrekian /

Roquebrune / France

/ Neuilly / France

Neuilly / France

59T-1 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

59T-2 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

59T AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier /

/ VilleDAvray / France

/Ville DAvray / France

VilleDAvray / France

60T-1 AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier

60T AV / 1929 / LeCorbusier /

61T-1 LA / 1929 / Lurcat /

/ Stein / France

Stein / France

Bagneux / France
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61T LA / 1929 / Lurcat /

66T AV / 1930 / LeCorbusier /

96T-1 AV / 1931 / LeCorbusier

Bagneux / France

Planeix / France

/ Savoye / France

96T AV / 1931 / LeCorbusier /

98T AV / 1931 / Luckhard /

99T AV / 1931 / Luckhardt /

Savoye / France

BerlinExpo / Germany

Berlin / Germany

103T-1 AV / 1931 / Mies /

103T-2 AV / 1931 / Mies /

103T AV / 1931 / Mies /

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia

Tugendhat / Czeckoslovakia

104T AV / 1931 / Mies /

105T LA / 1931 / Neutra / LA /

116T LA / 1931 / Bassompierre

BerlinExpo / Germany

USA

/ Meulan / France
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120T AA / 1932 / Breuer /

121T AA / 1932 / Bustillo /

138T AA / 1932 / Kozma /

Wiesbaden / Germany

BuenosAires / Argentina

Budapest / Hungary

143T AA / 1932 / Lubinsky /

144T AA / 1932 / Lurcat /

145T LA / 1928 / Lurcat /

Warsaw / Poland

BsurSeine / France

Guggenbuhl / France

146T AA / 1932 /

149T LA / 1932 / Markelius /

151T AV / 1932 / Mendelsohn /

MalletStevens / Croix / France

Nockeby / Sweden

Berlin / Germany

153T AA / 1932 / Moreux /

154T AA / 1932 / Nanquette /

160T AA / 1932 / Sabatou /

Paris / France

Yerres / France

Frette / France
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161T AA / 1932 / Salvisberg /

167T AA / 1932 / Schumacher /

174T AA / 1932 / VonDerMuhl

Zurich / Switzerland

Cologne / Germany

/ Bale / Germany

178T AA / 1932 / Zac / Prague

181T AV / 1933 / Brinkman /

182T AV / 1933 / Brinkman /

/ Czeckoslovakia

Rotterdam / Holland

Rotterdam / Holland

183T AA / 1933 / Burnet /

187T AA / 1933 / Linhart /

197T AA / 1933 / Vaquero /

Aldbourne / England

Prague / Czeckoslovakia

Ovideo / Spain

201T AA / 1934 / Behrens /

214T LA / 1934 / Gross /

233T AA / 1933 / Moser /

Taunus / Germany

Riverside / Germany

Zurich / Switzerland
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236T AA / 1933 / Plischke /

240T AA / 1934 / Sato / Tokyo

241T LA / 1934 / Siclis /

Vienna / Austria

/ Japan

Merignac / France

256T AA / 1935 / LeCorbusier /

262T AA / 1935 /

263T AA / 1935 / Tsiuchiura /

Mathes / France

SkinnerTecton / GideaPark /
England

Japan

267T AA / 1933 / Loos /
Vienna / Austria
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APPENDIX D: Case Study - Analysis Samples
Villa framed as an isolated box

The villa is framed as an isolated object with no other buildings or man-made objects
within the visual field. Abstract background appears in the form of indistinct
fragments of landscape or simply as a dark hollow in the case of models. The image
is shot at an oblique angle.
Number of images in this group
177 images within 246 Exterior views (71%)
Complete list of images in this group is found in Table E.1.
Sample images on this page Image at the top: 183E First row: 1E, 7E, 40E, 45E
Second row: 96E, 97E, 124E Third row: 126E, 133E, 147E, 171E

Figure D.1: Exterior Views / Composition / Framing and viewing angle /
Dominant Group.
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Villa framed with its context

The physical surroundings of the villa
is included within the frame of the
photograph. The context is generally
a natural environment and especially
villas at mountainside are shot with
this type of framing probably because
they have a dramatic visual effects.
Number of images in this group
38 images within 246 Exterior views
(15 %)
Complete list of images in this group
is found in Table C.1.

Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 114E First row: 36E, 79E, 105E; second row: 93E, 149E, 176E,
205E; Third row: 184E

Figure D.2: Exterior Views / Composition / Framing and viewing angle /
Exception Group 1.
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Cropped framing

One of the façades of the villa is
framed.

These

information

images

lack

the

three

about

dimensional quality of the building
and

its

dimensional

surroundings.

A

graphic

effect

two
is

achieced.
Number of images in this group
32 images within 246 Exterior views
(14 %)
Complete list of images in this group
is found in Table C.1.

Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 4E First row: 27E, 34E, 57E, 61E; second row: 64E, 76E, 101E,
106E

Figure D.3: Exterior Views / Composition / Framing and viewing angle /
Exception Group 2.
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Conventional elements

A general “Modern” look combined with certain traditional, local and relatively
more conventional elements like high pitched roofs, overhanging eaves, cornices and
brick, stone or wooden cladding on the façades.
Number of images in this group
34 images within 246 Exterior views (14%)
Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 2E First row: 33E, 32E, 47E, 19E Second row: 142E, 169E, 190E
Third row: 205E , 210E, 264E

Figure D.4: Exterior Views / Content / Architectural Style / Exception Group 1.
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Classic Modernism

Classic Modernism or “Modern” houses with eclectically used classical elements like
arcades, arched windows and cornices on symmetrically arranged façades.
Number of images in this group
16 images within 246 Exterior views (6%)
Complete list of images in this group can is found in Table E.1.
Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 159E First row: 88E, 94E, 116E, 157E Second row: 193E, 207E
Third row: 242E, 226E

Figure D.5: Exterior Views / Content / Architectural Style / Exception Group 2.
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Unique Experiments

Villas with unusual architectural styles that cannot be categorized.
Number of images in this group
6 images within 246 Exterior views (2,4 %)
Complete list of images in this group can is found in Table E.1.
Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 35E First row: 146E, 37E, 46E Second row: 237E, 175E

Figure D.6: Exterior Views / Content / Architectural Style / Exception Group 3.
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Expressionistic Experiments
Villas with expressionistic styles,
which fall outside or at least towards
the

extremes

vocabulary

of

the

of

stylistic

mainstream

Modernism.
Number of images in this group
8 images within 246 Exterior views
(3 %)
Complete list of images in this group
can is found in Table C.1.

Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 166E First row: 39E, 65E, 141E; Second row: 150E, 256E, 257E

Figure D.7: Exterior Views / Content / Architectural Style / Exception Group 4.
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Frank Lloyd Wright villas

Villas designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and which represent his unique style or
unusual experiments.
Number of images in this group
10 images within 246 Exterior views (4 %)
Complete list of images in this group can is found in Table E.1.
Sample images on this page
Image at the top: 74E First row: 72E, 75E; Second row: 77E, 78E Third row: 80E,
73E.

Figure D.8: Exterior Views / Content / Architectural Style / Exception Group 5.
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Cropped view

Open compositions that depict only a fragment of the space that is photographed.
The lines and planes diverging towards the borders of the image imply the continuity
of space. Vertical elements are avoided at the borders in order not to create a sense of
framing.
Number of images in this group
112 images within 156 interior views (70%)
Complete list of images in this group is found in Table E.2.
Sample images on this page Image at the top: 60E First row: 53E, 48E, 66E,
Second row: 82E, 56E, 125-2, 103E, 145E

Figure D.9: Interior Views / Composition/ Framing/ Dominant Group.
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Complete view

The space is depicted as fully as possible within the frame of the image, employing
more conventional and often symmetrical compositions.
Number of images in this group
25 images within 156 interior views (16%)
Complete list of images in this group is found in Table E.2.
Sample images on this page Image at the top: 8E-1 First row: 28I, 42I-4, 56I-2;
Second row: 161I, 103I, 108I, 111I; Third row: 132I, 135I-1, 141I-1.

Figure D.10: Interior Views / Composition/ Framing/ Exception Group 1.
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Focused view

Architectural elements like stairs, fireplaces,
openings, special wall claddings, fixtures
and furniture are focused with

tight

framings.
Number of images in this group
19 images within 156 interior views (12%)
Complete list of images in this group is
found in Table E.2.

Sample images on this page Image at the top: 153I First row: 7I, 9I, 9I-1, 12I
Second row: 154I, 192I, 103I-3

Figure D.11: Interior Views / Composition/ Framing/ Exception Group 2.
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Figure D.12: Terrace views / Sunbathing human figures (Appendix A/ First row:
120T, 149T, second row: 167T, 178T, third row: 268T)
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Figure D.13: Exterior views with human figures (Appendix A/ 97E, 174E, 242E).
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APPENDIX E: Frequency Maps
Table E.1: Exterior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map
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Table E.1: Exterior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map (continues)
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Table E.1: Exterior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map (continues)
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Table E.1: Exterior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map (continues)
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Table E.1: Exterior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map (continues)
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Table E.2: Interior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map
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Table E.2: Interior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map (continues)
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Table E.2: Interior Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map (continues)
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Table E.3: Terrace Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map
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Table E.3: Terrace Views / Analysis Codes & Frequency Map
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APPENDIX F: Index of Photographs
Table F.1: Index of Photographs
Ext.
View
1E
2E

Country
unknown
Holland

Prdcl
AV
AV

Year
1923
1924

France
Belgium
unknown
Holland
Holland

LA
LA
AV
AV
AV

1924
1924
1924
1924
1924

4E
5E
6E
7E

Int.
View

1
2

Architect
Loos
Byvoet&Duiker

3
4
5
6
7

Garnier
Hoffmann
Mallet-Stevens
Oud
Oud

Name/Place
Model
La Haye
Saint
Rambert
Brussels
Model
Katwijk
Rotterdam

8

Perret

Paris

France

AV

1924

8E

9

Sue

St Cloud

France

AV

1924

9E

7I
8I,
8I-1
9I,
9I-1

10

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Corseaux

Switzerland

AV

1925

10E

10I

11

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Esprit Nouv.

France

AV

1925

11E

12
14

Oud
Raymond

Noordwick
Tokyo 2

Holland
Japan

AV
AV

1925
1925

11I
12I,
12I-1

14E

15
16

Rietvelt&Schroeder
Van Doesburg

Utrecht
Model

Holland
unknown

AV
AV

1925
1925

15E
16E

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Van
Doesburg&Van
Eesteren&Rietvelt
Van Eesteren
Vant Hoff
Dudok
Gropius&Meyer
Korn
Korn
Korn
Korn

Model
Alblasserdam
HuisTerHeide
La Haye
Irna
Berlin
Berlin 2
Berlin 3
Berlin4

unknown
Holland
Holland
Holland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV

1925
1925
1925
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926
1926

17E
18E
19E
20E
21E
22E
23E
24E
25E

26

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Voucresson

France

LA

1926

26E

27

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

La Roche

France

AV

1926

27E

28
29
30
31

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret
Lurçat
Mallet-Stevens
Muche

Ozenfant
Versailles
VilleDAvray
Weimar

France
France
France
Germany
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AV
LA
AV
AV

1926
1926
1926
1926

28E
29E
30E
31E

Ter.
View

3T

15I

27I,
27I1,27I2
28I,
28I-1

27T

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
32
33

Raymond
Raymond

Tokyo 3
Tokyo 4

Japan
Japan

AV
AV

1926
1926

32E
33E

34
35
36
37

Raymond
Wormser
Bourgeois
Byvoet&Duiker

Tokyo 6
Dunes
Saint Clair
Meerpolder

Japan
Holland (?)
Belgium
Holland

AV
AV
LA
AV

1926
1926
1927
1927

34E
35E
36E
37E

38
39

Gocar
Gropius

Chekosl.
Germany

AV
AV

1927
1927

38E
39E

40
41

Jirasek
Kotera

Prague
Berlin
Vienna
(Model)
Prague

Austria
Chekosl.

AV
AV

1927
1927

40E
41E

42
43
44
45

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret
M V D Rohe
Mallet-Stevens
Mallet-Stevens

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Niedermoser
Raymond
Raymond
Wiesner
Behrens
Frank
Hilberseimer
Janco
Poelzig
Rading

Boulogne
Model
Mezy
Mezy
Vienna
(Model)
Tokyo 5
Tokyo 8
Brno
Loyers
Stuttgart
Stuttgart
Bucharest 2
Stuttgart
Stuttgart

France
unknown
France
France

AV
AV
AV
AV

1927
1927
1927
1927

42E
43E
44E
45E

Austria
Japan
Japan
Chekosl.
Germany
Germany
Germany
Romania
Germany
Germany

AV
AV
AV
AV
LA
LA
LA
AV
LA
LA

1927
1927
1927
1927
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928

46E
47E

34I,
34I-1

38I,
38I-1
39I

42I,42I1, 42I2, 42I3, 42I-4

48I
49E
50E
51E
52E
53E
54E
55E

53I

56

Gray

Roquebrune

France

AV

1929

56E

56I,
56I-1,
56I-2,
56I-3,
56I-4

57

Guevrekian

Neuilly

France

LA

1929

57E

57I

58

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Anvers

Belgium

AV

1929

58E

59

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

60

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Stein

France

AV

1929

60E

61

Lurçat

Bagneux

France

LA

1929

61E

VilleDAvray

France
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AV

1929

42T,
42T1

59E

59I,
59I-1
60I,
60I-1,
60I-2,
60I-3

56T
57T,
57T1

59T,
59T1,
59T2
60T,
60T1
61T,
61T1

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
62
63
64

Abraham
Abraham
Brukalski

65

Loos

66

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

67
68
69

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret
Loos
M V D Rohe

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Pingusson
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Bens
Breuer
unknown
Burnet-Tait
Burnet-Tait
Chareau
Favier

89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96

Louveciennes
Voucresson
Warsaw
Baller
(Model)

France
France
Poland

LA
LA
AA

1930
1930
1930

62E
63E
64E

unknown

AA

1930

65E

Planeix

France

AV

1930

France
France
Germany

AV
AA
AA

1930
1930
1930

France
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Chekosl.
Germany
Hungary
England
England
France
France

AA
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AA
AV
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1933
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

70E
71E
72E
73E
74E
75E
76E
77E
78E
79E
80E

Fischer
Fischer
Gropius
Hoffmann
Karplus

Church
Paris
Guben
Ste Maxime
(Model)
Coonley
Evans
Heath
Heurtley
Holyhock
Innes
Robie
Stefens
Taliesin
Thomas
Riverforest
Prague
Berlin
Budapest
Essex
La Chateau
Verre
Villennes SS
Boulogne sur
Seine
Paris
Dessau
Vienna
Vienna

France
France
Germany
Austria
Austria

AA
AA
AV
AA
AA

1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

89E

Kohn&Lavergne
Lauterbach

Hautville
Breslau

France
Poland

LA
AA

1931
1931

94E
95E

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Savoye

France
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AV

1931

66E

66I,
66I1,
66I-2

66T

67I,
67I-1
68E
69E

82E
83E
84E
85E
86E

75I

79I
81I
82I
83I

87I
88E

91E
92E
93E

96E

89I
90I
92I

96I,
96I1,
96I2,
96I-3

96T,
96T1

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
97
98
99
100
101
102

Loos
Luckhart
Luckhart
Mallet-Stevens
Mallet-Stevens
Mallet-Stevens

Vienna
Berlin
Berlin 2
Rue MS 1
Rue MS 2
Rue MS 3

Austria
Germany
Germany
France
France
France

AA
AV
AV
AA
AA
AA

1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

97E
98E

98T
99T

100E
101E
102E

103

M V D Rohe

Tugendhat

Chekosl.

AV

1931

103E

104

M V D Rohe

Berlin

Germany

AV

1931

104E

105
106
107

Neutra
Perret
Perret

USA
France
France

LA
AA
AA

1931
1931
1932

105E
106E

108

Sauvage

Los Angeles
Muter
Versailles
SML
Garenne

France

AA

1931

109
110
111

Schlamensee
Theiss-Jaksch
Vessierres

Stockholm
Vienna
Garches

Sweden
Austria
France

AA
AA
LA

1931
1931
1931

109E
110E
111E

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

Welz
Wood
Abraham
Baehler
Bassompierre
Berst
Beugnet
Brelet
Breuer
Bustillo
De los Campo
Duesberg
Fischer

unknown
Oversound
Clariere
Ascona
Meulan
Colmar
Ville d'Avray
Paris
Wiesbaden
unknown
Buenos Aires
Verviers
Saint Cloud

France
England
France
Germany
France
France
France
France
Germany
Argentina
Argentina
Belgium
France

AA
AA
AA
AA
LA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1931
1931
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932

112E
113E
114E
115E
116E
117E
118E
119E
120E

125
126
127

Furiet
Thurin
Grupe 5

Fontaine Le
P.
Orly
PM1

France
France
France

LA
AA
AA

1934
1934
1932

125E
126E
127E
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98I

122E
123E
124E

103I,
103I1,
103I2,
103I3
104I,
104I1
105I,
105I1,
105I2
106I
107I

103T,
103T1,
103T2

104T

105T

108I
109I,
109I1
111I
112I,
112I1

116T
118I
120I

124I
125I,
125I1,
125I2

120T
121T

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

Grupe 5
Grupe 5
Guerin
Gutkin
Gutkin
Gutkin
Hardel

PM2
PM3
Expo AA
Berlin Expo1
Berlin Expo2
Berlin Expo3
Expo AA

France
France
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
France

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932

128E
129E
130E
131E
132E
133E
134E

135
136
137

Jourdain
Kloos
Kohler

Grandchamp
unknown
Berlin

France
Holland
Germany

AA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932

135E
136E

138
139
140

Kozma
Kretschmer
Krueger

Budapest
unknown
Stuttgart

Hungary
Germany
Germany

AA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932

138E
139E
140E

141
142
143
144
145

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret
Le Meme
Lubinsky
Lurçat
Lurçat

Mandrot
Haute Mont.
Warsaw
BsurSeine
Guggenbuhl

France
France
Poland
France
France

AV
AA
AA
AA
LA

1932
1932
1932
1932
1928

141E
142E
143E
144E
145E

146
147
149
150

Mallet-Stevens
Mallet-Stevens
Markelius
Mendelsohn

Croix
Sceaux
Nockeby
Dr.Bejach

France
France
Sweden
Germany

AA
LA
LA
AV

1932
1932
1932
1932

146E
147E
149E
150E

151

Mendelsohn

152

Mendelsohn

153
154
155

Moreux
Nanquette
Neutra

Berlin
Sternfeld
(Berlin)

Paris
Yerres
California

Germany

AV

1932

151E

Germany

AV

1932

152E

France
France
USA
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AA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932

153E
154E
155E

130I
132I
134I
135I,
135I1
137I
138I,
138I1

138T

140I

141I
143I
145I
146I,
146I1,
146I2,
146I3,
146I4,
146I5,
146I6

143T
144T
145T

146T

149I

149T

151I,
151I1

151T

153I,
153I1,
153I2
154I

153T
154T

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
156
157
158
159
160
161

Nicolas
Perret
Perret
Perret
Sabatou
Salvisberg

162
163
164
165

Salvisberg
Salvisberg
Salvisberg
Salvisberg

166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

187
188
189
191

192
193

Scharoun
Schumacher
Segal
Vant Hoff
Stephensen
Taut (M)
Van den
Broeck
Vilar

Von Der Muhl
Wagner
Wiedemeyer
Wood
Zac
BarbierBouvet
Barret
Brinkmann
Brinkmann
Burnet
Fraenkel
Konrad
Kroha

Linhart
Machon
Nachod
Neutra

Pacon
Redard

Paris
unknown
Monsourris
Garches
Frette
Zurich
Dahlem/Dr
Charlton
Grunewald
unknown
Berlin

France
Egypte
France
France
France
Switzerland

AA
AA
AA
LA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932

156E
157E
158E
159E
160E
161E

Switzerland
Germany
Switzerland
Germany

AA
AA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932
1932

162E
163E
164E
165E

Gera
Cologne
Mallorca
HuisTerHeide
Copenhagen
W Haus

Germany
Germany
Spain
Holland
Denmark
Germany

AA
AA
AA
AV
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932
1925
1932
1932

166E
167E
168E
169E
170E
171E

unknown
Buenos Aires

Belgium
Argentina

AA
AA

1932
1932

172E
173E

Bale
W Haus
Ascona
Torquay
Prague
Cote des
Maures
unknown
Rotterdam 1
Roterdam 2
Aldbourne
Riverside
Bratislava
Brno

Prague
Yevanech
unknown
Hollyridge

NSurSeine
Cote d'Argent

Germany
Germany (?)
Germany
England
Chekosl.

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1932
1932
1932
1932
1932

174E
175E
176E
177E
178E

France
unknown
Holland
Holland
England
Germany
Chekosl.
Chekosl.

AA
AA
AA
AV
AA
LA
AA
AA

1933
1933
1933
1933
1933
1933
1933
1933

179E
180E
181E

Chekosl.
unknown
Chekosl.
USA

France
France

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AA
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1933
1933
1933
1933

1933
1933

160I
161I
162I
164I
166I,
166I1

167T

174I,
174I1,
174I2,
174I3

174T

178I

178T

182T
183T

183E
184E
185E
186E

187E
188E
189E
191E

192E
193E

160T
161T

187I,
187I1
188I

192I,
192I1

187T

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
194
195

Rosenauer
Rosenthal

St Cloud
Berlin

France
Germany

AA
AA

1933
1933

194E
195E

196
197
198
199
200
201
202
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

Steens
Vaquero
Weinwurm
Wiesner
Wiesner
Behrens
Bourgeois
Le Meme
Caillet
Cantacuzène
Debré
E Raymond
Furiet
Ginsberg
Ginsberg
Gladky

Ris Orangis
Ovideo
Bratislava
Brno
Brno 2
Taunus
Wauthier-Br.
Megeve
Alger
Mer Noire
Paris
Massachuss.
Villars
Expo-Paris
unknown
Viroflay

France
Spain
Chekosl.
Chekosl.
Chekosl.
Germany
Belgium
France
Algeria
Romania
France
USA
France
France
France
France

LA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
LA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1933
1933
1933
1933
1933
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934

196E
197E
198E
199E
200E
201E
202E
205E
206E
207E
208E
209E
210E
211E
212E
213E

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222

Gross
Guerineau
Horiguti
Howe&Lescaze
Janco
Jourdain
Judtman
Judtman
Koerte

Riverside
Alger
Tokyo
unknown
Bucharest
Loi Louc.
Pötzleinsdorf
Vienna
Stuttgart

Germany
Algeria
Japan
England
Romania
France
Austria
Austria
Germany

LA
LA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934

214E
215E
216E
217E
218E
219E
220E
221E

223
224
225

Koninck
Kuehn
Kuehn

Auderghem
Westend
Zeuthen

Belgium
Germany
Germany

AA
AA
AA

1934
1934
1934

223E
224E
225E

226
227
228
229
230

Lacourrege&Cartron
Le Meme
Loos
unknown
unknown

Meulan
Megeve
Vienna 2
Weekend
Voucresson

France
France
Austria
France
France

LA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1934
1934
1934
1934
1934

226E
227E
228E
229E
230E

231
232
233

Marston&Maybury
Moser
Moser

Pasadena
Eierbrecht
Zurich

USA
Switzerland
Switzerland

AA
AA
AA

1934
1934
1934

231E
232E
233E

234

Neutra

Altadona

USA

AA

1934

234E
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196I,
196I1,196I2
197T

201I

201T

208I

214I,
214I-1

214T

216I

220I
222I
223I,
223I-1

226I

131T
234I,
234I-1

Table F.1: Index of Photographs (continues)
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

Novello
Plischke
Raymond
Richter
Riha
Sato
Siclis&Robain
Sue
Tanguti
Thurin
Vago
VanDerBorght
Zielensky
Checkley
Chitty/Tecton
Furiet
Horiguti
Ischiura

Paris
Vienna
Tokyo
Berlin
Prague
Tokyo
Merignac
Ustarritz
Tokyo
Orly 2
Metalique
Watermael
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
Tokyo
Tokyo

France
Austria
Japan
Germany
Chekosl.
Japan
France
France
Japan
France
France
Holland
?
England
England
Switzerland
Japan
Japan

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
LA
LA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
LA
AA
AA

1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935

235E
236E
237E
238E
239E

235I

241E
242E
243E
244E
245E
246E
247E
248E
249E
250E
251E
252E

241I
242I

253
254
255

Kozma
Kume
Kurata

Budapest2
unknown
unknown

Hungary
Japan
Japan

LA
AA
AA

1935
1935
1935

253E
254E
255E

256

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret

Mathes

France

AA

1935

256E

257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267

Le
Corbusier&Pierre
Jeanneret
Lurçat
Nakamishi
Raymond
Schlegel
Skinner&Tecton
Tsiuchiura
Ueno
Ueno
Yamada
Loos

Weekend
VilleDAvray
Osaka
Tokyo
Copenhagen
Gidea Park
unknown
unknown
Kyoto
unknown
Vienna

France
France
Japan
Japan
Denmark
England
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Austria

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

1935
1935
1935
1935
1934
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1933

257E
258E
259E

301

261E
262E
263E
264E
265E
266E
267E

236T
238I
240T
241T

246I
247I
248I

253I,
253I1,
253I2

256T

257I
259I
260I

263I

262T
263T

267T
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